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Measure R South Bay Highway  
Program Oversight Committee 

 
Monday, April 8, 2013 

10:30 A.M. - Noon  
 

SBESC 
20285 WESTERN AVE.,  
TORRANCE, CA 90501 

 
10:30 a.m. I. CALL TO ORDER / Introductions  

 
10:35 a.m. II. REPORT OF POSTING OF THE AGENDA – Receive and File  
 
10:37 a.m. III. ANNOUNCEMENTS OF ANY CHANGES TO THE AGENDA – Receive and File 
 
10:38 a.m. IV. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
10:40 a.m. V. CONSENT CALENDAR 

 
A.  Minutes of the March 11, 2013 discussion  (Attachment A) - Approve 

 
10:42 a.m.  VI.  Draft Final South Bay Highway Program Implementation Plan (Attachment B) – 

Approve 
 

10:55 a.m. VII. METRO UPDATES – Metro staff 
 

 A.    Metro Project Management Information System “Tour” – Receive and file  
 B.    Status of Caltrans project funding agreements – Receive and file 

 
11:00 a.m. VIII. SBHP PROJECT STATUS – Steve Lantz 

 
A.   SBHP March 2013 Project Progress Report (Attachment C) – Receive and file 
B.   SBHP March Project Risk Report (Attachment D) – Receive and file 

 
11:30 a.m. IX. SPOTLIGHT PROJECT - Artesia Blvd. at Western Ave. Intersection Improvement –    

Receive and file - John Felix, City of Gardena 
 

11:45 a.m. X. 3-Month Look Ahead (Attachment E) – Receive and file  
 

11:55 a.m. XI. SBHP Implementation Update Calendar (Attachment F) – Receive and file 
 

Noon  XII. Adjourn to next Measure R SBHP Oversight Committee Meeting – Monday, 5/13/13 
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Measure R South Bay Highway  
Program Oversight Committee Minutes 

March 11, 2013 
 
 

Attendees: Jim Goodhart (Chair, PVE); Ralph Franklin (Inglewood); Ellen Perkins (Palos Verdes Estates); 
Susan Rhilinger (Torrance); Massoud Ghiam (Carson); Stephanie Katsouleas (El Segundo); Rob Beste 
(Torrance); Lan Saadatnejadi (MTA); Jacki Bacharach & Marcy Hiratzka (SBCCOG); Steve Lantz (SBCCOG 
transportation consultant); Alan Clelland & Alek Hovsepian (Iteris); Sam Ekrami (Parsons Brinckerhoff); 
Tom Choe (System Metrics Group) 
 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER / Introductions – The meeting began at 10:32 a.m., and lacking a quorum, Item VIII of 

the agenda was explained by Steve Lantz. The meeting was called to order at 10:37 with the arrival of 
Councilmember Ralph Franklin, creating a quorum. 

II. REPORT OF POSTING OF THE AGENDA – Received and filed   
III. ANNOUNCEMENTS OF ANY CHANGES TO THE AGENDA – None 
IV. PUBLIC COMMENT - None 

 
V. CONSENT CALENDAR 

A. Minutes of the February 11, 2013 meeting  (Attachment A) – Approved – Franklin moved, 
Goodhart seconded 
 

VI. METRO UPDATES – Lan Saadatnejadi gave the following reports: 
A. Metro Project Management Information System Update- PMIS was online as of March 1, 2013. 
Agency account log in ids have been sent to project managers. User guides also were distributed. 
Another round of training was recently held; technical questions should go to Tasha Higgins. Jacki 
Bacharach said that she would like to view PMIS at next Measure R Oversight meeting. 
B. Status of Caltrans project funding agreements- Only one Caltrans agreement is pending: ITS 
improvements (405, 110, 105, and 91 freeway ramp arterials signalized intersection improvements.) 
Scope has been agreed upon with Caltrans. Final sign off of funding agreement boilerplate this week. 
PSR development is being funded with Caltrans’ state funds and is due to be completed in June 2013. 
The Metro Funding Agreement will pay for Caltrans to complete the PAED. Caltrans will have 2 years to 
complete the PAED (from July 1 2013 to June 30 2015.) Steve Lantz asked how Caltrans’ project 
information will be entered onto this Committee’s issues report and Alan Clelland said that Will Lamborn 
from Metro has arranged for a set time (monthly) to provide the Caltrans information to Iteris. Chair 
Goodhart and Steve Lantz expressed interest in holding a separate meeting with Caltrans to get their 
projects squared away now that the Funding Agreements are being completed.  

 
VII. SBHP PROJECT STATUS – Steve Lantz  

A. SBHP Monthly Project Progress Report (Attachment B) – Received and filed  
Alan Clelland explained that there is progress on all fronts except for Caltrans’ ITS project. Iteris has 
listed the projected design and construction completion dates for most of the projects on the list. Gardena 
MR312.19 is ahead of schedule with design. Torrance MR312.18 awarded the construction contract at 
the beginning of February 2013. Jacki Bacharach and Lan Saadatnejadi were both concerned about 
appropriate signage posted at the Measure R construction sites, and requested pictures. Marcy Hiratzka 
added that Craig Bilezerian of Torrance had contacted the SBCCOG to obtain official signage 
requirements and Rob Beste said he would follow up with Mr. Bilezerian. Stephanie Katsouleas 
suggested reusing the signage at different Measure R construction sites and this suggestion was met with 
general agreement. 
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B. SBHP Monthly Project Issues Report (Attachment C) – Received and filed  
Alan Clelland explained that “yellow” and “red” projects are included in this report at the request of the 
Committee. Jacki Bacharach pointed out that the last 2 projects on this report had the same ID number; 
Marcy Hiratzka will fix this, as well as add the “312.” back into the ID. Issues included: 

 Redondo Beach- John Mate of Redondo Beach needs to confirm whether or not there will be a 
project cost increase resulting from a potential ROW/Construction cost increase in project 
MR312.06 – PCH improvements from Anita St. to Palos Verdes Blvd. He will confirm at the end of 
the design phase prior to the initiation of construction. The project has been delayed by nearly 
two years; For MR312.07 – Northbound right-turn lane on PCH at Torrance Blvd, Caltrans is 
requesting specific detailed information, and CVS Pharmacy has concern over design of 
pedestrian access; For MR312.08 – Add Westbound right-turn lane on PCH at Palos Verdes 
Drive, design fee is $6,000 over budget but design started. City is working with Metro to shift 
funds in the FA from construction to design. No indication yet that those additional funds are 
needed for the project as a whole.  

 Manhattan Beach- For MR312.28 – Widening Sepulveda + seismic retrofit, Steve Lantz reported 
the city is reworking the Call for Projects and Measure R SBHP FAs to accommodate the 
Caltrans requirement for a seismic retrofit and to coordinate funding with a federal earmark which 
is causing funding complications. The city received a CFP grant for the bridge widening and 
subsequently Caltrans said that the project needs to have a seismic retrofit. The CFP grant does 
not allow money to be added to the grant amount, so SBHP funds were given to the city. Metro 
said that at the time, Measure R funds could not be used to match Call Project funds (the 
restriction was subsequently changed.) The City also received an earmark grant for this project 
but had committed it as a match to the Call Project, so the SBCCOG and city told Metro that the 
city will proceed with a separate seismic project, using the federal earmark on the seismic retrofit 
and local funds to match the Call project. Metro has not approved the proposed solution. Steve 
Lantz is also trying to establish a policy to address the ability to use additional adding more SBHP 
funds in Call for Projects grants to cover unforeseen changes in scope in the future. Subsequent 
to this meeting, it was discovered that both the PWD and PM (city engineer) are no longer 
employed at the City of Manhattan Beach. These projects are on-hold until replacement staff is 
established. Jim Goodhart asked to indicate ON HOLD instead of question mark on this report. 
Lan Saadatnejadi said to let her know if her staff can help and Steve Lantz said that her staff has 
been at every meeting held to discuss this and nothing has been resolved so far. 

 Hermosa Beach - Jim Goodhart noted that Hermosa Beach has not been sending their monthly 
PMIS reports. Metro needs to meet with them. Rob Beste said that there are only 2 staff working 
on public works projects there, but they should commit their resources if they want to participate.  

 LA County- For MR312.16 - the Del Amo Blvd. Gap Closure, LA City Councilman Buscaino just 
sent a letter to the PWD in LA City to ask Public Works to proceed with the feasibility study. LA 
County and LA City are now going to collaborate on the study since each jurisdiction has right-of -
way and environmental issues to be addressed. The feasibility study will identify the issues that 
need to be addressed and options for solutions. Jacki Bacharach thought the title should be 
changed to reflect that it is only a feasibility study, since the project is so far from construction. 
Steve Lantz said that that can be defined when the Metro Funding Agreement for the project is 
created.  

 Gardena- MR 312.17– Rosecrans Ave Improvements from Vermont Ave to Crenshaw Blvd, Chair 
Goodhart asked Iteris to call the cities to make sure the design and construction milestone have 
actually occurred as scheduled. For this project, the design phase was supposed to have started 
in February. Iteris was only aware that the contract was awarded to a consultant/contractor, but 
not if design actually began.  

 SBCCOG - ITS Workplan- The SBCCOG is checking the cost of the detection deployment that is 
needed to support the STE. The SBCCOG is working with the agencies to confirm what detection 
they have in place.  

 Torrance - MR312.23-Torrance Park and Ride Regional Terminal, the city wants to accelerate a 
parking structure at the site and may need new money and new scope. 

 Carson - MR 312.37– Sepulveda Blvd. widening from Alameda St. to ICTF Driveway, the review 
of seismic calculations are underway (this had been a cause for concern). Massoud Ghiam 
reported that by June, the plans and specifications will be ready.   
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Jacki Bacharach again requested due dates for action items. Steve Lantz suggested letting the cities set 
the due date themselves so they are held accountable for it. As a result, the Measure R Oversight 
Committee will not have to discuss these projects every month, until the date the city provides. 
Councilmember Rhilinger suggested limiting the amount of projects a city may execute at one time and/or 
monitoring past performances if a city is attempting to handle more than it can at once. Jacki Bacharach 
said that a customized cover letter will be added to the final Implementation Plan, which will be sent to 
each city, stating the importance of elected officials being present at these meetings and being involved 
with Measure R/SBHP. Councilmember Perkins added that, over time, elected officials may have 
forgotten the importance of Measure R. She wondered if. at the next Board meeting, Board Chair Franklin 
should reiterate the importance of attending these meetings. It was decided that the City Manager would 
be the appropriate recipient of a letter to that effect (for most city structures.) Stephanie Katsouleas 
suggested making this a topic at the upcoming South Bay City Managers Association meeting and Jacki 
Bacharach confirmed that it will be. Chair Goodhart said that, while it is unfortunate if a city falls short on 
a project, it’s still an opportunity for different city (that is prepared) to be given that money to start a 
project.  

 
VIII. Draft South Bay Highway Program Implementation Plan (Attachment D) – Reviewed  

Steve Lantz explained that this draft final policy document moved the procedures into appendices. 
Comments received to date have been addressed and if anyone has any more (IWG will be asked as 
well) the SBCCOG will address them before bringing it back in April for approval. The IWG Executive 
Committee looked at it first, where it was split into four parts.  
 

IX. Draft Strategic Transportation Element  (Attachment E) – Reviewed 
The Strategic Transportation Element is a SBCCOG strategy to develop a South Bay traffic-monitoring 
network that will provide network performance data to guide priority, sequencing, and selection of 
Measure R projects. Once projects are selected, there will be a consistent plan for monitoring 
performance, and the SBCCOG can evaluate how corridors worked before (and after) the project. This 
will establish a South Bay plan for system monitoring and evaluate pre/post project performance of SB 
freeway and highway networks. This complies with new state and federal MAP-21 guidelines that require 
performance-based project decision-making. The presentation showed how congestion will look if no 
action is taken. A big change in capacity can be made if small changes are made with operational 
improvements that benefit the freeways. Caltrans’ Operations Improvement Pyramid was explained. 
Corridors are streets and state highways and the SBCCOG can help there with incident management, by 
modifying intersections, identifying high-collision locations, and with other multi-modal strategies (things 
that take the demand off the freeways.)  There is presently no data captured on the arterials except for 
levels of service. If the South Bay decides to implement the STE, it would be the first sub-region in the 
county to have a comprehensive monitoring system to guide the corridor project selection and document 
the impact on highway and arterial speeds. In order to know what needs to be done and what will work, 
the SBCCOG needs to sequence and prioritize the lead agencies’ projects. This is the first time the 
SBCCOG’s project selection will consider the performance of key corridors, rather than isolated 
intersections. Progressive mobility gains will result from project sequencing. Sequencing options and 
routes selected for monitoring were listed.  
 
Steve Lantz said that this item is asking for the approval of the STE conceptual approach so it can be 
incorporated into the Implementation Plan. There is no implementation cost estimate for the STE yet, (not 
just for capital costs, but ongoing operations and maintenance) which is why it is being discussed 
conceptually. The STE implementation was not budgeted In the SBCCOG’s scope of work for Measure R, 
however it can be funded within the ITS Work Plan line item. If approved, the consultants would come 
back to the IWG with an STE cost estimate in April and back to the Measure R Committee in May. The 
deadline for the consultant contract is approaching, which is why the SBCCOG needs to bifurcate the 
conceptual approval and the cost estimate approval. Next steps are to review and incorporate comments 
and finalize the conceptual STE for inclusion in the Implementation Plan. Metro staff wants the SBCCOG 
to take the STE to the Metro committees and Metro Board. Caltrans has already reviewed it.  
 

X. Metro / SBCCOG Funding Agreement Amendment Scope and Funding Allocation (Attachment F) – Approved  

The recommendation that the Measure R Oversight Committee recommend that the SBCCOG Board of 
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Directors approve the FY 13-19 SBHP Funding Agreement Amendment #2 Scope of Work (Exhibit 1) and 
Quarterly Expenditure Estimates (Exhibit 2) and authorize execution of Amendment #2 was moved by 
Councilmember Franklin and seconded by Councilmember Rhilinger. 

XI. 3-Month Look Ahead (Attachment G) – Received and filed  
 

XII. SBHP Implementation Update Calendar (Attachment H) – Received and filed 
 
XIII. The meeting was adjourned at 12:00 p.m. by Chair Goodhart until April 8, 2013 at 10:30 AM. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The mission of the South Bay Measure R Highway Program (SBHP) is to improve the operations 

and safety of the South Bay transportation system.  The South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

(SBCCOG) is partnering with the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

(Metro), California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), and South Bay jurisdictions to fund 

transportation projects that increase mobility, safety, and sustainability on transportation 

corridors in the South Bay by funding projects.  The SBHP Implementation Plan is the guiding 

policy document for program and project development, the allocation of funds to design and 

construct highway improvement projects, and oversight of project delivery.   

The Measure R one-half percent sales tax was approved by Los Angeles County voters in 

November 2008 to provide funding to meet the transportation needs of Los Angeles County. 

Measure R funds are administered by Metro. Measure R provides a specific, dedicated funding 

source for a program of freeway ramp and interchange operational improvements on state 

highways and adjacent arterials in the South Bay region of Los Angeles County. Projects using 

Measure R funds must have a demonstrated nexus to State Highway Operational Improvements. 

The South Bay sub-region is expected to receive approximately $906 million in 2008 dollars (or 

an estimated $1.5 billion escalated to year of expenditure dollars) over the 30-year life of 

Measure R. Although Measure R is expected to provide a significant amount of funding to the 

South Bay over the 30 years of allocations to the Program, based on identified improvement 

projects, the projected Measure R revenues are expected to only fund approximately half of the 

Program’s estimated ultimate funding. 

The SBCCOG, a joint powers authority representing the local jurisdictions in this sub-region of Los 

Angeles County, serves as the program manager to help guide and oversee the South Bay 

Measure R Highway Program. Funding allocations for this Program are recommended by the 

SBCCOG Board for approval by the Metro Board in rolling five to seven year increments, updated 

on an annual basis. SBHP projects are delivered by local jurisdictions under funding agreements 

with Metro.  The SBHP uses information collected by Metro from the lead agency for each 

project to track progress of funded projects in order to provide early identification of 

implementation obstacles and corrective actions for projects. 

Based on various transportation study recommendations and identified needed mobility gap 

closures, the SBCCOG develops a prioritized program of projects and oversees project 

implementation in partnership with each lead local agency, Metro and Caltrans.  The SBHP 

Implementation Plan provides the SBCCOG a framework to rationally and systematically 

prioritize projects and leverage other local, state and federal fund resources and close this 

potential funding gap for the completion of projects over the life of Measure R.   

The SBHP Implementation Plan is comprised of four sections: 

 Part A: Policies 

 Part B: Procedure Manual 
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 Part C: Strategic Transportation Element 

 Part D: Funding Program 

1.1 SBHP Roles and Responsibilities 

1.1.1 Los Angeles Metro 

Metro administers the Measure R Ordinance sales tax revenue.  It has the responsibility to 

provide countywide policy and programming of Measure R funds and is responsible for Measure 

R conformity and project grant administration.  Metro is responsible for the program 

development and oversight of projects sponsored by Caltrans—primarily those located on the 

regional freeway system.  

Metro Board of Directors 

The Board of Directors is the governing body of the Los Angeles County Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority. 

Metro Measure R Independent Taxpayers Oversight Committee 

An independent taxpayer oversight committee was established by the Measure R Ordinance to 

provide oversight to the 30-year Measure R Expenditure Plan.  The Measure R Independent 

Taxpayers Oversight Committee reviews an annual independent audit and report to taxpayers 

and provides ongoing monitoring and review of spending.   

Metro Staff 

Metro Staff provides project administration, oversight and auditing of the 30-year South Bay 

Measure R Highway Program.  Metro staff reviews the eligibility of projects and their nexus to 

the highway system, reviews and approves monthly progress and quarterly expenditure reports, 

and performs project development and project oversight of Caltrans-sponsored projects. 

Metro Measure R Highway Advisory Committee 

The eligibility guidelines of the Measure R Highway Program were guided by the Highway 

Advisory Committee composed of representatives from each of the Councils of Governments, City 

of Los Angeles, County of Los Angeles and Caltrans. The Committee also helped review the first 

decade bonding scenarios and clarified the definitions of Operational and Ramp/Interchange 

improvements and project completion for Measure R purposes.   

1.1.2 South Bay Cities Council of Governments (SBCCOG) 

The SBCCOG is a collaborative joint powers authority of municipalities and the County in 

southwest Los Angeles County area.   Metro entered into a cooperative agreement and a funding 

agreement with the SBCCOG for the SBCCOG to provide assistance with the development and 

delivery oversight as the program manager of the SBHP Implementation Plan. 

 

SBCCOG Board of Directors 

The Board of Directors serves as the governing body for the SBCCOG. The Board is comprised of 

elected officials from each of the SBCCOG's member cities and LA County. Each city appoints one 
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delegate and at least one alternate member to serve on the Board.  The County appoints the 

Supervisors from District 2 and 4 (which cover the South Bay) and alternates from their staff.  

The Board approves the policies, contracts and funding allocations for recommendation to the 

Metro Board. The Steering Committee serves as the Executive Committee of the SBCCOG Board. 

Its members are the officers of the SBCCOG Board of Directors and committee chairs, as well as 

the chairs of the working groups and a representative from the South Bay City Managers’ Group.  

The Board of Directors approves the following SBHP elements: 

 Programming of project allocation amounts and schedules  

 Additional SBHP funding allocations due to justifiable project cost escalation or to loss of 

previously committed funds beyond the lead agency's control 

 Within the funding limits of the Metro-approved SBHP program contingency line item, 

justifiable administrative adjustments to project allocations.   

 The SBHP Implementation Plan, policies and procedures 

SBCCOG Measure R Oversight Committee 

The Steering Committee of the SBCCOG Board created a South Bay Measure R Oversight 

Committee to be the primary policy and administrative committee for the South Bay Measure R 

Highway Program that makes recommendations to the SBCCOG Board of Directors for approval.  

The responsibilities of the Measure R Oversight Committee include: 

 Serving as the primary policy and administrative committee for SBHP policy development 

and administration 

 Quarterly review of each active project status/progress, risk register changes, and 

funding status 

 Project-related corrective actions, either through administrative actions or through the 

annual update process 

 Approval of consultant task orders - those authorized by the Executive Director for 

amounts under $50,000 and those over $50,000.  The Sub-Committee will receive 

monthly task order status report. 

Infrastructure Working Group 

The SBCCOG Infrastructure Working Group (IWG) serves as a forum for SBCCOG-member public 

works directors and city engineers.  The Steering Committee designated the IWG to serve as the 

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) for the South Bay Measure R Highway Program.   The IWG 

reviews all work products produced by the project team and makes recommendations to the 

SBCCOG Measure R Oversight Committee, Steering Committee, and Board of Directors.  The 

IWG’s Executive Committee is composed of the officers of the IWG. 

SBCCOG Staff 

Staff provides program administration in conjunction with Metro and support for SBCCOG Board 

and committees. 
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SBCCOG Transportation Consultant 

The SBCCOG has retained a transportation consultant to advise the SBCCOG on various 

transportation programs concerning the South Bay sub-region.  This consultant is also 

responsible for administering and managing the SBHP management consultant’s contract and 

work progress. 

SBCCOG Measure R Highway Program Management Consultants  

The SBCCOG retained a team of consultants to develop and update the Implementation Plan, 

provide on-going monitoring of projects related to schedule, costs and risk management. The 

consultants are also available to provide project assistance to lead agencies with the approval of 

the lead agency governing board and the SBCCOG Board of Directors on a task order basis.  

1.1.3 Lead Agencies - South Bay Cities, Los Angeles County and Caltrans 

The lead agencies for implementation of eligible projects that use SBHP funds are SBCCOG 

member cities, Los Angeles County and Caltrans.  Each also participates as part of the SBHP’s 

technical advisory committee.  Lead agencies engage contractors and consultants under 

contract, report progress to Metro, ensure project execution meets budget and schedule, 

consults with SBCCOG in addressing issues affecting project implementation and participates and 

contributes to the review process. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships and responsibilities of entities involved in the South Bay 

Measure R Highway Program described above. 
 

Figure 1: 
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The South Bay Measure R Highway Program was created to deliver projects in the South Bay 

partially funded from sales tax approved within the Measure R Ordinance approved in 

November 2008 by the voters of Los Angeles County.   The Measure R Ordinance set the general 

goals and parameters of the South Bay Measure R Highway Program; however, the policies of 

the Implementation Plan are based on subsequent Metro and SBCCOG policies.  This chapter 

describes the policies forming Measure R and clarifying the ordinance into an operative funding 

program and SBCCOG and Metro policies governing and managing the program.   

2.1 Measure R Ordinance 

Measure R is a half-cent sales tax for Los Angeles County to finance new transportation projects 

and programs, and accelerate those already in the pipeline. The tax took effect July 2009. 

Measure R alone does not fully fund all projects. The Measure contains an Expenditure Plan that 

identifies the major programs and projects to be funded and additional fund sources that will be 

used to complete the projects.   

  

The Measure R Expenditure Plan devotes its funds to seven transportation categories as follows: 

35 percent to new rail and bus rapid transit projects, 3 percent to Metrolink projects, 2 percent 

to Metro Rail system improvement projects, 20 percent to carpool lanes, highways and other 

highway related improvements (including the South Bay Highway Program), 5 percent to rail 

operations, 20 percent to bus operations, and 15 percent for local city sponsored improvements. 

The Measure R Expenditure Plan is in Part C of this document. 

 

2.1.1 Cooperative Agreement for South Bay Highway Program 

On March 22, 2012 the Metro Board approved a Cooperative Agreement for Administration of 

Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay 

[Measure R Highway Program]) to clarify the relationship between Metro and the SBCCOG in 

administration of the SBHP.  A funding agreement, required by the Cooperative Agreement, 

documents the source and uses of Measure R funds for the SBHP. The key process of funding 

allocation to specific projects enabled by the cooperative agreement is described in detail in 

Chapter 3.  The Cooperative Agreement is as follows: 

1.  Each year the parties will update the Approved Project List by complying with the 

following process (the "Annual Updating Process"): 

a.  By September 1 of each year, MTA will inform the SBCCOG of the estimated 

funding available for Measure R (Line 33 of the Expenditure Plan - lnterstate 

405, 1-1 10, 1-105, and SR-91 Ramp and lnterchange lmprovements [South Bay]) 

over the next five years, taking into account the current demands on all 

Measure R highway subfund revenues. 
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b.  By December 1 of each year, the SBCCOG Board will approve for 

recommendation and submit to MTA staff a fiscally-constrained annual update 

to the Approved Project List ("Annual Update"). The Annual Update shall include 

the following information: 

(i)  A status report on the current SBHP Projects, including identifying any 

deleted SBHP Projects, any changes in project scopes, schedules or 

budgets, including without limitation, any cost overruns and strategies 

to cover such cost overruns and identifying any programmed funds 

which SBCCOG would like to carry over into future years; 

(ii)  A list of new project(s) to propose to add to the Approved Project List; 

(iii)  The anticipated need for Measure R funds for cash flow and 

programming purposes for SBHP Projects delivery and Approved Project 

List 

c.  MTA staff will review the new project(s) and among other things, confirm the 

nexus of each new project to Measure R funding. Once MTA staff concurs with 

any new project, by March of the year following receipt of the Annual Update, 

staff will recommend that the MTA Board authorize funding for such new 

project(s). Once the MTA Board authorizes funding, the new project will be 

considered part of the "Approved Project List" and will be an "SBHP Project". 

d.  In the same board report, MTA staff will also recommend approval of the 

Annual Update, as amended or modified by MTA staff with SBCCOG 

concurrence, to the MTA Board for approval. 

e.  Once the MTA Board approves adding new projects to the Approved Project List 

and the Annual Update, the MTA staff will implement such Board action by 

entering into the appropriate agreements with the applicable SBHP Project Lead 

Agency for the SBHP Project and with the SBCCOG for SBHP program 

administration and development and for project oversight. 

2.  MTA will develop a process where SBHP Project Lead Agencies will be able to 

electronically prepare and submit their monthly status reports on their respective SBHP 

Project to the MTA. This process will allow MTA to efficiently share the information with 

the SBCCOG and other SBHP Project Sponsors by making such completed reports 

available electronically. 

3.  SBCCOG will provide oversight of the SBHP Projects by assisting SBHP Project Lead 

Agencies, except for Caltrans, as necessary to comply with the terms of their MTA 

project funding agreements. Such tasks will include: 
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a.  SBHP Project Lead Agencies will be required to submit the applicable reports to 

MTA, who will share a copy with SBCCOG, either in a hardcopy format or 

electronically as provided in paragraph 2 above. If the report shows any project 

delays or risks for cost increases, then SBCCOG will work with the SBHP Project 

Lead Agency to mitigate and reduce any impacts. 

b.  If changes to a SBHP Project require changes to its programmed funding amount 

or schedule, then SBCCOG will obtain the consensus among its member cities to 

make sure there is no net impact to the Approved Project List. Any changes will 

be included in the Annual Update and submitted to MTA for approval and 

implementation. 

c.  SBCCOG will provide a quarterly summary review ('Quarterly Summary Review") 

of the SBHP Projects utilizing data available in the SBHP monthly reports, 

provided either in hard copy form or electronically, and analysis from SBCCOG 

staff, consultants and SBHP Project Lead Agencies. The Quarterly Summary 

Review will update MTA on the use of Measure R (Line 33 of the Expenditure 

Plan - Interstate 405, 1-1 10, 1-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange 

Improvements [South Bay]) funds by all SBHP Project Lead Agencies during the 

previous quarter, show the milestone progress vs. costs (earned value) for all 

SBHP projects, provide an updated overall schedule of the SBHP Projects and 

identify any major problems or risks and mitigations related to SBHP Project 

schedule adherence and budget control. If a potential cost overrun or significant 

schedule delay is identified for a SBHP Project, the Quarterly Summary Review 

process will include any recovery proposals that have been agreed to by the 

SBHP Project Lead Agency, SBCCOG Oversight Committee and MTA staff. The 

Quarterly Summary Review shall be in writing and delivered to MTA within 30 

days after the end of each quarter. 

4.  For projects where Caltrans is the SBHP Project Lead Agency, SBCCOG will not be 

required to work with Caltrans if a Caltrans project experiences project delays or risks 

for cost increases. MTA shall work with Caltrans to mitigate and reduce any impacts by 

first balancing the affected project with other SBHP approved Caltrans projects so there 

is no net change in the total programmed amount for Caltrans SBHP Projects. SBHP will 

be informed of any actions taken by MTA and Caltrans. If a net change to Caltrans SBHP 

Projects will result, then MTA will work with SBCCOG to rebalance the Approved 

Program List so that SBCCOG can retain consensus for the Measure R (Line 33 of the 

Expenditure Plan - Interstate 405, 1-1 10, 1-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange 

Improvements [South Bay]) Programming among its member cities. 

5.  SBCCOG will provide MTA with adequate notice of SBCCOG Measure R Oversight 

Committee meetings. MTA staff will attend the SBCCOG Measure R Oversight 

Committee meetings. 
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2.2 Measure R Highway Program Eligibility Criteria 

In order to provide clear guidance for the Measure R Highway Program, Metro adopted an 

implementation strategy as part of its 2009 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).   The 

Measure R Highway Program Funding Strategy provides a nexus framework to guide Metro 

Board’s decisions and funding allocations for Measure R. 

 

The Measure R Highway Program was guided by the Highway Advisory Committee composed of 

representatives from each of the Councils of Governments in Los Angeles County, City of Los 

Angeles, County of Los Angeles and Caltrans. The Committee met six times to assist Metro staff 

with development of the delivery schedule and funding plan for the Los Angeles County Highway 

Program Component.  The Committees also helped review the first decade bonding scenarios 

and clarified the definitions of Operational and Ramp/Interchange improvements and project 

completion for Measure R purposes. 

 

In clarifying the definition of Operational and Ramp/Interchange Improvements, the Committee 

requested as much flexibility as possible. They requested that intersection and street widening 

projects on roadways generally within a one-mile corridor of a State Highway also be declared 

eligible.  

 

The Metro eligibility guidance, as provided by Metro Staff, is presented below: 

 

“Clarification on Project Eligibility for Highway Operational Improvement and 

Ramp/Interchange Improvements 

 
The intent of a Measure R Highway Operational Improvement is to improve traffic flow 

in an existing State Highway corridor by reducing congestion and operational 

deficiencies at spot locations that do not significantly expand the design capacity of the 

system and are intended to address recurrent congestion. In addition to those eligible 

projects on the State Highway System, for Measure R, projects located on primary 

roadways located generally within a one mile corridor of any State Highway, including 

principal arterials, minor arterials, and key collector roadways, will be considered eligible 

for Operational Improvements and for ramp and interchange improvements. Examples 

of eligible improvement projects include: 

 

 interchange modifications (but not to accommodate traffic volumes that are 

significantly larger than the existing facilities were designed for); 

 ramp modifications (acceleration - deceleration/weaving); 

 auxiliary lanes for merging or weaving between adjacent interchanges; 

 curve corrections/improve alignment; 
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 signals and/or intersection improvements; 

 two-way left-turn lanes; 

 intersection and street widening; 

 traffic signal upgrade/ timing/synchronization; 

 traffic surveillance; 

 channelization; 

 Park and Ride facilities; 

 turnouts; 

 shoulder widening/improvement; 

 safety improvements that reduce incident delay... 

 

…Other projects could be considered on a case-by-case basis as long as a nexus to State 

Highway Operational Improvements can be shown.” 

 

The SBCCOG requested and received a clarification from Metro that all eligible improvement 

projects on the freeway and State Highway system (including those State Highways that are 

conventional surface street highways), as well as projects generally within a one-mile of these 

freeways and state highways, are eligible for Measure R Highway Funding. Projects beyond one 

mile from a state highway could be eligible if they provide an operational benefit to the state 

highway system that can be demonstrated.   

 

Very few areas of the South Bay are located farther than one mile from a state highway.  

However, strictly speaking, there are some gaps as shown in Figure 2.  In some cases these areas 

include parts of arterial roadways that are operationally significant to state highway corridors 

and are located on the Countywide Significant Arterial Network (CSAN), as defined through 

Metro’s other Countywide highway programs.   The Metro  Board approved clarification of 

project eligibility uses of the term “generally within a one mile corridor” in the eligibility 

clarification that specifically references the eligibility of operationally-important roadways 

partially outside one mile of a state highway if it can be shown to have a benefit to state 

highway operations.  These roadways are shown on Figure 2 and are listed below: 

 

 Vista Del Mar from Rosecrans Boulevard to Playa del Rey: parallel commuting 

alternative to SR-1 

 Imperial Highway west of Main Street: Access roadway to I-105 

 Florence Avenue east of Hawthorne Boulevard: Access roadway to I-405, parallel route 

to I-105 

 Manchester Boulevard east of Hawthorne Boulevard: Access roadway to I-405, parallel 

route to I-105 

 Prairie Avenue north of Arbor Vitae: Parallel route to I-405, access route to I-105 

 Crenshaw Boulevard north of Century Boulevard: Parallel route to I-405, access route to 

I-105 
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 Western Avenue north of Century Boulevard: Parallel route to I-405, access route to I-

105 

 Rosecrans Avenue between Prairie Avenue and Western Avenue: Parallel route to I-105, 

access route to I-405 and I-110 

 Marine Avenue from Yukon Avenue to Western Avenue: Parallel route to I-105, access 

route to I-405 and I-110 

 Redondo Beach from Crenshaw Boulevard to Western Avenue: Parallel route to I-405, 

access route to I-405, I-110, and SR-91 

 Crenshaw Boulevard from 235th Street to Del Amo Boulevard: Parallel route to SR-107 

and SR-213, access route to I-405 and SR-1 

 Torrance Boulevard near Crenshaw Boulevard: Parallel route to I-405 and SR-1, access 

route to SR-107 and SR-213 

 Carson Street near Crenshaw Boulevard: Parallel route to I-405 and SR-1, access route to 

SR-107 and SR-213 

 Sepulveda Boulevard near Crenshaw Boulevard: Parallel route to I-405 and SR-1, access 

route to SR-107 and SR-213 

 

The eligibility of new projects identified as part of the annual update process of the SBHP will be 

recommended by the South Bay Measure R Oversight Committee to the SBCCOG Board of 

Directors based on the eligibility criteria of the Implementation Plan. 
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Figure 2: South Bay Measure R Highway Program Eligible Roadway Corridors 
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2.3 SBCCOG SBHP Project Allocation Policies 

Since the adoption of the first SBHP Implementation Plan, the SBCCOG Measure R Oversight 

Committee encountered situations necessitating additional policies to effectively manage the 

programming of the SBHP.  In order to perform its role as codified in the Cooperative Agreement 

(section 2.1.1), the SBCCOG prepares an Approved Project List on an annual basis for approval 

by the SBCCOG Board and the Metro Board. 

Project Allocation 

The SBCCOG has a policy for the maintenance of effort for funds programmed funds prior to the 

signing of a funding agreement.  As each City Council/agency governing board that is the lead 

agency for implementation of one or more projects on the SBHP allocation adopts a resolution 

endorsing its project(s) as well as the entire funding Program, if an agency rescinds its 

commitment to lead the project or funds contributed as part of a previously committed funding 

component of the project, the project funds are subject to reprogramming to other programmed 

or candidate South Bay projects. 

Projects are allocated funding in a listing describing the project and its allocation by fiscal year.  

Each fiscal year is constrained to the total amount of carryover and new Measure R funding 

available for the SBHP as determined by Metro. 

The funding list is updated on a biannual schedule with one year focused on allocating funds to 

new projects in additional future fiscal years, and the second year focused on adjustments to 

previously programmed projects. 

Projects considered for adjustment to their allocation amount or allocation year should be 

adjusted as to not affect the programming of any other project in the SBHP. The Metro Board 

must approve the eligibility of new projects to use Measure R funds.    

Contingency Funds 

A contingency fund amount will be reserved for potential funding adjustments during the life of 

the program.  The contingency level shall be five percent of the total funds programmed during 

a five year period or $5 million, whichever is higher. 

Metro Call For Projects 

Projects over $1 million are encouraged to submit a Metro Call for Projects (CFP) application in 

order to advance their consideration for SBHP programming. The SBCCOG places a first priority 

on use of the SBHP funds available to provide the minimum-required “local” match for approved 

CFP projects (SBHP funds are currently eligible up to 100 percent of Metro’s minimum local 

match requirement in each of the CFP categories).   
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CFP applications that are not awarded CFP funding can be considered for SBHP funds in the 

biannual update of the SBHP allocation process once SBHP CFP funding commitments are met.  

This policy was developed specific to the 2013 CFP only.   

 

The SBCCOG will review all candidate projects for CFP application competitiveness.  The SBCCOG 

will identify those recommended for use of SBHP matching funding and will provide project 

development resources from SBHP funds to assist the lead agency for a SBHP-eligible project to 

prepare technical documents such as project study reports or equivalents.   This process will be 

undertaken approximately one year before the CFP application is due to allow the SBCCOG to 

make a final determination of which CFP applications will be offered SBHP matching funds. 

2.4 Funding Agreement  

Through each funding agreement, lead agencies will be required to comply with Metro policies in 

the funding of SBHP projects.  The funding agreements contain provisions regarding: 

 Reporting requirements  

 Maintenance of effort 

 Lapsing policies (allowable costs within five years or 60 months from July 1 of the fiscal 

year in which the funds are programmed 

 Allowable overhead rates 

 Project management/administration fund guidelines 

 The requirement to use the funds in the most cost-effective manner 

 Liability 

 Disposal of surplus property  

 

The effective use of the provided funds will be verified by Metro through on-going project 

management and the annual Measure R audit process.  A sample funding agreement is included 

in Appendix C. 

2.5 Measure R Signage Policy  

Metro has specific construction graphics for projects that are funded by Measure R monies. The 

agency requires all jurisdictions and Caltrans to highlight Measure R on construction signage as 

one of the means to demonstrate the usage of these monies. These signs are primarily of three 

sizes – single post, double post and bigger, and for each type of project – transit, local arterials, 

and highway/freeways. Metro will provide the signs to the cities leaving room for the Lead 

Agency to include the SBCCOG and city logos on the Metro sign. Apart from the Measure R sign, 

the city or the lead agency is permitted to have additional signing if needed. Examples of Metro 

Construction Signage are presented in Appendix H.   
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Chapter 3 – Program Management 
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3.1 Administration Activities 

Measure R Oversight Committee Charter 

The Measure R Oversight Committee is empowered by the SBCCOG Board of Directors to assure 

Measure R SBHP’s success by implementing the following Operating Guidelines and 

Responsibilities regarding: 

1. Delegated authority and responsibility: 

a. Involving all interested stakeholders in a monthly update of program schedule, and 

action items status including, but not limited to, Metro, IWG, South Bay Cities, 

Caltrans, SBCCOG 

b. Monitoring quarterly status of SBHP Projects 

c. Monitoring monthly status of SBCCOG staff and technical consultant team scopes of 

work, program costs and schedule performance 

d. Recommending to the SBCCOG Board SBHP project priorities, funding and policies 

for inclusion in SBHP Implementation Plan Updates 

e. Recommending to the SBCCOG Board consultant contracts / task orders and other  

Measure R funded procurements 

f. Coordinating with Metro staff as partner and stakeholder to assure SBHP program 

schedule, scope and cost objectives are met 

g. Coordinating with South Bay cities, Caltrans and L. A. County as project lead 

agencies to meet SBHP scope, cost and schedule commitments 

2. Methods to focus on milestone and project status 

a. Project and consultant scope, costs and schedule adherence should be presented 

quarterly by SBCCOG staff in a concise summary document that captures variances 

and known obstacles to success 

b. SBHP Implementation Plan Update status should be reviewed monthly, including 

upcoming milestones 

c. Major procurements and development of new SBHP policies should be assigned to 

an ad hoc task force appointed by Oversight Committee Chair. Task force 

recommendations should be brought back to the full committee for consideration. 

3. Methods to emphasize communication of roles among stakeholders 

a. Metro Board – Approves SBHP Implementation Plan, SBHP Project schedules and 

funding assignments, SBHP related policies and annual SBHP Measure R budgets, 

cooperative agreement between Metro and SBCCOG 

b. Metro Staff – Determines that new projects meet Measure R eligibility 

requirements, administers SBHP project Funding agreements, directly manages 

SBHP Caltrans projects, develops and administers SBHP program cooperative 

agreement with SBCCOG, provides regional policy and technical input to SBHP 

Implementation Plan Updates and related studies 
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c. SBCCOG Board - Approves SBHP contracts and modifications; approves SBHP 

Policies and Implementation Plan Updates; approves SBHP projects, schedules and 

funding assignments 

d. City/County Departments – Perform as lead agencies for SBHP project development 

and administration, provide technical input to IWG Committee on SBHP-related 

studies and SBHP Implementation Plan Updates 

e. Caltrans – Performs as lead agency for SBHP project development and 

administration on South Bay freeways/ramps and state highways, provides technical 

input to IWG Committee on SBHP-related studies and SBHP Implementation Plan 

Updates 

f. IWG and IWG Executive Committee - Provide technical recommendations on SBHP 

program/project development, related studies and program administration SBCCOG 

Oversight Committee – Develops and recommends changes in SBHP Implementation 

Plan Updates, new projects, project changes, procurements and task orders for 

approval by SBCCOG Board; monitors program schedule and budget compliance 

g. SBCCOG Staff – Perform as SBHP Program management, coordination with Metro, 

Caltrans and local agencies, consultant contract administration, IWG Committee 

administration 

h. Contractors and Consultants - Review and recommend priorities for SBHP projects, 

monitor and report SBHP project progress, prepare draft updates of SBHP 

Implementation Plan, provide SBHP technical assistance through task orders issued 

by the SBCCOG, develop and present SBHP training courses 

4. Monitoring program and project cost data 

a. City and Caltrans SBHP project cost and budget status (Quarterly and Annually) 

b. Metro Measure R Sub-funds in 30-year Measure R Expenditure Plan (Annually) 

c. Metro fiscal year budget availability for Sub-fund (Annually) 

d. Monthly SBCCOG Administrative cost compared to budget (Monthly) 

e. The Measure R Oversight Committee shall perform a review of its roles, 

responsibilities, policies and performance and shall report with any recommended 

changes to the SSBCOG Steering Committee. (Annually) 

5. Committee composition / quorum requirements 

a. Board members, alternates, stakeholders and other interested participants are 

welcome to participate in Committee proceedings. 

b. Minimum of four SBCCOG Board members must be present to constitute a quorum 

of the Oversight Committee 

c. Committee Officers are the Chair and Vice Chair, with both appointed by the 

SBCCOG Board Chair. Officers serve until they resign or are replaced by the Board 

Chair. 

d. Each Oversight Committee member should identify an alternate elected official to 

the committee who is willing and able to keep informed so they can substitute for 

the committee member when necessary. Board authorizes Oversight committee to 

establish standing roles for the Vice Chair, for duration of officer terms. 
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Earned Value Analysis 

The Measure R Oversight committee applies Earned Value Analysis (EVA) to the SBHP.  EVA is an 

industry standard way to measure a project’s progress, expose variances against schedule and 

budget, and forecast completion date and final cost. One of its strengths is that it provides a 

consistent way to evaluate and compare projects.  

EVA compares the planned amount of work (budget) with what has been completed (actual) in 

order to determine if cost, schedule and work accomplished are progressing as planned. If used 

correctly, it can provide early warning signals for prompt corrective action. 

3.2 Oversight  

The SBHP oversight strengthens SBCCOG to lead agency communication and provides timely 

review of project progress, enables early identification of potential problems and mitigation 

measures.  There are two levels of oversight that need to be accommodated as the SBCCOG 

Measure R Program advances: 

1. Program Oversight: This addresses the needs of Metro and the SBCCOG to 

understand how funds are being used and to stay aware of any impediments to the 

flow (use) of those funds.  

2. Project Oversight: This addresses the needs of the SBCCOG in being able to monitor 

and evaluate individual progress project and identify and address impediments to 

project progress. 

Oversight activities fall into two categories, monitoring and risk management. Monitoring 

essentially involves the tracking of individual project progress, expenditures and work effort 

against approved budget and schedule, the aggregation of which forms the Program level 

reporting.  Risk management monitoring allows the identification of problems and their 

mitigation and management of budget impacts, schedule delays and scope changes. It is 

proposed that the two former activities are addressed through the risk mitigation process and 

the latter through a claims process.  

Although individual project progress reporting is the responsibility of the lead agency, the 

SBCCOG and Metro will use the data collected through the PMIS for their own responsibilities. 

The burden on the lead agency will therefore be reduced with one single reporting path to 

follow. It is anticipated that this is carried out through a Metro Project Database. 

3.2.1 Reporting Requirements 

Monthly reports to Metro from project lead agencies are required within the funding agreement 

between Metro and the lead agencies.  Reporting consists of project progress updates 

(percentage completion of project task milestones) and, if necessary, updates to the risk registry 

for the project to capture risk resolutions and newly identified risks associated with delays in the 

project schedule, changes in project scope, or changes in project cost.  This is shown in Figure 3. 

The SBCCOG will compile the monthly reports into a quarterly program status report to be 
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presented to the South Bay Measure R Oversight Committee.  The IWG Executive Committee is 

available for technical support at the request of the Oversight Committee. 

 

Financial reporting will be required quarterly for each active project in the SBHP.  The quarterly 

financial reporting will be reviewed with the SBCCOG Measure R Oversight Committee to assess 

the financial status of the program and to determine if any corrective actions are necessary to be 

recommended to the SBCCOG Board of Directors, either through administrative action or 

through the annual update process. 

3.2.2 Project Management Information System (PMIS) 

The Metro project management information system (PMIS) will use a Metro project information 

database as a centralized database with inputs by project lead agencies to be entered on a 

monthly basis.  Reports will be produced from the centralized Metro Project Database by PMIS to 

provide up-to-date progress to the SBCCOG and member agencies.  The SBCCOG shall develop 

the reports and ensure that they are made available to SBCCOG agencies through a secure web 

site. In this manner, direct access to Metro’s database is limited and lead agency staffs do not 

need to be trained on the use of the PMIS in order to review project progress. 

Individual project management reporting requirements are contained in the funding agreement 
between Metro and each project lead agency.  The SBCCOG role in Program Management, 
through the PMIS, is to: 
 

 Track overall progress of the Program in terms of program-level schedule and budget 
adherence 

 Track progress of individual projects in terms of schedule and budget adherence; 
 Develop Monthly Progress and Risk Reports; and, 
 Identify, in a timely manner, instances where technical, process-related or other 

problems are being encountered by projects for which special assistance by the SBCCOG 

is warranted to resolve such problems, thereby avoiding schedule delays and cost-

overruns. 
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Figure 3: Monthly Reporting Process

 

3.2.3 Risk Management  

Metro will use risk management programs for projects over a defined cost or potentially 
controversial projects to bring transparency to political, planning, engineering, construction and 
fiscal effects that most often cause increased costs and schedule delays. The program is applied 
during a project’s preliminary engineering, design, construction, procurement, start up and 
operational stages. Risk management plan elements include risk exposure identification, risk 
measurement, risk allocation and mitigation, and risk monitoring through creation and 
maintenance of a risk register.  

3.2.4 Risk Identification 

During preliminary engineering (after project development and enviornmental clearance), the 
lead agency develops the customized perceived risks associated with implementation of the 
specific project. The list is prioritized by importance and probability of occurance (high, medium, 
low) on a risk register. The items of potential risk might include items from the following areas: 

 Interagency support 
 Third Party Activites 
 Traffic forecasting 
 Capital cost forecasting 
 Project financing 
 Procurement process 
 Unusual physical environmental conditions 
 Achieving project goals 
 System design considerations 
 Act of God 
 Site variances 
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 Labor issues 
 Loss or Damages 
 Quality control 
 Major utility relocation 

3.2.5 Risk Mitigation 

The process will be led by responsible staff (with potential for technical support from 
consultants) rather than be delegated to consultants for implementation.  The assessment of risk 
potential and severity must be completed by those experienced in the various elements of the 
project.  This may not be the same as the project team members who may not have sufficient 
experience in forseeing and assessing risks.  As part of the South Bay Measure R Highway 
Program the SBCCOG will provide risk management training to agency staff. 

Metro divides risk into two main categories; design/construction/operation risks and financial 
risks. Certain risks are managed with reasonable levels of contingency in the schedule, budget; 
others are managed by an expanded program of insurance.  Many risks can be reduced by 
adopting and implementing good management policies, procedures and practices, including 
selection of management staff and consultant team members well qualified for their role on the 
project. 

Risks are tracked through a risk matrix plan that is updated monthly.  The matrix is changed at 
major milestones to address changes in project phase such as a transition from preliminary 
engineering to pre-construction stage.  As the project is implemented, risks can be closed out, 
added, or changed in their likelihood and severity. 

Risk is controlled, allocated or mitigated by identifying specific measures that will be taken to: 

 Reduce risks– developing realistic schedules and cost estimates, constructability reviews, 
expediting change orders and contractor claims, and instilling a “no surprises” 
philosophy 

 Accept risks – for those that cannot be shared with contractors such as third party 
permits, site conditions not reasonably foreseen, and delays beyond the control of 
contractors 

 Share risks – to reduce the buried contingency costs incorporated into bids submitted by 
contractors, the team explores opportunities to share risks with the contractor, outside 
agencies and third parties based on the comparative benefit to those affected by the risk 

 Transfer risks – to contractors and insurance carriers for timely completion of work, 
errors and omissions, safety of their workers and damages to others’ property usually in 
bonding and insurance provisions of the contract. 

Site-derived construction risks, such as pre-existing conditions on adjacent properties are 
managed with photographic and geotechnical surveys of existing structures and improvements 
before they can be impacted by the project.  Hazardous materials on site are mapped and  
assessed then a hazmat remediation plan is included  in the project during the preliminary 
engineering phase. 

The project team must include the risk management department for the lead agency which is 
responsible for developing the insurance programs, managing claims, risk financing plans and 
determining which parties will share which risks, insurance requirements in procurements, and 
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assuring availability of coverage and current pricing trends, determining and assigning Risk 
Management staff to the project.  The types and requirements of insurance for design and 
construction phases differ significantly. The Risk Manager monitors all insurance coverage 
policies, endorsements and claims procedures to assure that they are in order, manages 
insurance program cash flows, deductibles, losses not covered by insurance, and expedites 
processing of claims by insurance brokers. 

3.2.6 Claims Process  

The claims process is considered a high risk, so the Risk Management Plan has a detailed section 
describing an objective of conflict resolution to “initiate action which mitigates the conditions 
that may result in disputes and claims submitted by professional services, construction, 
equipment and materials contractors. The actions are implemented during design and 
construction phases of the project.”  

This section also addresses policies and procedures used to  resolve disputes that are irresolvable 
by the change order process.  For example, if a change order is not approved, a contractor is held 
to the timelines and processes for submittal of claims and disputes that are included in the 
contract General Conditions for Notice of Intent to Claim; Submittal of Claims, and Disputes. 
These terms must comply with federal, state and local requirements. Any claims not timely filed 
will not be considered and Metro does not recognize that a claim situation exists without 
expressing an opinion regarding the contractor’s allegations. Claims for time extensions must 
include a revised construction schedule showing the effects of the delay and proposals to 
minimize the effects. No claim is considered after final payment is made.   

3.2.7 Conflict of Interest 

A conflict of interest involves circumstances or the appearance of having the potential of being 

influenced by secondary interests of consultants and contractors that are involved in various 

stages of the same project. The SBHP conflict of interest policy applies to the SBHP program 

management consultant and their sub-consultants when a contracted firm would provide 

technical assistance for project implementation at the same time that the firm is providing 

oversight of the same project for the SBCCOG. Under such circumstances, the SBCCOG will 

select another to undertake the project oversight responsibilities. 

3.3 Training 

The SBCCOG has provided training for member agencies in order to increase local capacity to 

avoid project risks and efficiently deliver completed projects.  Workshops held to date were on 

the following topics: agency reporting, risk management, and project management and delivery 

best practices.   The SBCCOG will continue to offer training to member agencies as directed by 

the SBCCOG Measure R Oversight Committee. 

3.4 Agency Support 

The SBCCOG provides support to its member agencies on a task order basis.  The agency support 

covers project development, reporting and risk mitigation activities.  Project development task 

orders are limited to the preparation of scoping documents—project study reports and project 

study report equivalents.  Reporting task orders pertain to assisting agencies in the preparation 
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of quarterly reporting and field review for the SBHP.  It is the intent of the SBCCOG and Metro 

for future programming of projects to include reporting as part of the project cost within the 

project programming rather than as part of the administrative budget for program 

management.  Task orders may also be issued for risk mitigation in response to risk 

identification as shown in figure 4 below.   

Figure 4: Task Order Conceptualization 

 

 

3.5 Strategic Transportation Element 

To ensure consistency in achieving the Measure R goals, the Strategic Transportation Element 

(STE) was developed to measure the performance of the highway network and guide the 

development of future SBHP projects. The STE will ensure that the project development and 

implementation will lead to successful realization of the desired and expected benefit to the 

operation of the highway network in the South Bay.   

The SBHP STE defines four transportation principles to guide the improvement of the South Bay 

regional transportation network: 

1. Comply with Measure R Ordinance and Metro Board Guidance  

2. Promote and develop safe and efficient transportation system through the South Bay 

sub-region  

3. Develop Strategic Goals and Objectives for the SBHP 

4. Define SBHP Evaluation and Performance Monitoring Process 

The STE is contained in Appendix G. 
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3.6 South Bay Measure R Highway Program ITS Plan 

As a first step in the development of the STE, a SBHP intelligent transportation systems (ITS) 

plan was developed.  Prior to the development of the SBHP, the South Bay already enjoyed 

benefits from several locally deployed ITS systems and components.  With this backdrop of ITS 

deployments, Metro and the South Bay Cities Council of Governments identified the need to 

develop a comprehensive ITS Plan for the South Bay which would take stock of the current state 

of ITS deployment, and identify what is needed to meet the short, medium and long term needs 

of the region as the first step of the HMS-SB. The final output of this activity is the South Bay ITS 

Implementation Plan identifying and assessing ITS projects with recommendations for their 

deployment is as follows.  

3.6.1 ITS Plan Development Process 

The process used to develop the ITS Plan was based upon collaboration between the SBCCOG 

member agencies, the regional agencies (Caltrans, Metro and the County of Los Angeles) and 

SBCCOG staff.  

The foundation for the later work is based upon the development of operational concepts that 

the agencies identified as relevant for application to the South Bay highway network as Task 1. 

These were documented in the Operational Concepts Report. Having identified the strategies to 

be implemented, the agencies were then led through the identification of   ITS systems and 

components that would be needed by them to carry them out – the ITS needs definition as Task 

2. By comparing the ITS Needs with current and planned ITS deployments, Task 3 identified the 

technical, functional and operational gaps that would need to be filled and so provided the basis 

for Task 4 the identification of potential ITS projects for consideration as candidate projects for 

assessment during the annual updates to the SBHP Implementation Plan.  

Projects were identified through the ITS Plan process as regional in nature benefitting multiple 

agencies and therefore requiring both a consensus from the involved agencies and also the 

identification of a lead agency to deliver the project. 

The South Bay ITS Work Plan is presented in Part C. 
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Figure 5: ITS Plan Development Process 

3.6.2 Project Selection 

The regional projects were presented to the SBCCOG agencies at a workshop, and the agencies 

were invited to indicate support for projects and indicate willingness to act as a lead agency.  

Metro refrained from offering input on the grounds that the project selection should be 

following operational agency preferences. However, Metro did express willingness to lead the 

Event Information Sharing Project due to the synergies with the Metro go511 traveler 

information system. In addition, the County also expressed interest in this project as being 

complementary to the El Segundo Traveler Information System “BlueCommute”. A lead agency 

has been identified for this project pending resolution between Metro and the County.  The 

supported projects go forward as Candidate Projects for consideration for Measure R funding 

consensus are: 

 Event Info Sharing System 

 Emergency Fall Back Power Project 
 Arterial Detection Gap Project 
 SR110 Harbor Freeway ICMS 

 
In addition to the above specific projects, an operational gap analysis identified the following ITS 

topics as warranting further development within the ongoing ITS Plan development process: 

 Forum for Operational Coordination 

 Funding Operations and Maintenance 

 Detour Planning 

 Operational Strategies for Corridor Management 

 Parking Utilization 
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3.7 Project Development 

To ensure consistency in achieving the Measure R goals, the STE is incorporated into the SBHP 

Implementation Plan that will assist in the selection of the future projects in the South Bay 

freeway and highway network for SBHP funding.  The STE will ensure that the project 

development and implementation plan will lead to successful realization of the desired and 

expected benefit to the operation of the highway network in the South Bay, in achieving the 

Measure R goals.   

Candidate projects for programming will be solicited from member agencies and identified 

through SBHP-sponsored needs analysis and project identification activities such as freeway 

corridor planning and subregional ITS planning. 

The SBHP will provide resources to develop projects through pre-planning activities in order to 

provide an adequate scope and cost estimate for programming.  Project lead agencies will need 

to execute a funding agreement with Metro for each of the projects.  The SBCCOG will monitor 

the progress of these projects through its program oversight roles and identify risks and 

mitigations to ensure project delivery. 

Figure 6 shows the project development process for an individual project of the SBHP.   

Figure 6:  SBHP Project Planning and Development 
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3.7.1 Identification of SBHP Projects 

 

Sources for candidate projects considered for inclusion in the SBHP include: 

 Metro’s Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 

 Metro’s Short Range Transportation Plan (SRTP) 

 Metro’s Highway Strategic Plan and Gap Assessment 

 SCAG Regional Transportation Plan/Regional Transportation Implementation Plan 

(RTP/RTIP) 

 I-405 Corridor System Management Plan (CSMP) Study 

 Caltrans’/SBCCOG Pacific Coast Highway (PCH) Study – the User-Based Microanalysis of 

SR-1 

 I-405 Arterial Improvement Planning Studies Report  

 STE analysis of projects to address operational gaps from a corridor-level perspective 

 Torrance Citywide Traffic Study 

 Other local agency studies and documented sources 

 

As part of the SBHP, Metro in partnership with Caltrans, will study each major South Bay freeway 

corridor (I-405, I-110, I-105) to assess project feasibility, prioritization, and development of 

auxiliary lane and ramp improvements previously identified in other planning process and new 

projects based on needs identified in the study.  The freeway corridor planning will be conducted 

in conjunction with the STE to ensure integrated planning on the freeway and arterial corridors 

and to develop and stage distinct projects for programming.   

Metro adopted a Measure R implementation strategy as part of its 2009 LRTP.   The Measure R 

Highway Program Funding Strategy provides a nexus framework to guide Metro Board’s 

decisions and funding allocations for Measure R including the SBHP. 

3.7.2 Eligibility Determination 

Projects considered for the South Bay Measure R Highway Program are screened for eligibility 

based on SBHP eligibility criteria.  Projects are usually screened from the candidate project list 

due to three general conditions: 

 

1. There was likely to be no operational nexus to a state highway 

2. The project was redundant with another preferred project  

3. The project was not a highway project (e.g. transit operational improvements) 

 

The annual update cycle of the South Bay Measure R Highway Program includes a period for 

solicitation of new projects submitted by lead agencies.  The projects undergo an eligibility 

determination and assessment.  Eligible projects are added to the South Bay Measure R Highway 

Program Candidate Project List (see Appendix A), and are considered for programming along 

with the other eligible projects.  This process also allows for the opportunity for projects that are 

no longer needed or otherwise under consideration to be removed from the project list. 
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3.7.3 Nexus Determination 

Each candidate project will undergo a nexus test to determine if the project elements would 

provide an operational benefit to the regional highway system.  Both the SBCCOG and Metro 

perform a nexus determination prior to the approval of a project for programming. 

3.7.4 Project Assessment  

Project assessment is a tool that assists the SBCCOG in identifying projects that meet the goals of 

Measure R and the South Bay Measure R Highway Program.  The guiding principle in the 

assessment of candidate projects is stated in the Metro Board approved “Clarification on Project 

Eligibility for Highway Operational Improvement and Ramp/Interchange Improvements.”  The 

clarification of project eligibility states: “The intent of a Measure R Highway Operational 

Improvement is to improve traffic flow in an existing State Highway corridor by reducing 

congestion and operational deficiencies at spot locations that do not significantly expand the 

design capacity of the system and are intended to address recurrent congestion.” 

 

Once a project has been deemed eligible, nine (9) assessment criteria are used to assist in the 

process of programming the South Bay Measure R Highway Program projects, as follows (not 

ordered by priority): 

 Project readiness  
 Multi-jurisdictional effort  
 Level of congestion relief  
 Regional significance and intermodal integration 
 Project need and benefit to transportation system  
 Cost effectiveness  
 Land use, environmental compatibility, and sustainability  
 Potential for Measure R funding leverage of outside funds 
 Potential for loss of existing non Measure R funds  

 
The project assessment along with project implementation schedules, cost estimates, and 

agency priorities are completed in close coordination with each lead agency. Details of the 

assessment system are included in the Appendix B.  

3.7.5 Lead Agency, Scoping, Cost Estimates and Schedule 

Project implementation scopes, schedules and cost estimates produced by lead agencies are the 

essential parameters for the programming of project funds in the South Bay Measure R Program 

by providing the timeframe and amount of funds needed by each fiscal year to complete each 

project.  The SBCCOG oversees the delivery of the plan and determines the timeframe and 

amount of funds needed to complete projects to ensure timely and effective implementation of 

projects within the Measure R Highway Program. 

Lead Agency 
 

Each eligible project has an identified lead agency.  This lead agency will enter into a funding 

agreement with Metro in order to be reimbursed for the project costs of a project included in the 
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South Bay Measure R Highway Program project allocation list, as approved by the Metro Board.  

There are two types of funding agreements, one for Project Development/Right of Way 

Acquisition and the other for Construction.  Multi-jurisdictional projects will have one identified 

lead agency which will coordinate all project efforts.  For new projects or project concepts 

without an identified lead agency, the SBCCOG will coordinate among the potential lead 

agencies to determine the single project lead agency during its annual update process. 

 

The program of projects is developed in coordination with each lead agency to ensure that each 

had adequate resources and staffing to deliver every project within the program.  The ability of 

the lead agency to deliver a project through all stages will be a consideration for adding any 

project to the eligible project list. 

Project Scope 

The lead agency is required to develop the scope of projects considered as candidates for SBHP 

funding.  The scope should be detailed to the level to describe the project limits and types of 

improvements to be completed.  It is recommended that project scopes be developed to the level 

of scope included in preliminary scoping documents such as Caltrans Project Study Reports or 

Project Study Report Equivalents. 

Project Cost Estimation  

Cost estimates for projects included in the South Bay Measure R Highway Program are based on 

information provided by the project proponent, previous study documents, and/or estimates 

prepared by the SBCCOG consultant team.  The SBCCOG consultant team calculates estimates 

based on similar projects included on the Eligible Project List or through an estimation of present 

day costs of project elements.  For programming purposes, project cost estimation will be revised 

at each major milestone in project development and will be reported to the SBCCOG Measure R 

Oversight Committee on a quarterly basis.  Projects included on the program will have their cost 

estimates reviewed and updated in the year of authorization during the annual update process 

regardless of milestone achievement. 

 

In order to produce consistent cost estimates for use in the Measure R Highway Program, lead 

agencies will follow either the Caltrans Project Study Report (PSR) guidelines or the Metro Project 

Study Report Equivalent (PSRE) guidelines for cost estimation. 

Project Schedule  

Each project in the South Bay Measure R Highway Program will be tracked by its project 
development status. The sources for all funds used to complete a project, which may include 
non-South Bay Measure R Highway Funds, will also be tracked as part of SBHP oversight. 
 
The Metro Board-approved financial forecast for the South Bay Measure R Highway Program 
identifies the total revenues available from Metro for the Measure R Highway Program by each 
fiscal year.  Metro delivers this forecast to the SBCCOG by September 1 of each year.  On an 
annual basis, the SBCCOG will program funds for specific projects for the next five (5) to seven 
(7) fiscal years. 
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Metro will enter into funding agreements with lead agencies for each project with allocated 

South Bay Measure R Highway Program funds once the project scope, schedule and budget are 

finalized.   Each annual update provides an opportunity to revisit and adjust funding allocations 

in the South Bay Measure R Highway Program.   

As the Program progresses, aligning Measure R funds to leverage funding from other sources 
and to avoid lapses in leveraged funding will be high priorities in determining the schedule for 
programming Measure R funds. 
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Chapter 4 – Program Allocation and 

Expenditure Plan 
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The SBHP will be programmed in multiyear increments on an annual basis through a 

collaborative process between Metro, the SBCCOG, its member agencies, and Caltrans.   This 

program will be updated to refine previous project allocations and include funding allocations for 

new projects consistent with available SBHP funding as most recently approved by the Metro 

Board. 

 

4.1 Measure R Revenue 

The Measure R Ordinance approved by Los Angeles County voters in 2008 levied a ½ percent 

sales tax in Los Angeles County to fund transportation improvements including a sub-fund for the 

SBHP.   

 

The Measure R Expenditure Plan 

contains an estimated total cost 

of $22.3 billion for highway 

projects—with Measure R 

funding only about one-third of 

project costs ($7.8 billion). 

Therefore, Metro expects to use 

the Measure R funds to leverage 

other funds in order to complete 

highway projects.  In the 

development of the Measure R 

Expenditure Plan, the SBHP is to 

receive Measure R funds in the 

amount of $906 million in 2008 

dollars ($1.39 billion in year of 

expenditure dollars).   

 

Figure 7 shows the projected 

annual allocation of funds to the 

South Bay 30-year Highway Program with the latest escalated cost estimate from Metro.  Metro 

identified $123.3 million in year of expenditure funds of the South Bay Measure R Highway 

Program as being from federal sources bringing the total South Bay Measure R Highway 

Program allocation from Metro to $1.5 billion in year of expenditure dollars. 

 $97.3 million in federal congestion mitigation and air quality improvement(CMAQ)  

funds 

 $23 million in federal surface transportation program (STP) funds 
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Figure 7: Annual Measure R Allocations per Metro LRTP 

South Bay Ramp & Interchange Improvements: I-405, I-110, I-105, SR-91 

(YOE $, in millions) 

 

 
 

Use of Measure R Funds 

Measure R funds are eligible for project development (planning, design, environmental 

clearance, permitting, and right-of-way) and construction (including construction engineering).  

This includes the funding of agency staff for the time spent managing or working on Measure R 

projects.  Details of the eligible uses of Measure R funds are included in the funding agreements 

between Metro and project lead agencies.  A sample funding agreement is included in Appendix 

C. 

 

Measure R is a reimbursement program, where funds are eligible for reimbursement for 

allowable costs within five years from July 1 of the fiscal year in which the funds are 

programmed, according to the Metro Board-adopted lapsing policy for Measure R funds (e.g. 

SBHP funds programmed in FY2011/2012 would lapse July 2016).  In addition, state and federal 

funds leveraged by Measure R have strict lapsing policies.  

4.2 SBHP Expenditure Plan 

The SBHP expenditure plan consists of the programmed projects with signed funding 

agreements, projects approved for funding prepared for funding agreements to be executed in 

the first year fiscal year of project programming, projects programmed for future fiscal years, 

and identified unprogrammed candidate projects.  In total, the projects of the expenditure plan 

have an estimated total current cost of $2.1 billion (2013 dollars) for project development and 

construction.  It should be noted that this total is double the entire SBHP’s 30-year funding level. 
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This includes $197 million of previously committed funds from other funding sources, leaving a 

remaining balance of $1.9 billion to be funded by a combination of Measure R funds and other 

funding sources as outlined in the SBHP expenditure plan and shown in Table 1 in 2013 dollars.   

 

Table 1: SBHP Funding Sources by Project Category  

(in $2013) 

Project Status 

SBHP Funds Other Funding Sources 

Total 
Measure R Sales 

Tax 
Committed Uncommitted 

Programmed - Funding 
Agreement Signed or in 
Negotiation 

$79  $2    $81  

Programmed Projects – 
Approved for Future Funding 

$106  $24    $130  

Candidate Projects - 
Considered in 2013 

$296  $23    $319  

Candidate Projects - Not 
Considered in 2013 

$425  $29  $1,009  $1,463  

Fully Funded                    -    $119    $119  

Total $906  $197  $1,009  $2,112  

 

 

 

Projected SBHP funds would cover approximately 50 percent of the funding required to complete 

the SBHP candidate project list.  Since the projected Measure R levels will fund only a portion of 

the program’s identified needs over the thirty-year duration of the sales tax (set to expire in FY 

2039) the SBHP must use its resources to leverage funding from other sources.   The specific level 

of participation by funding source will be addressed on a project-by-project basis; however, the 

overall level of program participation will need to be at identified levels in order to fully fund the 

SBHP’s candidate projects. 
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4.3 Program Allocation 

The South Bay Measure R Highway Program allocation is focused on the efficient use of Measure 

R resources to implement a set of projects that provides the greatest operational benefit to the 

South Bay highway system. The Program allocation is updated in annual update cycles that 

monitor the availability of Measure R funds, make adjustments to programmed projects and 

determine new projects to program.   

 

4.3.1 2011 Implementation Plan 

The “first five years” of the SBHP was focused on the efficient use of Measure R resources to 

implement a set of projects that provided the greatest operational benefit to the South Bay 

highway system in the near-term know as Early Action Projects.  These projects will bring the 

benefits of reduced traffic congestion and improved air quality for the South Bay sub-region and 

Los Angeles County for decades to come while creating jobs in the local economy, beginning with 

the design and construction phases and continuing through future operation and maintenance 

activities. 

The majority of the projects with allocated funding in the first five years of the program are fully 

funded by the SBHP for both project development and construction.    The first five years of the 

SBHP allocation also includes funds for project development of a few longer-term projects for 

strategic positioning (i.e. project planning, environmental clearance, design work, preparation of 

project approval documentation).  Funding allocations to complete the first five year program 

were approved by the SBCCOG Board of Directors in April 2011 and the Metro Board in June 

2011. 

 

4.4 Measure R Audit 

There is an annual independent audit and report to taxpayers and ongoing monitoring and 

review of spending by an independent taxpayer oversight committee.  The Measure R Ordinance 

requires that Metro be audited within six months after the end of the fiscal year to determine 

compliance with the provisions of Measure R related to the receipt and expenditure of sales tax 

revenues during the fiscal year.  In addition, Measure R requires local sub-recipients (such as the 

SBCCOG and the project lead agencies) to be audited to determine compliance with the 

Ordinance and any additional guidelines developed by Metro.  The audits must be completed by 

December 31st and provided to the Metro Measure R Oversight Committee, so that the Metro 

Measure R Oversight Committee can make a finding as to whether Metro and local sub-

recipients have complied with the Measure R requirements. 

 

The ordinance requires Metro to contract with an audit firm to perform the Measure R audit.  

The auditor is required to issue a compliance audit report for each city or agency that receives 

Measure R funds from Metro.  The auditor is also required to issue a separate audit report to the 
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Metro Measure R Oversight Committee indicating whether the cities and agencies have compiled 

with the Measure R Ordinance and Board approved guidelines.   

  

The requirements for audit in Measure R are stricter than the audit requirements for Proposition 

A and Proposition C.  Unlike Prop A and C local return audit requirements, the Measure R audit 

for local sub-recipients is required to be submitted to the Metro Measure R Oversight Committee 

by December 31st.   

4.5 Annual SBCCOG Development of a Program of Project 

Allocations 

The SBCCOG will update its program of project allocations on a two-year cycle to account for 

project cost changes or changes in priorities of the previous project allocations and the allocation 

of funds to the new (out) years of the program and the introduction of new eligible projects.  The 

first year of the two-year cycle is focused on adjustments to previously programmed projects and 

the second year is focused on the programming of new projects. 

 

The annual update process is illustrated in Table 2 and described in the following paragraphs. 
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Table 2: South Bay Measure R Annual Update Process  
 

Phase Committee Start End 
Jul. 
‘12 

Aug. 
‘12 

Sep. 
‘12 Oct. ‘12 Nov. ‘12 

Dec. 
‘12 

Jan. 
‘13 Feb. ‘13 

Mar. 
‘13 Apr. ‘13 May ‘13 

Jun. 
‘13 

Program Status 
Report 

IWG Quarterly    Review   Review    Review   
 

Review    

Oversight Quarterly    Review   Review 
 

 Review  
 

Review   

SBCCOG Annual         

 

            

Cost 
Adjustment 

IWG September October  
 

Review Recomm.  
       

Oversight October  November  
  

Review  Recomm. 

 
      

SBCCOG October  November  
   

Approval 
       

Programming 

IWG September October  
 

Review         
    

Oversight October  November  
  

Review  Recomm. 

 
 

  
    

SBCCOG October November  
  

Review Approval 

 
 

  
    

Metro January February 
 

  
    

  
  

Staff 
Approval   

Board 
Approval  

Budget 
Approval 

IWG October June    Review        Review 

Oversight November June     Recomm.       Review 

SBCCOG November June     Approval       Review 

Metro  May  May           Approve  

Implementation 
Plan 

Approval 

IWG January March       Review Review Review    

Oversight January April        Review Review Recomm.   

SBCCOG April April          Approve   

Funding 
Agreements 

Lead 
Agencies 

March June 
 

       Execute funding agreements  
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Step One: Project Progress Updates 

Project lead agencies are required, through their funding agreements with Metro, to update 

project data periodically in the PMIS.  The PMIS will be monitored and could potentially indicate 

specific “red flags” or risks that may cause a critical delay in a project.  Project updates will 

include monthly project progress reports and risk management status and quarterly financial 

reporting. 

 

The Metro PMIS (in development) will be an online reporting system developed from the current 

Metro Call-For-Projects online reporting system in which information will be electronically 

entered by the project lead agency.    

 

Monthly reporting from project lead agencies will consist of project progress updates 

(percentage completion of project task milestones) and, if necessary, updates to the Risk Registry 

for the project to capture risk resolutions and newly identified risks associated with delays in the 

project schedule, changes in project scope, or changes in project cost.  The SBCCOG will compile 

the monthly reports into a quarterly program status report to be presented to the South Bay 

Measure R Oversight Committee.  The IWG Executive Committee is available for technical 

support at the request of the Oversight Committee. 

 

Financial reporting will be required quarterly for each active project in the South Bay Measure R 

Highway Program.  The quarterly financial reporting will be reviewed with the SBCCOG Measure 

R Oversight Committee to assess the financial status of the program and to determine if any 

corrective actions are necessary to be recommended to the SBCCOG Board of Directors, either 

through administrative action or through the annual update process. 

 

Step Two: Policy and Procedure Review  

The annual policy and procedure review is an opportunity for all member agencies to address 

current or outstanding policy questions for incorporation into a revised Implementation Plan.  

The Implementation Plan and procedure manual will be revised only on an as needed basis and 

will be coordinated with the annual update of the funding allocations.  

 

Step Three and Four: New Project, Cost Adjustment, and Schedule Review  

Over the 30 year life of Measure R priorities for mobility deficiencies may shift due to changing 

traffic, land use, and regulatory conditions.  The SBHP will be updated to incorporate new 

projects that are defined at a conceptual level with project elements defined to a level where an 

initial cost estimate can be assigned to the project and, an assessment of its eligibility for 

Measure R funding can be completed.  If a project is determined to be eligible for the Measure R 

Program it will be added to the eligible project candidate list and will be assessed with the other 

eligible projects in preparation for the programming review (Step Four).  New projects will be 

submitted to Metro for a nexus determination.  If a previously submitted project is deemed no 

longer viable or necessary, it will be recommended for removal. 
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It is recommended that each lead agency use the cost estimating methodology from Caltrans 

PSR guidelines for projects relating to the state highway system and Metro PSRE guidelines for 

smaller projects not directly on a state highway facility. 

 

Cost estimates for the project development and construction phases of all eligible projects will be 

reviewed on an annual basis.  Cost changes can occur at various points in the project 

development process and for a variety of reasons.  At each level of design, appropriate project 

cost contingency factors are included to account for cost increases that often occur as project 

details are fleshed out and previously unknown cost factors are identified. 

 

Metro adopted a Unified Cost Management Process and Policy for Measure R Projects that 

provide further guidance for the use of contingency funds.  If Measure R contingency funds are 

used to provide additional funding for the SBHP, above the amount that is identified in the 

Measure R Expenditure Plan ($906 million in $2008 over the life of Measure R), specific cost 

management processes and Metro Board approvals are required. 

 

Although project lead agencies are liable in their Metro funding agreements for project costs 

above their project allocation, lead agencies can request the SBCCOG to program additional 

Measure R funds due to justifiable cost escalation or loss of previously-committed funds beyond 

the agency’s control.  This additional allocation will be determined by the SBCCOG Board of 

Directors and Metro on a case-by-case basis and is subject to approval by the Metro Board.  

Potential cost adjustments to projects with allocated Measure R funds in the program will be 

reviewed as part of the programming review (Step Four). 

 

Step Five: Programming Allocation of Measure R funding resources is a continuation of the 

consensus-based process used to develop the funding allocation.   

 

A balance of four key factors will influence each new allocation recommendation: 

 

1. The amount of funds available for programming will be based on Metro’s most current 

Board-adopted financial forecast of Measure R revenue, as of November of each year.  

Cost estimate revisions for projects allocated funds in the previous five-year allocation 

list will be compared to the annual revenue forecast to establish the funding parameters 

for changes to be made in the annual update.   

2. Aligning Measure R funds with funding from other sources associated with particular 

projects.  Programming priority can be based on aligning Measure R funds with 

previously leveraged funds as well as promoting projects with the highest potential to 

attract leveraged funds.  Many state and local transportation grant programs have 

limited time before obligation of the funds expires—either they are spent or they are lost 

to the region.  Therefore projects with expiring funds will receive high priority for 

allocation of Measure R funds to complete the funding for the project before the 
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expiration of leveraged funding.  The SBCCOG can also identify projects that are the best 

candidates for future funding leverage through its funding leverage strategy (Chapter 7).  

The SBCCOG will need to maintain a level of funding for project development in its 

program allocation in order to position those larger projects for leveraged funding 

opportunities, even if there are not specific non-Measure R funds available at the time 

that the project development funds are programmed in the South Bay Measure R 

Highway Program allocation list.  A demonstrated commitment of the South Bay to the 

development of these projects should place them at a competitive advantage over other 

agencies seeking federal or state funds. 

3. Project prioritization that is focused on the efficient use of Measure R funds to address 

operational improvements to the highway system in the South Bay.  The project 

assessment used in the development of the program allocation (Chapter 3) is a tool to 

indicate the degree to which a project relates to the goals of Measure R. Agencies’ 

priorities and coordination are an important component of program prioritization by 

bringing local and regional context to improvement prioritization, ensuring compliance 

with the intent of the Measure R Highway Program, synergy between projects, 

geographic equity and/or other factors. 

4. City/Agency Concurrence: each City Council/agency governing board that is the Lead 

Agency for implementation of one or more project on the South Bay Measure R Highway 

Program allocation adopts a resolution endorsing its project(s) as well as the entire 

funding Program.  The resolution includes provisions setting forth certain understandings 

and commitments that each Lead Agency agrees to in adopting the resolution of 

support.  A resolution of support will be requested for each new project included in the 

Program allocation.  A sample resolution of support is included in Appendix D. 

 

The SBCCOG will be sensitive to the concept of geographic equity during the programming of and 

allocation of Measure R funds.  Overall the SBHP addresses operation improvement needs 

throughout the eligible facilities in the South Bay, and therefore the issue of geographic equity is 

generally diminished as a concern that would affect the specific programming of projects.  

However, concerns of programming funds for the construction of multiple improvements within 

close proximity to each other will be considered as to maintain the ability of the South Bay to 

adequately address convenient project construction phasing and detour routing for projects to 

minimize impacts to mobility during the construction. 

 

An important factor that could lead to the advancement of the programming for a particular 

project would be the attainment of additional funding sources for the project by its lead agency.  

This could reduce the Measure R Program funding request and increase the relative cost-

effectiveness of the project in terms of congestion relief benefit per dollar of Measure R funds, 

which could move the project up the priority list for future funding allocation.    

 

It is anticipated that the minimum time for the South Bay Measure R program of project 

allocations to complete the approval process is three months.  The Measure R Oversight 
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Committee will recommend the program allocation for SBCCOG Board approval. The SBCCOG 

Board will submit a recommendation to the Metro Board of Directors, which will be asked to 

consider the item on its agenda the following month.   

 

Following approval by the Metro Board, Metro staff will contact each implementing agency with 

a project included in the next fiscal year to start the Metro Funding Agreement execution 

process.  

 

Step Six: Develop and Execute Funding Agreements 

Metro will enter into funding agreements with lead agencies responsible to implement all 

eligible projects that are allocated Measure R funds in the coming fiscal year of the SBHP, as 

approved by the Metro Board of Directors.  The memoranda will be executed between the 

approval of the projects by the Metro Board in April and the start of the Metro fiscal year on July 

1st. 

 

Through each funding agreement, lead agencies will be required to comply with Metro policies 

such as: reporting requirements, maintenance of effort, fund lapsing policies, overhead rates, 

cap on project management/administration (ten percent of total project cost), etc.  Metro will 

require that agencies receiving SBHP funds use the funds in the most cost-effective manner.  If an 

agency that is awarded funds intends to use an outside consultant to implement all or part of 

their project, Metro requires that such activities be procured in accordance with that agency’s 

contracting procedures and applicable state and federal law.  The effective use of the provided 

funds will be verified by Metro through on-going project management and the annual Measure R 

audit process. 

 

Administrative Adjustments 

During the course of the year, administrative adjustments to the Program may be required to 

ensure timely implementation of projects.  Projects considered for administrative adjustment to 

their allocation amount or allocation year should be adjusted within Program contingency as to 

not affect the programming of any other project in the South Bay Measure R Highway Program 

and not to require use of the Metro Measure R Highway contingency funds available outside the 

SBHP contingency funds.  The Metro Board must approve use of additional Measure R funds 

beyond those included in project or SBHP contingency allocations.    

 

Administrative adjustments to the SBHP within the available contingency funds will be 

considered by the IWG and recommended to the SBCCOG Board of Directors by the SBCCOG 

Measure R Oversight Committee on a case-by-case basis.  Administrative adjustments approved 

during the course of the year will be consolidated as part of the cost adjustment step of the 

annual update process for the SBCCOG Board of Directors and Metro Board of Directors and may 

require an amendment to the Metro/Lead Agency funding agreements and Metro Measure R 

budget amendments prior to inclusion in the SBHP update of the Implementation Plan. 
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4.6 Funding Leverage 

In order to fully fund the SBHP by 2038, several strategies will be undertaken by the SBCCOG and 

its member agencies to use Measure R funds to leverage state and federal resources.  As a 

policy, the SBCCOG will maximize the use of Measure R funds to leverage additional resources to 

fund the Program.  An array of federal, state and regional funding sources has the potential to 

be used in conjunction with SBHP funds to complete the funding of the Program by 2038. The 

federal and state role in funding projects will be essential, requiring a consensus-building process 

that includes the cities, Metro, Caltrans, state and federal assistance and support. 

 

Each of these programs has varying requirements of eligibility, availability, lapsing and 

competition that require unique strategies on a project-by-project basis to optimize the 

leveraging of additional resources to the SBHP.  Many of these programs are susceptible to 

changes due to national trends such as the movement from discretionary (earmarked) funding to 

formula funding that is distributed in a competitive manner at the state and regional level. 

 

The funding matrix identifies the SBHP projects by type, with the eligibility for various federal, 

state, regional, and local funds. The following discussion focuses on funding source availability 

based on current federal, state, and local program guidelines and past allocations to similar 

projects.  Accordingly, the matrix in Table 3  indicates the potential for a particular type of 

project to be successful in competing for the additional funding sources considered for the 

SBCCOG Measure R Implementation Plan. The rankings in this matrix are intended to be for 

general reference purposes only; the competitiveness of each project will depend upon its 

individual characteristics, the level of financial participation by local cities and agencies, and in 

the case of state and federal funding programs, the ability to build and maintain support for a 

given project through the multi-year authorization and appropriations processes. 

 

 A “high” potential indicates that this type of project is commonly funded through this 

particular program or source. 

 A “medium” potential means that this type of project has been awarded funding through 

this program or source in the past, but certain factors may need to be present or other 

qualifying criteria must be met in order for a project to be considered and compete 

successfully.     

 A “low” potential means that this type of project, although technically eligible, has not 

generally been awarded funding from this source in the past; or due to current or 

anticipated program funding levels, or the cap on the maximum project cost eligible 

under the program guidelines, stands a lesser chance of receiving funding in the future.  
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Table 3: Funding Sources for the Project Types in the SBCCOG Measure R Implementation Plan, 

Ranked by Potential 
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Note 

   
1 1 1 1 2 3 

  
4 2 

 
5 6 7 

         High Potential 

    Medium Potential 

    Low Potential 

    Ineligible   

  

  1 administered by Caltrans 

  2 provided that the facility is part of the state highway system 

  3 project capital costs must not exceed $500,000 

  4 see list below of cities with available funding 

  5 must be used for transit-related street and highway improvements 

  6 federal funding source programmed by Metro through the Call For Projects 

  7 must be used for multi-modal or environmental mitigation elements of a project 
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The SBHP will remain flexible to accommodate leveraged funding so that when additional 

obligation authority or one-time funding programs are offered, the SBCCOG can move quickly to 

distinguish its South Bay Measure R Highway Program as an effective use of these resources with 

solid political backing of its member cities and the voters of Los Angeles County. 

 

The SBCCOG will coordinate grant applications for leveraged funding of Measure R projects to 

ensure the most efficient use of resources within the South Bay.  Lead agencies are encouraged 

to apply for grant funds using the leveraging of SBHP funds in order to enable their projects to be 

programmed as early as possible.  The SBCCOG will provide program-level support to lead 

agencies leveraging funding in competitive or discretionary sources of funding by endorsing 

Measure R programming support of matching funds for projects awarded state or federal 

funding. 

 

4.6.1 Role of Other Funding Sources 

The SBHP will leverage state and federal funding sources in order to fully fund the Program.  

Federal funds to finance the SBHP are included in the final ten years of the program as 

forecasted by Metro.  The SBHP includes $123.3 million in year of expenditure funds of the SBHP 

as being from federal sources—$97.3 million in CMAQ funds and $23 million in RSTP funds from 

2029 to 2038.A significant amount of local and federal funds are allocated through the Metro 

CFP such as Proposition C, CMAQ, and RSTP at a regional level.   

 

SBHP funds are eligible to be used (up to 100 percent of the minimum local match required for 

Metro CFP projects).  For the 2013 Metro CFP, the SBCCOG Measure R Oversight Committee 

approved using up to 100 percent of the minimum local match required in each modal category 

of the 2013 Metro CFP application package for South Bay applications that meet the eligibility 

requirements of the Metro CFP and SBHP.  The SBCCOG provided the technical assistance of 

their consultants in the preparation of Project Study Report Equivalents as part of the project 

development and required documentation of the Metro CFP application. 

 

The SBCCOG placed a first priority on use of the SBHP fund available to provide the minimum-

required “local” match for approved CFP-funded projects. CFP applications that are not awarded 

Call for Projects funding can be considered for Measure R subfunds in the biannual update of 

the SBCCOG SBHP Implementation Plan once SBHP CFP funding commitments are met. 

This policy was developed specific to the 2013 CFP only.  Once the 2013 CFP process is 

complete, the SBCCOG will revisit the 2013 process and the policies to prepare for future SBHP 

matching opportunities such as future Metro CFP. 

Large-scale projects include many interchange and auxiliary lane projects that are part of the 

federal-state highway program, and as such, have historically been recipients of matching 

federal funds. The main sources of federal funding for highway projects have been 1) earmarks; 
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2) formula funds programmed through the STIP; 3) Caltrans funding programs such as the 

Highway Safety Improvement Program and 4) discretionary programs such as the Interstate 

Maintenance or National Corridor Improvement Program.  

 

The decision to pursue federal funds will be made in collaboration with Metro and be based on 

the cost of the project and its eligibility for federal funding programs.  The SBCCOG will apply for 

Caltrans funds through Caltrans District 7 for each auxiliary lane, interchange, and ramp project 

on the SBHP allocation list.  Remaining non-Measure R funds needed to complete the project will 

be pursued as part of a federal funding strategy in conjunction with Metro, Caltrans and elected 

federal officials representing the South Bay.   

 

Measure R projects include a wide range of projects both on and off the freeway system. The 

projects advanced for funding during the initial allocation reflect this range, from comparatively 

lower-cost projects on the arterial system that can be implemented in the shorter term with 

immediate local benefits to larger-scale regional freeway improvements.  Measure R will be 

crucial in providing funds to the arterial projects as well as at an early design stage to advance 

the larger projects to a point of readiness and technical development such that the long-term 

prospects for federal funding are enhanced.  Because funding needs far exceed the amount of 

available federal funds, discretionary federal programs explicitly and implicitly give priority to 

projects that leverage other funding sources, which would put South Bay Measure R Highway 

Program at a comparative advantage because of its dedicated funding source and deliberate 

allocation of resources through a regional collaborative process.   

Due to the interrelated nature of SBHP funds and federal, state and regional sources, the 

SBCCOG will work with Metro to comprehensively evaluate the use of Measure R Highway funds 

to maximize the ability of Metro to leverage regional resources to obtain additional state and 

federal funding. The Measure R Highway Program enables the SBCCOG and Metro to leverage 

the program as a whole to attract additional funding through coordination of resources.   
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Old ID ID Type Facility City/ County Description Source
Project 

Sponsor
FA Type

Cost 

Estimate

Non-Measure 

R Funding

A
s
s
e
s
s
m

e
n

t

N54 CA.02 Intersection
Del Amo 

Boulevard
Carson Intersection improvements SBCCOG List Carson

Design and 

Construction
$477,000 No Funds 2.7

N33 CA.03 Intersection
Sepulveda 

Boulevard
Carson

Improvements to the intersection of 

Wilmington Ave. and Sepulveda Blvd.
City Carson

Design and 

Construction
$500,000 No Funds 2.7

A5 CA.09 Arterial
Carson 

Street
Carson

Carson Street Master Plan, Implementation of 

Public Improvements from I-405 Freeway to I-

110 Freeway 

City Carson Construction $12,000,000

City design, 

funds for 

construction 

only

2.0

CA.12 ITS Various Carson

Home Depot Event Management System

Arterial Signing (Avalon) coordinated 

arterial/freeway operation at three off ramps

Wireless Network

City of Carson Carson $3,500,000 3.7

CO.04 ITS
Normandie 

Avenue
County

Upgrade traffic signal operations, vehicle 

detection, parking restrictions, signing and 

striping, and minor widening

County  TSSP County
Design and 

Construction
$2,000,000 3.5

CO.05 ITS

Manhattan 

Beach 

Boulevard

County

Upgrade traffic signal operations, vehicle 

detection, parking restrictions, signing and 

striping, and minor widening

County  TSSP County
Design and 

Construction
$2,000,000 3.5

CO.06 ITS
Hawthorne 

Boulevard
County

Upgrade traffic signal operations, vehicle 

detection, parking restrictions, signing and 

striping, and minor widening

County  TSSP County
Design and 

Construction
$2,000,000 3.8

CO.07 ITS
Hawthorne 

Boulevard
County

Upgrade traffic signal operations, vehicle 

detection, parking restrictions, signing and 

striping, and minor widening

County  TSSP County
Design and 

Construction
$2,000,000 3.8

CO.23 Arterial Various South Bay Operational Improvements LA County County $399,314 4.7

CO.24 ITS Various South Bay Systemwide Coordination Timing LA County County $800,000 4.2

CO.25 ITS Various South Bay ITS Improvements LA County County $5,700,000 4.4

CO.26 Arterial Various South Bay Program Management LA County County $400,000 4.7

CO.28 ITS Various County
Loop closure to provide Backbone network 

redundancy
County County $2,500,000 TBD 5.0

CO.29 ITS Various County
Deployment of CCTV Cameras in 16 

locations
County County $800,000 TBD 5.2

N55 ES.01 Arterial Park Place El Segundo
Park Place roadway extension and railroad 

grade separation project
2010 FTIP El Segundo

Design and 

Construction
$37,000,000

$750K from 

FHWA, $150k 

local match, 

FTIP 2010/2011

2.9

N12 ES.02 Intersection
Aviation 

Boulevard
El Segundo Add dual southbound left-turn lanes.  SBCCOG List El Segundo

Design and 

Construction
$1,500,000 No Funds 2.8

ES.04 Arterial
El Segundo 

Boulevard
El Segundo

Widen eastbound El Segundo Boulevard to 

four through lanes by extending the right turn 

pocket.  This provides a dedicated lane for 

northbound Sepulveda Boulevard (SR-1) to 

eastbound El Segundo Boulevard.  The 

project includes a retaining wall for the SCE 

tranmission towers near the corner of the 

intersection.

City El Segundo
Design and 

Construction
$1,500,000 4.0

P5 GA.01
Park and 

Ride

Park & Ride 

Facility
Gardena

Construction of at park and ride facility at the 

southeast corner of Rosecrans Boulevard 

and Wadkins (vacant lot)

City Gardena
Design and 

Construction
$2,100,000 No Funds 2.9

Reported on 4/1/2013

FY 2012/13

Southeast corner of 

Rosecrans Boulevard 

and Wadkins (vacant 

$0 $2,100,000

at El Segundo 

Boulevard
$0 $1,500,000

from Sepulveda 

Boulevard to 

Continental 

Boulevard

$1,500,000

South Bay Area $800,000

Nash Street to Allied 

Way
$900,000 $36,100,000

Regional $320,000 $80,000

South Bay Area $2,500,000

Regional $640,000 $160,000

Regional $816,000 $4,884,000

from 244th Street to 

Palos Verdes Drive 

West

$2,000,000

Regional $319,451 $79,863

from Manhattan 

Avenue to Van Ness 

Avenue

$2,000,000

from Imperial 

Highway to 

Manhattan Beach 

$2,000,000

Home Depot Area $3,500,000

from 95th Street to El 

Segundo Boulevard
$2,000,000

at Wilmington 

Avenue
$0 $500,000

from I-405 Freeway 

to I-110 Freeway
$12,000,000

Limits
Commited 

Funds

Funds 

Shortfall

at Santa Fe Avenue $0 $477,000

Measure R - Candidate Project List

Considered But Unprogrammed in Current 5-Year Program, to be Reconsidered in Update

Identification Location Status
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Reported on 4/1/2013Measure R - Candidate Project List

Considered But Unprogrammed in Current 5-Year Program, to be Reconsidered in Update

N66 GA.02 Arterial

Redondo 

Beach 

Boulevard

Gardena

Traffic signal upgrades (Redondo and 

Vermont and other locations), addition of turn 

pockets where geometrically possible, 

channelization, pavement upgrade, and 

minor concrete work

City Gardena
Design and 

Construction
$3,340,000 No Funds 2.8

N65 GA.03 Arterial
Crenshaw 

Boulevard
Gardena

Addition of turn pockets, channelization, 

pavement upgrade ,traffic signal 

improvements, and minor concrete work

City Gardena
Design and 

Construction
$2,130,000 No Funds 2.6

N68 GA.04 Arterial
Artesia 

Boulevard
Gardena

Add channelization updates, pavement 

upgrade, and minor concrete work, Part of 

Bundle B13-other project is Early Action

City Gardena
Design and 

Construction
$2,905,000 No Funds 2.5

N40 HA.01 Arterial
El Segundo 

Blvd.
Hawthorne

Upgrade signals, improve right and left-turn 

lanes, roadway reconstruction
City Hawthorne

Design and 

Construction
$8,798,400 Local: 400k 2.8

N41 HA.02 Arterial 120th Street Hawthorne
Upgrade signals, improve right and left-turn 

lanes, roadway reconstruction
City Hawthorne

Design and 

Construction
$2,000,000 Local: $300k 2.7

HA.03 Arterial
Prarie 

Avenue
Hawthorne

Signal upgrades, widening of Prairie 

(westbound to northbound) at El Segundo 

Blvd., connect to County KITS system

City Hawthorne
Design and 

Construction
$8,306,300 2.3

HA.05 ITS Various Hawthorne
Municipal Wireless Network for 

Transportation communications 

City of 

Hawthorne
Hawthorne $600,000 4.3

HA.06 Arterial
Prairie 

Avenue
Hawthorne

Signal improvements on Prairie Avenue from 

118th Street to Marine Avenue
City Hawthorne

Design and 

Construction
$6,000,000

Metro CFP 

submission

N39 IW.01 Arterial
Century 

Boulevard
Inglewood

Construction of a raised median and 

exclusive right-turn and left-turn lanes, signal 

and signange improvements and pavement 

rehabilitation

City Inglewood
Design and 

Construction
$34,600,000

Metro: $3.223m, 

$5,371m Local 

Match, $7m 

redevelopment 

funds

2.7

B1 IW.07 Intersection

La Cienega 

Boulevard 

and 

Manchester 

Boulevard

Inglewood

Bundled Projects: Channelize and raise 

median Manchester Boulevard from Ash 

Avenue to La Cienega Boulevard, Improve 

turn radii La Cienega Boulevard at 

Manchester Boulevard, Improve turn radii 

and through-right lane La Cienega Boulevard 

at Florence Avenue

Various Inglewood
Design and 

Construction
$2,200,000 2.5

IW.08 ITS Phase V Inglewood
Communication Gap closure on various 

locations, TS Upgrade and Arterial Detection

City of 

Inglewood
Inglewood

Design and 

Construction
$3,500,000 TBD 4.3

N23 LD.01 Arterial
Inglewood 

Avenue

Lawndale/ 

Hawthorne

Inglewood Corridor Capacity Enhancing 

Project: Phase 3: widening and adding SB 

lane from north city limit

SBCCOG List Lawndale Construction $3,167,912
$1.9m 09 CFP, 

$1.3m City
4.3

N24 LD.02 Arterial
Rosecrans 

Avenue
Lawndale

Traffic signal improvements, left-turn 

improvements and various concrete 

improvements.

SBCCOG List Lawndale
Design and 

Construction
$1,400,000 No Funds 2.8

LD.03 Arterial

Redondo 

Beach 

Boulevard

Lawndale
Signal upgrades, concrete pads for transit, 

ADA ramps 
City Lawndale

Design and 

Construction
$5,800,000 1.7

N31 LA.01 Arterial
Del Amo  

Boulevard
Los Angeles Construct new segment SBCCOG List

Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$8,000,000 No Funds 5.6

LA.02 Intersection
Anaheim 

Street
Los Angeles Construct roundabout City

Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$7,000,000 2.8

LA.03 Arterial
Anaheim 

Street
Los Angeles

Widen Anaheim Street from 78' to 84' and 

restripe to accomodate an additional lane in 

each direction; this would improve the 

roadway from 4 lanes to 6 lanes (SCAG RTP 

ID: 21120118)

City
Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$6,725,900 None 4.1

LA.04 Arterial
Figueroa 

Street
Los Angeles

Widen Figueroa Street to city standard to 

provide three lanes in each direction
City

Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$5,000,000 2.4

from 146th Street to 

Redondo Beach 

Boulevard

$5,000,000

at Gaffey/ 

Vermont/Palos 

Verdes North

$7,000,000

Farragut Avenue to 

Dominguez Channel
$6,725,900

at I-405, from 

Hawthorne Boulevard 

to Prairie Avenue

$5,800,000

from Denker Avenue 

to Normandie Avenue
$0 $8,000,000

from south of 

Rosecrans Avenue to 

Marine Avenue

$3,167,912 $0

from east of 

Inglewood Avenue to 

Prairie Avenue

$0 $1,400,000

Manchester and La 

Cienega Intersection 

Geometric 

Improvement Projects

$2,200,000

City of Inglewood $3,500,000

from 118th STreet to 

Marine Avenue
$6,000,000

from Van Ness 

Avenue to Felton 

Avenue

$15,594,734 $19,005,266

from Imperial 

Boulevard to 

Rosecrans Avenue

$8,306,300

Hawthorne $600,000

from Inglewood 

Avenue to Crenshaw 

Boulevard

$400,000 $8,398,400

from Prairie Avenue 

to Inglewood Avenue
$300,000 $1,700,000

From Redondo 

Beach Boulevard to 

El Segundo 

$0 $2,130,000

from Vermont Avenue 

to Western Avenue
$0 $2,905,000

from Crenshaw 

Boulevard to Vermont 

Avenue

$0 $3,340,000
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LA.05 ITS Various Los Angeles
Traffic signal system upgrades (including 

controllers, left turn phasing, cameras, etc.)
City

Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$2,000,000 4.4

LA.06 Intersection
Gaffey 

Street
Los Angeles Intersection widening improvements City

Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$2,000,000 1.9

LA.07 Arterial

Redondo 

Beach 

Boulevard

Los Angeles

Add westbound double left turn pockets at 

110 Freeway northbound onramp.  Signal 

and striping modifications from 110 Freeway 

to east of Figueroa Street.

City
Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$3,000,000 2.4

F40 MB.01 Arterial
Sepulveda 

Boulevard
Manhattan Beach

PCH Study Improvements: Implement PCH 

Study Recommendations (10)

PCH Study 

(2009)

Manhattan 

Beach

Design and 

Construction
$1,500,000 No Funds 5.4

MB.02 Arterial
Sepulveda 

Boulevard
Manhattan Beach Seismic retrofit of bridge City

Manhattan 

Beach

Design and 

Construction
3.6

MB.03 Intersection
Valley 

Drive/Armore
Manhattan Beach

Contruction of traffic circles at the 

intersecetions of Valley/Armore at Manhattan 

Beach Bouleavard and 15th Street

City
Manhattan 

Beach

Design and 

Construction
$8,000,000

City funds for 

design
1.2

ME.02
Auxiliary 

Lane
I-405

Carson, County 

Torrance, 

Lawndale, 

Redondo Beach, 

Hawthorne

A freeway corridor study  for the section from 

I-110 to I-105 to better understand potential 

for auxillary lanes and HOT lanes.

Metro Metro
Project 

Development
$1,000,000 No Funds

ME.03
Arterial and 

Ramp
I-405 Torrance

I-405 at 182nd St./Crenshaw Boulevard 

Traffic Study
Metro Metro

Project 

Development
$100,000 No Funds

ME.04
Auxiliary 

Lane
I-110

Carson, Los 

Angeles, Los 

Angeles County

PAED for construction of Auxiliary Lane on 

southbound I-110 from westbound SR-91

Connector from Torrance Boulevard off-ramp 

and possibly a new flyover ramp from 

northbound

I-405 to southbound I-110 connector.

Metro Metro
Project 

Development
$1,150,000

F58 -
Interchang

e
I-405 County

Construct new Northbound I-405 to 

Southbound I-110 connector, possibly a 

flyover ramp.

Iteris Team
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$100,000,000 No Funds 3.9

B2 CT.01
Interchang

e
I-105 Hawthorne

Add HOV connectors from westbound I-105 

to northbound and southbound I-405

Coastal 

Corridor, 

Caltrans 

Measure R List

Metro / 

Caltrans
5.0

F1 CT.04 Ramp I-405 Inglewood
Widen southbound I-405 on-ramp from 

southbound La Cienega Blvd.

Caltrans 

Measure R List 

(5/22/09)

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 3.3

F10 CT.05 Ramp I-405 Hawthorne

Widen southbound off-ramp to Rosecrans 

Avenue, add signal at end of ramp and 

soundwall

SBCCOG List
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 4.7

F12 CT.06
Auxiliary 

lane
I-405

Hawthorne/ 

Redondo Beach/ 

Lawndale

Add northbound auxiliary lane

Coastal 

Corridor, I-405 

CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$51,000,000 No Funds 3.8

F13 CT.07
Auxiliary 

lane
I-405

Hawthorne/Redon

do Beach
Add southbound auxiliary lane I-405 CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$50,000,000 No Funds 3.3

F14 CT.08 Ramp I-405
Redondo Beach, 

Lawndale

Widen northbound loop on-ramp, widen 

southbound on-ramp and create right-turn 

only lane in existing Caltrans ROW.  Install a 

new southbound right-turn only lane on 

Inglewood Avenue to the southbound 405 on-

ramp and off-ramp

SBCCOG List
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 4.2

F15 CT.09 Ramp I-405 Redondo Beach

Widen southbound on-ramp from southbound 

Inglewood Avenue including a designated 

right-turn lane within existing ROW

Caltrans
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$10,000,000 No Funds 3.8

F16 CT.10
Auxiliary 

lane
I-405 Lawndale Add northbound auxiliary lane

Coastal 

Corridor, I-405 

CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$52,000,000 No Funds 4.0

Northbound: 

Hawthorne Boulevard 

to Inglewood Avenue

$0 $52,000,000

at Inglewood Avenue $0 $13,000,000

at Inglewood Avenue $0 $10,000,000

Northbound: 

Inglewood Avenue  to 

Rosecrans Avenue

$0 $51,000,000

Southbound: 

Rosecrans Avenue to 

Inglewood Avenue

$0 $50,000,000

at La Cienega Blvd. $0 $13,000,000

at Rosecrans Avenue $0 $13,000,000

at I-110 $0 $100,000,000

I-105 / I-405 HOV 

Connectors
$0

at 182nd St. / 

Crenshaw Boulevard
$0 $100,000

from westbound SR-

91 Connector to 

Torrance Boulevard 

off-ramp

$1,150,000

at Manhattan Beach 

Boulevard and at 

15th Street

$80,000 $7,920,000

from I-110 to I-105 $0 $1,000,000

from El Segundo 

Boulevard to Artesia 

Boulevard

$0 $1,500,000

from 33rd Street to 

South of Rosecrans 

Avenue

$0

at 1st Street $2,000,000

I-110 Freeway to 

Figueroa Street
$3,000,000

Los Angeles City 

Council District 15
$2,000,000
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F17 CT.11 Ramp I-405 Lawndale

New southbound Hawthorne Blvd. to 

northbound I-405 ramp and upgrade 

signalization at northbound and southbound 

ramps

I-405 CSMP
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 3.6

F18 CT.12
Auxiliary 

lane
I-405 Lawndale Add northbound auxiliary lane I-405 CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$41,000,000 No Funds 3.8

F19 CT.13 Ramp I-405 Torrance
Add third lane to northbound on-ramp from 

westbound Artesia Boulevard
I-405 CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 3.6

F20 CT.14 Ramp I-405 Torrance

I-405 at 182nd/Crenshaw Improvements: 

Widen northbound off-ramp to 182nd Street, 

modify signal at terminus

I-405 CSMP
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 4.5

F21 CT.15 Ramp I-405 Torrance

I-405 at 182nd/Crenshaw Improvements: 

Widen northbound on-ramp to two lanes, 

modify signal

I-405 CSMP
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$3,500,000 No Funds 4.5

F23 CT.16 Ramp I-405 Torrance

I-405 at 182nd/Crenshaw Improvements: 

New southbound on-ramp from northbound 

Crenshaw.

I-405 CSMP
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 4.5

F24 CT.17 Ramp I-405 Torrance Widen southbound on-ramp at 190th Street. SBCCOG List
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 3.9

F25 CT.18
Auxiliary 

lane
I-405 Los Angeles

Add northbound auxiliary lane to the Western 

Ave off-ramp 
I-405 CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$20,000,000 No Funds 3.9

F26 CT.19
Interchang

e
I-405 Los Angeles Widen from 3 to 4 lanes through interchange.

Caltrans 

Measure R List

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$120,000,000 No Funds 3.8

F31 CT.23
Auxiliary 

lane
I-105 Hawthorne

Add WB auxiliary lane Crenshaw off-ramp to 

Crenshaw on-ramp.

Coastal 

Corridor, I-405 

CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 4.4

F32 CT.24
Auxiliary 

lane
I-105 Hawthorne Add WB auxiliary lane I-405 CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$30,000,000 No Funds 3.8

F33 CT.25
Auxiliary 

lane
I-105 Hawthorne Add EB auxiliary lane.

Coastal 

Corridor, I-405 

CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$29,000,000 No Funds 4.1

F34 CT.26
Interchang

e
I-105 Hawthorne

Add HOV connector from westbound I-105 to 

southbound I-405

Coastal 

Corridor, 

Caltrans 

Measure R List

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$100,000,000 No Funds 5.0

F35 CT.27
Interchang

e
I-105 Hawthorne

Add HOV connector from westbound I-105 to 

northbound I-405

Coastal 

Corridor, 

Caltrans 

Measure R List

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$100,000,000 No Funds 5.0

F36 CT.28
Interchang

e
I-110 County

Add new HOV connectors for northbound and 

southbound I-110 to eastbound SR-91 and 

from westbound SR-91 to northbound I-110

Caltrans 

Measure R List

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$100,000,000 No Funds 4.9

F37 CT.29 Ramp I-110 County Widen southbound off-ramp
Caltrans 

Measure R List

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$15,000,000 No Funds 3.5

F4 CT.30
Auxiliary 

Lane
I-405

Inglewood/ Los 

Angeles
Add southbound auxiliary lane 

Coastal 

Corridor, I-405 

CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$41,000,000 No Funds 3.8

F5 CT.31
Auxiliary 

Lane
I-405 Inglewood Add southbound auxiliary lane 

Coastal 

Corridor, I-405 

CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$75,000,000 No Funds 3.5

F7 CT.32
Auxiliary 

Lane
I-405 Hawthorne Add northbound lane

Coastal 

Corridor 

(modified), I-

405 CSMP

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$20,000,000 No Funds 3.9

F9 CT.33 Ramp I-405 Hawthorne Widen northbound off-ramp SBCCOG List
Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$13,000,000 No Funds 3.8at Rosecrans Avenue $0 $13,000,000

from Howard Hughes 

Parkway to Century 

Boulevard

$0 $75,000,000

Northbound: south of 

El Segundo Blvd. to I-

105

$0 $20,000,000

at Pacific Coast 

Highway
$0 $15,000,000

from Manchester 

Blvd. to Century Blvd.
$0 $41,000,000

at I-405 $0 $100,000,000

at SR-91 Interchange $0 $100,000,000

Eastbound from 

Yukon to Crenshaw
$0 $29,000,000

at I-405 $0 $100,000,000

Westbound: 

Crenshaw on-ramp to 

Crenshaw off-ramp

$0 $13,000,000

Westbound from 

Prairie Avenue to I-

405

$0 $30,000,000

Northbound: 

Normandie Avenue to 

Western Avenue

$0 $20,000,000

at I-110 $0 $120,000,000

at Crenshaw 

Boulevard
$0 $13,000,000

at 190th Street $0 $13,000,000

at Crenshaw/182nd 

Street
$0 $13,000,000

at 182nd Street $0 $3,500,000

Northbound: Artesia 

Boulevard to 

Hawthorne Boulevard

$0 $41,000,000

at Artesia Boulevard $0 $13,000,000

at Hawthorne 

Boulevard
$0 $13,000,000
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P2 CT.34
Park and 

Ride

Artesia 

Transit 

Center

County Expand park & ride facility. SBCCOG List
Metro / 

Caltrans

Design and 

Construction
$5,000,000 4.6

CT.35 Ramp I-110 Los Angeles
Signalize northbound off-ramp, intersection 

improvements and widen existing ramps

City of Los 

Angeles

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$15,000,000 2.8

CT.36 Ramp I-110 Los Angeles
Widen Anaheim Street and reconfigure 

ramps

City of Los 

Angeles

Metro / 

Caltrans

Project 

Development
$15,000,000 3.0

CT.37 Ramp I-110 Los Angeles

Consolidate I-110/C Street interchange and 

adjacent NHS intersection; increase NB I-110 

off-ramp capacity via new direct connector 

with NHS route (Harry Bridges-Alameda 

Street)

2011 Metro 

CFP

Metro / 

Caltrans
Construction $39,506,655 Metro CFP 4.9

CT.38 ITS I-110 Los Angeles

Implement an Integrated Corridor 

Management System along the SR -110 

Corridor between Artesia Boulevard and the I-

405. The project will integrate freeway, 

arterial and transit operations, implement a 

Decision Support System for coordinated 

agency operations and traveler information 

systems. 

ITS Plan
Metro / 

Caltrans

Design and 

Construction
$10,000,000

RP.01 ITS Various Event Information Sharing System TBD $1,500,000 4.6

RP.02 ITS Various Emergency Fallback Power Project TBD $300,000 4.7

RP.03 ITS Various Community Notification System TBD $250,000 4.7

RP.04 ITS Various Arterial Messaging System TBD $4,500,000 4.3

RP.05 ITS Various Arterial Detection Project TBD $1,200,000 4.6

RP.06 ITS Various Emergency Vehicle Priority System TBD $3,000,000 5.0

RP.07 ITS Various

El Segundo, 

Gardena, 

Hawthorne, 

Hermosa Beach, 

Manhattan Beach, 

Redondo Beach

Implement add emergency vehicle dynamic 

signing at priority at 100 intersections 

equipped with emergency vehicle priority 

equipment in the cities of Hawthorne, El 

Segundo, Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach, 

Gardena and Manhattan Beach. 

ITS Plan TBD
Design and 

Construction
$6,000,000

F52 TO.02 Intersection
Pacific Coast 

Highway
Torrance

Add a second southbound left-turn lane, add 

northbound right-turn overlap phase.  

Continue third southbound lane on PCH from 

Rolling Hills Way to 600 feet east of 

intersection.  Add an eastbound far side bus 

turn-out.

City Traffic 

Study
Torrance

Design and 

Construction
$11,750,000 No Funds 4.1

N28 TO.04 Intersection 190th Street Torrance

Widen signalized intersection and restripe to 

add three through lanes for westbound and 

eastbound and prohibit on-street parking and 

upgrade traffic signal

SBCCOG List Torrance
Design and 

Construction
$1,200,000 No Funds 3.7

N29 TO.05 Intersection 190th Street Torrance

Reconstruct intersection (remove median and 

restripe) - Add one northbound left-turn lane, 

part of Bundle B9

SBCCOG List Torrance
Design and 

Construction
$900,000 No Funds 3.7

N48 TO.06 Intersection
Crenshaw 

Boulevard
Torrance

Crenshaw Boulevard Intersection Projects: 

Add dual northbound right-turn lanes, one 

eastbound right-turn lane and one eastbound 

through-lane

SBCCOG List Torrance
Design and 

Construction
$5,000,000 No Funds 3.6

N50 TO.07 Intersection
Crenshaw 

Boulevard
Torrance

Crenshaw Boulevard Intersection Projects: 

Add fourth northbound through lane
SBCCOG List Torrance

Design and 

Construction
$5,000,000 No Funds 3.6

N51 TO.08 Intersection
Crenshaw 

Boulevard
Torrance

Crenshaw Boulevard Intersection Projects: 

Provided dedicated southbound right-turn 

lane.

SBCCOG List, 

PCH Study, 

Coastal 

Corridor Study

Torrance
Design and 

Construction
$5,000,000 No Funds 3.6

at Torrance 

Boulevard
$0 $5,000,000

at Sepulveda 

Boulevard
$0 $5,000,000

at Carson Street $0 $5,000,000

at  Van Ness Avenue $0 $1,200,000

at Crenshaw 

Boulevard
$0 $900,000

South Bay Area $6,000,000

at Crenshaw 

Boulevard
$0 $11,750,000

South Bay Area $1,200,000

South Bay Area $3,000,000

South Bay Area $250,000

South Bay Area $4,500,000

South Bay Area $1,500,000

South Bay Area $300,000

at C Street $39,506,655

from Artesia 

Boulevard to I-405
$10,000,000

at Pacific Coast 

Highway
$15,000,000

at Anaheim Street $15,000,000

Artesia Transit 

Center
$0 $5,000,000
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TO.20 Arterial
Hawthorne 

Boulevard
Torrance

Widen existing roadway within 400 feet of 

Lomita Boulevard and 182nd Street to 

construct new northbound right-turn lanes, 

widen Spencer Street and Emerald Street 

east of Hawthorne Bouevard on the northeast 

corner.

Bundled City 

Projects
Torrance

Design and 

Construction
$3,000,000 3.2

F55 TO.01 Intersection
Western 

Avenue

Torrance/Los 

Angeles

Add northbound left-turn lane; widen and 

restripe for dual eastbound left-turn lanes 

and westbound right-turn lanes, modify 

signals AND WESTBOUND DOUBLE LEFT 

TURN LANES.

2008 LRTP 

(Draft) LA 

Metro, Citywide 

Traffic Study

Torrance / 

Los 

Angeles

Design and 

Construction
$5,950,000 No Funds 4.7

at Sepulveda 

Boulevard
$0 $5,950,000

at 182nd Street, 

Spencer Street, 

Emerald Street, and 

Lomita Boulevard

$3,000,000
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South Bay Cities Council of Governments 
Measure R Highway Improvements 

Evaluation Measures for Project Prioritization 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
This memorandum presents the methods used for evaluating, scoring, and weighting each of the 
projects in relation to the eight evaluation criteria (which were presented at the previous meeting of the 
IWG).    The prioritization process evaluates all the eligible projects on the Measure R list to determine 
priorities for funding.  The eight criteria used in this evaluation are consistent with many of the criteria 
used in the Metro Call for Projects, and include: 

 Project readiness 

 Multi-jurisdictional effort 

 Level of congestion relief 

 Measure R funding leverage 

 Regional significance and intermodal integration 

 Project need and benefit to transportation system 

 Cost effectiveness 

 Land use, environmental compatibility, and sustainability 
 
For each criterion, each project will be scored on a scale of 0-10.  This score is then multiplied by the 
criterion’s weight.  The sum of these weighted criteria scores is the project’s overall score.  Priority 
levels will be determined based on the spread of overall scores. 
 
 

EVALUATION CRITERIA AND HOW THEY ARE MEASURED 
 
Project Readiness 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that are further advanced toward being ready to implement.  This is 
scored on a 0-10 scale, based on the project’s current status in the project development process.  
Projects that are facing a legal challenge or substantial opposition are reduced by one point from their 
initial score to reflect a lower priority than similarly advanced projects that do not face such opposition. 
 
Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 

10:  PS&E complete; project not fully funded 
8:  PS&E in process 
6:  Preliminary Design/Environmental/PSR complete 
4:  Preliminary Design/Environmental/PSR in process 
2:  Planning/Feasibility Study, Conceptual Drawings 
0:  Just Idea / Proposal 
-1:  Legal / Community Issues 
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Multi-Jurisdictional Effort 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that are regional in nature and involve multi-jurisdiction cooperation.  
This is scored on a 0-10 scale, based on how many jurisdictions are involved.  A project can earn the 
higher score either by crossing jurisdictional boundaries or by receiving resolutions of support from 
other jurisdictions. 
 
Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 

10:  three or more jurisdictions 
5:  two jurisdictions 
0:  one jurisdiction 

 
Level of Congestion Relief 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that provide a greater level of congestion relief on the state highway 
system for which these Measure R funds are designated.  For this criterion, projects earn points based 
on the type of project and whether it is located on the freeway or arterial street system.  Bonus points 
are awarded to projects on arterials designated as state highways, to reflect the fact that improvements 
on these roadways will provide the greater benefit to the state highway system. 
 
Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 

 Project Type 

 On Freeway On street Ops/TDM 

10 fwy-fwy 
interchange 

-- -- 

9 Aux lane + interchg -- -- 

8 Aux lane -- -- 

7 Full interchange Build new segment -- 

6 Partial interchange 
(2+ ramps) 

Arterial segment widening 
(add lanes) 

-- 

5 Partial interchange 
(1 ramp) 

Corridor intersection 
widenings 

-- 

4 
-- 

Arterial realignment/ 
reconfiguration 

ITS system 

3 
-- 

Single intersection widening 
(>1 approach) 

Corridor signal 
synchronization 

2 
-- 

Single intersection widening 
(1 approach) 

Park-and-ride 

1 
-- 

Arterial channelize; 
Intersec. improve geometrics 

Signal upgrade 

0 -- -- -- 

+3 -- On state route -- 

+2 -- -- On state route 

 
Measure R Funding Leverage 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that do not depend solely on Measure R for their funding.  This is 
scored based on the percentage of project cost for which funding has already been committed from 
other sources (not including any Measure R funds). 
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Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 

10:  80% and up non-Measure R funding 
8:  60-80% 
6:  45-60% 
4:  30-45% 
2:  15-30% 
0:  0-15% 

 
Regional Significance and Intermodal Integration 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that have regional significance or promote integration of 
transportation modes.  This evaluation is based on whether a project is included in the Metro Long 
Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), the SCAG Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), the Metro Countywide 
Significant Arterial Network (CSAN); also if a project completes a gap in the transportation system, is 
within two miles of a major regional traffic generator (e.g., Los Angeles International Airport, the Port of 
Los Angeles, or Cal State University at Dominguez Hills), or is a multi-modal improvement. 
 
Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 
Two points for each of the following (maximum 10 points): 

1. Project is included in LRTP 
2. Project is included in RTP 
3. Project is on CSAN 
4. Project is a gap closure 
5. Project is within 2 miles of major traffic generator 
6. Project is a multi-modal improvement (would not include any roadway widening projects 

unless specifically for alternate modes) 
 
Project Need and Benefit to Transportation System 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that benefit the transportation system.  This evaluation is based on 
whether a project:  (1) enhances a major regional project or promotes improvements between modes; 
(2) enhances integration with the goods movement system; (3) increases transit usage; (4) fixes 
deficiencies in the system (by completing a system gap or helping to eliminate a system bottleneck); (5) 
enhances the operation of the existing system; or (6) furthers previous actions (e.g., completes a 
partially-completed project or constructs the next phase of a project). 
 
Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 
Two points for each of the following (maximum 10 points): 

1. Mobility benefits of regional significance (part of a major regional project, connects with and 
complements a major regional project, promotes improvements between modes or 
between services provided by different transportation agencies) 

2. Integration with goods movement 
3. Increases transit usage 
4. Fixes system deficiencies (such as gaps or major bottlenecks) 
5. Enhances operation of existing system 
6. Furthers previous actions (such as completing a partially completed segment or constructing 

the next phase of a multi-phase project) 
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Cost Effectiveness 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that provide greater benefit for a lower cost.  This factor is derived by 
dividing the project’s cost (in $100,000) by the Benefits to State Highway score.  This result (for which 
lower numbers represent a greater benefit per dollar expended) is then converted to a 0-10 score.   
 

Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 
10:  0-2 
9:  2-5 
8:  5-10 
7:  10-20 
6:  20-30 
5:  30-40 
4:  40-50 
3:  50-60 
2:  60-80 
1:  80-100 
0:  100+ 

 
Land Use, Environmental Compatibility, and Sustainability 
 
Higher priority is given to projects that support sustainable development and contribute to reductions in 
greenhouse gases, other mobile source pollutant emissions, and energy consumption. 
 

Scoring of this criterion is as follows: 
Two points for each of the following (maximum 10 points): 

1. Supports mixed use development and walkability 
2. Supports transit-oriented development and transit accessibility 
3. Contributes to VMT reduction 
4. Supports trip reduction strategies 
5. Enhances system efficiency without increasing capacity 

 
WEIGHTING OF EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 

Based on the preferences indicated by the IWG at the previous meeting, the following weights will be 
applied to the individual criteria scores: 
 

Project readiness 15% 

Multi-jurisdictional effort 10% 

Level of congestion relief 15% 

Measure R funding leverage 10% 

Regional significance and intermodal integration 15% 

Project need and benefit to transportation 
system 

10% 

Cost effectiveness 15% 

Land use, environmental compatibility, and 
sustainability 

10% 

TOTAL 100% 

 
Scores are normalized to a 5-point range. 
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FTIP #: _________ 
I-405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp 
And Interchange Improvements (South Bay)  

Project# MRXXX.XX 
Funding Agreement  #MOU.MRXXX.XX 

 

Rev:  05.09.12 1 MEASURE R FUNDING AGREEMENT  
HIGHWAY PROGRAM   

 

 MEASURE R FUNDING AGREEMENT 
HIGHWAY PROGRAM  

 

This Funding Agreement (“FA”) is dated for reference purposes only [INSERT PROCESSING 
START DATE], and is by and between the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority ("LACMTA") and City of _______ ("Grantee") for -[INSERT Project Title. LACMTA 
Project ID# MR [INSERT #] and FTIP# [INSERT #]. This Project is eligible for funding under 
Line __, Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South 
Bay), of the Measure R Expenditure Plan.   
 

WHEREAS, LACMTA adopted Ordinance #08-01, the Traffic Relief and Rail Expansion 
Ordinance, on July 24, 2008 (the “Ordinance”), which Ordinance was approved by the voters of 
Los Angeles County on November 4, 2008 as “Measure R” and became effective on January 2, 
2009.   
 

WHEREAS, the funding set forth herein is intended to fund DESIGN, PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT, RIGHT-OF-WAY, AND CONSTRUCTION of the __________ (the 
“Project”). [Delete ROW or Project Development if not applicable]. [OR] 
WHEREAS, the funding set forth herein is intended to fund only _______ of the __________ 
(the “Project”). 
 

WHEREAS, the LACMTA Board, at its February 24, 2011 meeting, programmed $_______, in 
Measure R Funds to City of/County of Los Angeles for project development, design, right-of-
way, and construction of the Project [Delete ROW or Project Development if not applicable], 
subject to the terms and conditions contained in this FA; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Funds are currently programmed as follows: $_______ in Measure R Funds in 
FY 2011-12; FY 2012-13; AND FY 2013-14 [change FY if not applicable]. The total designated 
for project development, design, right-of-way, and construction [Delete ROW or Project 
Development if not applicable] of the Project is $_________. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereby agree as follows: 
 
The terms and conditions of this FA consist of the following and each is incorporated by 
reference herein as if fully set forth herein: 
 

1. Part I - Specific Terms of the FA 
2. Part II - General Terms of the FA 
3. Attachment A - Project Funding   
4. Attachment B - Expenditure Plan Guidelines  

Attachment B1 – Expenditure Plan- Cost & Cash Flow Budget 
5. Attachment C - Scope of Work 
6. Attachment D - Reporting and Expenditure Guidelines 
7. Attachment D1 -  Monthly Progress Report 
8. Attachment D2 – Quarterly Expenditure Report 
9. Attachment E - Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) Sheet 
10. Attachment F - Special Grant Conditions 
11. Attachment G – Bond Requirements 
12. Any other attachments or documents referenced in the above documents 
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FTIP#: ________ 
I-405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp 
And Interchange Improvements (South Bay) 
 

Project# MR_____ (use task #) 
Funding Agreement  #MOU.MR_____ 

 

Rev: 05.09.12 2 MEASURE R FUNDING AGREEMENT  
HIGHWAY PROGRAM 

 

In the event of a conflict, the Special Grant Conditions, if any, shall prevail over the Specific 
Terms of the FA and any attachments and the Specific Terms of the FA shall prevail over the 
General Terms of the FA. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this FA to be executed by their duly 
authorized representatives as of the dates indicated below: 
 
LACMTA: 
 
 
 LOS ANGELES COUNTY METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 
 
 
 By: __________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
  Arthur T. Leahy 
  Chief Executive Officer 
 
 
 APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
 
 JOHN F. KRATTLI  

County Counsel 
 
 
 By: __________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
  Deputy 
 
 
GRANTEE: 
  

___________________ CITY/ COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
 
 
 By: __________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

[INSERT NAME] 
[INSERT TITLE] 

 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: (OPTIONAL): 
 
 

By: __________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
[INSERT NAME] 
[INSERT TITLE]
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FTIP #: _________ 
Subregion ID : _________ 
I-405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp 
And Interchange Improvements (South Bay) 

Project# MRXXX.XX 
Funding Agreement: #MOU.MRXXX.XX 

 

Rev: 05.09.12 3 MEASURE R FUNDING AGREEMENT  
HIGHWAY PROGRAM 

 

PART I 
 SPECIFIC TERMS OF THE FA 
 
1. Title of the Project (the "Project"): [INSERT TITLE OF PROJECT] – Design, Project 
Development, Right-of-Way, and Construction.  [Delete Project Development or ROW if not 
applicable]. LACMTA Project ID# MR_______, FTIP# ______.  
 
2. Grant Funds: 
 

2.1 Programmed Funds for this Project consist of the following: Measure R Funds. 
 
2.2 To the extent the Measure R Funds are available; LACMTA shall make to 
GRANTEE a grant of the Measure R funds in the amount of $________ (the “Fund”) 
for the Project.   LACMTA Board of Directors’ action of February 24, 2011 granted the 
Measure R Funds for the Project.  The Funds are programmed over Fiscal Years (FY) 
FY 2011 -12, FY 2012-13, and FY 2013 -14 only.  [change FY if not applicable]. 

 
3. This grant shall be paid on a reimbursement basis. Grantee must provide the 
appropriate supporting documentation with the Monthly Progress Report and the Quarterly 
Expenditure Report.  Grantee Funding Commitment if applicable must be spent in the 
appropriate proportion to the Funds with each quarter’s expenditures.  LACMTA will withhold  
 five percent (5%) of eligible expenditures per invoice as retainage pending an audit of 
expenditures and completion of scope of work. 
 
4. Attachment A the “Project Funding” documents all sources of funds programmed for 
the Project as approved by LACMTA and is attached as Attachment A.  The Project Funding 
includes the total programmed funds for the Project, including the Funds programmed by 
LACMTA and, if any, the Grantee Funding Commitment of other sources of funding.   The 
Project Funding also includes the fiscal years in which all the funds for the Project are 
programmed. The Funds are subject to adjustment by subsequent LACMTA Board Action.  
 
5.         Attachment B1 is the Expenditure Plan- Cost & Cash Flow Budget (the "Expenditure 
Plan"). It is the entire proposed cash flow, the Budget  and financial plan for the Project, which 
includes the total sources of all funds programmed to the Project, including GRANTEE and 
other entity funding commitments, if any, for this Project as well as the fiscal year and quarters 
the Project funds are anticipated to be expended.  GRANTEE shall update the Expenditure 
Plan annually, no later than December 31, and such update shall be submitted to LACMTA’s 
Executive Director of Highway Program in writing. If the LACMTA’s Executive Director of 
Highway Program concurs with such updated Expenditure Plan in writing, Attachment B1 
shall be replaced with the new Attachment B1 setting forth the latest approved Expenditure 
Plan.  Payments under this FA shall be consistent with Attachment B1 as revised from time to 
time. In no event can the final milestone date be changed or amended by written concurrence 
by the LACMTA Executive Director of Highway. Any change to the final milestone date must 
be made by a fully executed amendment to this FA. 
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6.         Attachment C is the Scope of Work (“the Scope of Work”).  The GRANTEE shall 
complete the Project as described in the Scope of Work.  This Scope of Work shall include a 
detailed description of the Project and the work to be completed, including anticipated Project 
milestones and a schedule consistent with the lapsing policy in Part II, Section 9, and a 
description of the Project limits.  No later than December 31 of each year, Grantee shall notify 
LACMTA if there are any changes to the final milestone date set forth in the schedule or any 
changes to the Scope of Work.  If LACMTA agrees to such changes, the parties shall 
memorialize such changes in an amendment to this FA.  Work shall be delivered in 
accordance with this schedule and scope unless otherwise agreed to by the parties in writing.  
If GRANTEE is consistently behind schedule in meeting milestones or in delivering the 
Project,  LACMTA will have the option to suspend or terminate the FA for default as described 
in Part II, Sections 2, 9, 10 and 11 herein below. To the extent interim milestone dates are not 
met but Grantee believes it can make up the time so as to not impact the final milestone date, 
Grantee shall notify LACMTA of such changes in its Monthly Progress Reports and such 
interim milestone dates will automatically be amended to the latest interim milestone dates 
provided in the Monthly Progress Reports Attachment D1.  In no event can the final milestone 
date be amended by a Monthly Progress Report.     
 
7.         No changes to this FA, including but not limited to the Funds; and any other source of 
funds from LACMTA in the Project Funding, Expenditure Plan or the Scope of Work shall be 
allowed without an amendment to the original FA, approved and signed by both parties. 
 
8.         Attachment D - the Reporting & Expenditure Guidelines; Grantee shall complete the 
“Monthly Progress Report and the Quarterly Expenditure Report.” The Monthly Progress and  
Quarterly Expenditure Report  are attached to this FA as Attachments D1 and D2 in 
accordance with Attachment D - Reporting and Expenditure Guidelines. 
 

9.         Attachment E the "FTIP PROJECT SHEET (PDF)" is attached as Attachment E and is 
required to ensure that the Project is programmed correctly in the most up-to-date FTIP 
document.  The FTIP PROJECT SHEET (PDF) can be found in ProgramMetro FTIP database 
under the reports section at http://program.metro.net.  All projects that receive funding 
through Measure R must be programmed into the FTIP which includes locally funded 
regionally significant projects for information and air quality modeling purposes.  Grantee 
shall review the Project in ProgramMetro each year and update or correct the Project as 
necessary during a scheduled FTIP amendment or adoption.  Grantee will be notified of 
amendments and adoptions to the FTIP via e-mail.  Changes to the FTIP through 
ProgramMetro should be made as soon as possible after Grantee is aware of  any changes to 
the Project, but no later than October 1 of the year the change or update is effective.  Should 
Grantee fail to meet this date, it may affect Grantee's ability to access funding, delay the Project 
and may ultimately result in the Funds being lapsed. 
 
10.       No changes to the (i) Grant amount, (ii) Project Funding, (iii) the Scope of Work (except 
as provided herein),  (iv) Final milestone date  or (v) Special Grant Conditions, shall be allowed 
without a written amendment to this FA, approved and signed by the LACMTA Chief 
Executive Officer or his/her designee and Grantee.  Modifications that do not materially affect 
the terms of this FA, such as redistributing Funds among existing budget line items or non-
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material schedule changes must be formally requested by Grantee and approved by LACMTA 
in writing.  Non-material changes are those changes, which do not affect the grant amount, or 
its schedule, Project Funding, Financial Plan, the Scope of Work, including its schedule.  
 
11. LACMTA's Address: 
  Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
  One Gateway Plaza 
  Los Angeles, CA  90012 
  Attention: [INSERT] 

LACMTA PROJECT MANAGER NAME AND MAIL STOP] 
PHONE (213) 922-______ 

  EMAIL________@metro.net 
  
 
12. Grantee's Address:  

GRANTEE NAME, 
ADDRESS, AND RESPONSIBLE 
STAFF PERSON, 
E-MAIL ADDRESS] 
PHONE 

 
 
13.  LACMTA anticipates it may need to avail itself of lower cost bonds or other debt, the 
interest on which is tax exempt for federal tax purposes and/or Build America Bonds as 
defined in the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 or similar types of bonds 
(collectively, the 'Bonds") to provide at least a portion of its funding commitments under this 
Agreement to GRANTEE. GRANTEE shall ensure that the expenditure of the Funds 
disbursed to GRANTEE does not jeopardize the tax-exemption of the interest, the Federal 
subsidy payment or the tax credit, as applicable, as specified in the Bond Requirements 
attached as Attachment G to this Agreement. GRANTEE agrees to provide LACMTA with 
progress reports, expenditure documentation, and any other documentation as reasonably 
requested by LACMTA and necessary for LACMTA to fulfill its responsibilities as the 
grantee or administrator or bond issuer of the Funds. With regard to LACMTA debt 
financing to provide any portion of the Funds, GRANTEE shall take all reasonable actions as 
may be requested of it by LACMTA's Project Manager for the Project, to assist LACMTA in 
demonstrating and maintaining over time, compliance with the relevant sections of the 
Federal Tax Code to maintain such bonds tax status.   
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PART II 
GENERAL TERMS OF THE FA 

 
1. TERM 
 
 The term of this FA shall commence on the date this FA is fully executed and, shall 
terminate upon the occurrence of all of the following, unless terminated earlier as provided 
herein: (i) the agreed upon Scope of Work has been completed; (ii) all LACMTA audit and 
reporting requirements have been satisfied; and (iii) the final disbursement of the Funds has 
been made to Grantee.  All eligible Project expenses as defined in the Reporting and 
Expenditure Guidelines (Attachment D), incurred after the FA is executed shall be reimbursed 
in accordance with the terms and conditions of this FA unless otherwise agreed to by the 
parties in writing. 
 
2. SUSPENDED OR TERMINATION 
 
Should LACMTA determine there are insufficient Measure R Funds available for the Project, 
LACMTA may suspend or terminate this FA by giving written notice to GRANTEE at least 
thirty (30) days in advance of the effective date of such suspension or termination.  If a Project 
is suspended or terminated pursuant to this section, LACMTA will not reimburse GRANTEE 
any costs incurred after that suspension or termination date, except those costs necessary (i) to 
return any facilities modified by the Project construction to a safe and operable state; and (ii) to 
suspend or terminate the construction contractor’s control over the Project.   LACMTA’s share 
of these costs will be consistent with the established funding percentages outlined in this FA.  
 
3. INVOICE BY GRANTEE 
 
Unless otherwise stated in this FA, the Quarterly Expenditure Report, with supporting 
documentation of expenses and Project progress as described in Part II, Section 6.1 of this FA, 
and other documents as required, shall satisfy LACMTA invoicing requirements. 

 
Send invoice with supporting documentation to: 
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
Accounts Payable 
P. O. Box 512296 
Los Angeles, CA  90051-0296 
 

 Re: LACMTA Project ID# [INSERT #MRXXX.XX and FA# MOU.MRXXX.XX 
Project Manager: [INSERT LACMTA PROJECT MANAGER NAME AND MAIL 

 STOP 
 
4. USE OF FUNDS: 
 
  4.1 Grantee shall utilize the Funds to complete the Project as described in 
the Scope of Work and in accordance with the Reporting and Expenditure Guidelines and the 
specifications for use for the transportation purposes described in the Ordinance. 
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  4.2 Attachment C shall constitute the agreed upon Scope of Work between 
LACMTA and Grantee for the Project.  The Funds, as granted under this FA, can only be used 
towards the completion of the Scope of Work detailed in Attachment C. 
 
  4.3 Grantee shall not use the Funds to substitute for any other funds or 
projects not specified in this FA.  Further, Grantee shall not use the Funds for any expenses or 
activities above and beyond the approved Scope of Work (Attachment C) without an 
amendment to the FA approved and signed by the LACMTA Chief Executive Officer or his 
Designee. To the extent LACMTA provides Grantee with bond or commercial paper proceeds, 
such Funds may not be used to reimburse for any costs that jeopardize the tax exempt nature 
of such financings as reasonably determined by LACMTA and its bond counsel.  
 

4.4 Grantee must use the Funds in the most cost-effective manner.  If  
Grantee intends to use a consultant or contractor to implement all or part of the Project, 
LACMTA requires that such activities be procured in accordance with Grantee’s contracting 
procedures and consistent with State law as appropriate.  Grantee will also use the Funds in 
the most cost-effective manner when the Funds are used to pay “in-house” staff time.  
Grantee staff or consultant with project oversight roles can not award work to companies in 
which they have a financial or personal interest. This effective use of funds provision will be 
verified by LACMTA through on-going Project monitoring and through any LACMTA 
interim and final audits. 
 

4.5 If a facility, equipment (such as computer hardware or software), vehicle 
or property, purchased or leased using the Funds, ceases to be used for the proper use as 
originally stated in the Scope of Work, or the Project is discontinued, any Funds expended for 
that purpose must be returned to LACMTA as follows:  Grantee shall be required to repay the 
Funds in proportion to the useful life remaining and in an equal proportion of the grant to 
Grantee Funding Commitment ratio. 
 
5. REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS 
 
Funds will be released on a reimbursement basis in accordance with invoices submitted in 
support of the Monthly Progress and Quarterly Expenditure Report.  LACMTA will make all 
disbursements electronically unless an exception is requested in writing.  Reimbursements via 
Automated Clearing House (ACH) will be made at no cost to Grantee.  Grantee must complete 
the ACH form and submit such form to LACMTA before grant payments can be made.  ACH 
Request Forms can be found at www.metro.net/projects_studies/call_projects/ref_docs.htm.  
Grantee must provide detailed supporting documentation with its Monthly Progress and 
Quarterly Expenditure Report.  Grantee Funding Commitment, if any, must be spent in direct 
proportion to the Funds with each quarter’s payment. 
 
6. REPORTING AND AUDIT REQUIREMENTS/PAYMENT ADJUSTMENTS: 
 
  6.1 Grantee shall submit the Monthly Progress Report (Attachment D1) 
within seven (7) days from the last day of each month and submit the Quarterly Expenditure 
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Report (Attachment D2) within sixty (60) days after the close of each quarter on the last day of 
the months November, February, May and August.  Should Grantee fail to submit such reports 
within 10 days of the due date and/or submit incomplete reports, LACMTA will not reimburse 
Grantee until the completed required reports are received, reviewed, and approved.  The 
Monthly Progress and the Quarterly Expenditure Report shall include all appropriate 
documentation (such as contractor invoices, timesheets, receipts, etc.), and any changes to 
interim milestone dates that do not impact the final milestone date.  All supporting documents 
must include a clear justification and explanation of their relevance to the Project.  If no activity 
has occurred during a particular quarter, Grantee will still be required to submit the Monthly 
Progress and Quarterly Expenditure Report indicating no dollars were expended that quarter.  
If a request for reimbursement exceeds $500,000 in a single month, then Grantee can submit 
such an invoice once per month with supporting documentation. 
 
  6.2 LACMTA, and/or its designee, shall have the right to conduct audits of 
the Project, as deemed appropriate, such as financial and compliance audits; interim audits; 
pre-award audits, performance audits and final audits.  LACMTA will commence a final audit 
within six months of receipt of acceptable final invoice, provided the Project is ready for final 
audit (meaning all costs and charges have been paid by Grantee and invoiced to LACMTA, 
and such costs, charges and invoices are properly documented and summarized in the 
accounting records to enable an audit without further explanation or summarization 
including actual indirect rates for the period covered by the FA period under review).  
Grantee agrees to establish and maintain proper accounting procedures and cash management 
records and documents in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).  
Grantee shall reimburse LACMTA for any expenditure not in compliance with the Scope of 
Work and/or not in compliance with other terms and conditions of this FA.  The allowability of 
costs for Grantee’s own expenditures submitted to LACMTA for this Project shall be in 
compliance with Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-87.  The allowability of 
costs for Grantee’s contractors, consultants and suppliers expenditures submitted to LACMTA 
through Grantee’s Monthly Progress Reports and Quarterly Expenditures shall be in 
compliance with OMB Circular A-87 or Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Subpart 31 
(whichever is applicable).  Findings of the LACMTA audit are final.  When LACMTA audit 
findings require Grantee to return monies to LACMTA, Grantee agrees to return the monies 
within thirty (30) days after the final audit is sent to Grantee. 
 

6.3 Grantee’s records shall include, without limitation, accounting records, 
written policies and procedures, contract files, original estimates, correspondence, change 
order files (including documentation covering negotiated settlements), invoices, and any 
other supporting evidence deemed necessary by LACMTA to substantiate charges related to 
the Project (all collectively referred to as “records”) shall be open to inspection and subject to 
audit and reproduction by LACMTA auditors or authorized representatives to the extent 
deemed necessary by LACMTA to adequately permit evaluation of expended costs.  Such 
records subject to audit shall also include, without limitation, those records deemed 
necessary by LACMTA to evaluate and verify, direct and indirect costs, (including overhead 
allocations) as they may apply to costs associated with the Project.  These records must be 
retained by Grantee for three years following final payment under this Agreement.  Payment 
of retention amounts shall not occur until after the LACMTA’s final audit is completed. 
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6.4 Grantee shall cause all contractors to comply with the requirements of 

Part II, Section 5, paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 above.  Grantee shall cause all contractors to 
cooperate fully in furnishing or in making available to LACMTA all records deemed 
necessary by LACMTA auditors or authorized representatives related to the Project. 

 
 6.5 LACMTA or any of its duly authorized representatives, upon 
reasonable written notice shall be afforded access to all of the records of Grantee and its 
contractors related to the Project, and shall be allowed to interview any employee of Grantee 
and its contractors through final payment to the extent reasonably practicable. 
 
  6.6 LACMTA or any of its duly authorized representatives, upon 
reasonable written notice, shall have access to the offices of Grantee and its contractors, shall 
have access to all necessary records, including reproduction at no charge to LACMTA, and 
shall be provided adequate and appropriate work space in order to conduct audits in 
compliance with the terms and conditions of this FA. 
 
  6.7 When business travel associated with the Project requires use of a 
vehicle, the mileage incurred shall be reimbursed at the mileage rates set by the Internal 
Revenue Service, as indicated in the United States General Services Administration Federal 
Travel Regulation, Privately Owned Vehicle Reimbursement Rates. 
 

 6.8 Grantee shall be responsible for ensuring all 
contractors/subcontractors for the Project comply with the terms of the Ordinance.  Grantee 
shall cooperate with LACMTA Audit Department such that LACMTA can meet its 
obligations under the Ordinance.  

 
6.9 Grantee shall certify each invoice by reviewing all subcontractor costs 

and maintaining internal control to ensure that all expenditures are allocable, allowable and 
reasonable and in accordance with OMB A-87 or FAR subparagraph 31 (whichever is 
applicable) and the terms and conditions of this FA.   
 

6.10 Grantee shall also certify final costs of the Project to ensure all costs are 
in compliance with OMB A-87 or FAR subparagraph 31(whichever is applicable) and the 
terms and conditions of this FA. 

 
6.11 In addition to LACMTA’s other remedies as provided in this FA, 

LACMTA may withhold the Funds if the LACMTA audit has determined that Grantee failed 
to comply with the Scope of Work (such as misusing Funds or failure to return Funds owed 
to LACMTA in accordance with LACMTA audit findings) and /or is severely out of 
compliance with other terms and conditions as defined by this FA, including the access to 
records provisions of Part II, Section 6.  
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7. GRANT 
 
This is a one time only grant of the Measure R Funds are subject to the terms and conditions 
agreed to herein.  This grant does not imply nor obligate any future funding commitment on 
the part of LACMTA. 
 
8. SOURCES AND DISPOSITION OF FUNDS: 
 
  8.1 The obligation for LACMTA to grant the Funds for the Project is 
subject to sufficient Funds being made available for the Project by the LACMTA Board of 
Directors.  If such Funds are not made available as anticipated from Measure R Program 
revenues, LACMTA will have the right to adjust the cash flow accordingly until such funds 
become available.  LACMTA shall have no obligation to provide any other funds for the 
Project, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by LACMTA.   
 
  8.2 Grantee shall fully fund and contribute the Grantee Funding 
Commitment, if any is identified in the Project Funding (Attachment A), towards the cost of 
the Project.  If the Funds identified in Attachment A are insufficient to complete the Project, 
Grantee may request additional Measure R funds from its sub-region earmark pending 
support of the sub-region’s Governing Board, the [Select applicable] South Bay Cities Council 
of Governments (SBCCOG)or Sub-region’s Governing Board.  A particular sub-region’s 
Measure R funds are limited to the amount specified in the Ordinance and is still subject to 
approval of the LACMTA Board.  Nothing in this FA shall obligate, or be construed to obligate 
the LACMTA Board to approve such request for additional funds.  If the Funds are still 
insufficient to complete the Project, Grantee agrees to secure and provide such additional non-
LACMTA programmed funds necessary to complete the Project. 
 

8.3 Grantee shall be responsible for any and all cost overruns for the Project 
pursuant to Section 8.2. 
 
 8.4 Grantee shall be eligible for the Funds up to the grant amount specified 
in Part I, Section 2 of this FA subject to the terms and conditions contained herein.   Any 
Funds expended by Grantee prior to the execution of this FA (prior to the LACMTA Chief 
Executive Officer’s signature) shall not be reimbursed nor shall they be credited toward the 
Grantee Funding Commitment requirement, without the prior written consent of LACMTA.  
Grantee Funding Commitment dollars expended prior to the year the Funds are awarded shall 
be spent at Grantee’s own risk. 
 

 8.5 If Grantee receives outside funding for the Project in addition to the 
Funds identified in the Project Funding and the Expenditure Plan at the time this grant was 
awarded, this FA shall be amended to reflect such additional funding.  If, at the time of final 
invoice or voucher, funding for the Project (including the Funds, Grantee Funding 
Commitment, and any additional funding) exceeds the actual Project costs, then the cost 
savings shall be applied in the same proportion as the sources of funds from each party to this 
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FA as specified in the Project Funding and both the Funds and Grantee Funding 
Commitment required for the Project shall be reduced accordingly. 

 
9. TIMELY USE OF FUNDS / REPROGRAMMING OF FUNDS: 

 
9.1 Grantee must demonstrate timely use of the Funds by:  
 

(i) executing this FA within ninety (90) days of receiving formal 
transmittal of the FA from LACMTA, or by December 31 of the 
first Fiscal Year in which the Funds are programmed, whichever 
date is later; and 

[Delete NON APPLICABLE COMPONENTS (ii-iv)] PROJECT DEVELOPMENT; 
PROJECT APPROVAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT (PA&ED); PLANS, 
SPECIFICATIONS & ESTIMATE (PS&E); RIGHT OF WAY(R/W); AND 
CONSTRUCTION 
(ii) Project Design ,Preliminary Engineering-(PE) must begin within 

six (6) months from completion of environmental clearance, if 
appropriate. 

(iii) Project Development or Right-of-Way costs must be expended 
(including by deposit into a condemnation action) by the end of 
the second (2nd )fiscal year following the year the Funds were first 
programmed; and 

(iv) Contracts for Construction or Capital purchase shall be executed 
within twelve (12) months from the date of completion of design; 
and 

(v) Work shall be delivered in accordance with schedule, changes to 
the schedule will require an Amendment to Attachment C to 
reflect updated milestone dates. Meeting the Project milestones 
due dates as agreed upon by the LACMTA and Grantee in 
Attachment C (Scope of Work) of this FA.  

(vi) submitting the Monthly Progress and Quarterly Expenditure 
Report as described in Part II, Section 6.1 of this FA; and  

(vii) expending the Funds granted under this FA for allowable costs 
within five years or 60 months from July 1 of the Fiscal Year in 
which the Funds are programmed, unless otherwise stated in this 
FA.  All Funds programmed for FY 2011-12 are subject to lapse 
by June 30, 2016. All Funds programmed for FY 2012-13 are 
subject to lapse by June 30, 2017.  All Funds programmed for FY 
2013 -14 are subject to lapse by June 30, 2018. [change FY if not 
applicable]. 

 
  9.2 In the event that the timely use of the Funds is not demonstrated as 
described in Part II, Section 9.1 of this FA, the Project will be reevaluated by LACMTA as part 
of its annual Recertification/Deobligation process and the Funds may be reprogrammed to 
another project by the LACMTA Board of Directors in accordance with the Ordinance, which 
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may require that any reprogrammed funds be returned to the sub-region.  In the event that all 
the Funds are reprogrammed, this FA shall automatically terminate. 
 
10. DEFAULT:  
 
A Default under this FA is defined as any one or more of the following: (i) Grantee fails to 
comply with the terms and conditions contained herein; or (ii) Grantee fails to perform 
satisfactorily or makes a material change, as determined by LACMTA at its sole discretion, to 
the Expenditure Plan, the Scope of Work, or the Project Funding without LACMTA’s prior 
written consent or approval as provided herein. 
 
11. REMEDIES: 
 
  11.1 In the event of a Default by Grantee, LACMTA shall provide written 
notice of such Default to Grantee with a 30-day period to cure the Default.  In the event 
Grantee fails to cure the Default, or commit to cure the Default and commence the same 
within such 30-day period to the satisfaction of LACMTA, LACMTA shall have the following 
remedies: (i) LACMTA may terminate this FA; (ii) LACMTA may make no further 
disbursements of Funds to Grantee; and/or (iii) LACMTA may recover from Grantee any 
Funds disbursed to Grantee as allowed by law or in equity. 
 
  11.2 Effective upon receipt of written notice of termination from LACMTA, 
Grantee shall not undertake any new work or obligation with respect to this FA unless so 
directed by LACMTA in writing.  Any Funds expended after termination shall be the sole 
responsibility of Grantee. 
 
  11.3 The remedies described herein are non-exclusive.  LACMTA shall have 
the right to enforce any and all rights and remedies herein or which may be now or hereafter 
available at law or in equity. 
 
12. COMMUNICATIONS: 
 

 12.1     Grantee shall ensure that all Communication Materials contain 
recognition of LACMTA’s contribution to the Project as more particularly set forth in “Funding 
Agreement Communications Materials Guidelines” available on line or from the LACMTA 
Project Manager.  Please check with the LACMTA Project Manager for the web address.  The 
Funding Agreement Communications Materials Guidelines may be changed from time to 
time during the course of this Agreement.  Grantee shall be responsible for complying with 
the latest Funding Agreement Communications Materials Guidelines during the term of this 
Agreement, unless otherwise specifically authorized in writing by the LACMTA Chief 
Communications Officer.     

 
 12.2 For purposes of this Agreement, “Communications Materials” include, 

but are not limited to, press events, public and external newsletters, printed materials, 
advertising, websites radio and public service announcements, electronic media,  and 
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construction site signage.  A more detailed definition of “Communications Materials” is found 
in the Funding Agreement Communications Materials Guidelines.  
 
  12.3     The Metro logo is a trademarked item that shall be reproduced and 
displayed in accordance with specific graphic guidelines.  These guidelines and logo files 
including scalable vector files will be available through the LACMTA Project Manager. 
            

 12.4     Grantee shall ensure that any subcontractor, including, but not limited 
to, public relations, public affairs, and/or marketing firms hired to produce Project 
Communications Materials for public and external purposes will comply with the 
requirements contained in this Section.   
 

 12.5       The LACMTA Project Manager shall be responsible for monitoring 
Grantee compliance with the terms and conditions of this Section.  Grantee’s failure to comply 
with the terms of this Section shall be deemed a default hereunder and LACMTA shall have all 
rights and remedies set forth herein.     
 
13. OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
 
  13.1 This FA, along with its Attachments, constitutes the entire 
understanding between the parties, with respect to the subject matter herein.  The FA shall not 
be amended, nor any provisions or breach hereof waived, except in writing signed by the 
parties who agreed to the original FA or the same level of authority.   
 
  13.2 Grantee is obligated, to continue using the Project dedicated to the 
public transportation purposes for which the Project was initially approved.  The Project right-
of-way, the Project facilities constructed or reconstructed on the Project site, and/or Project 
property purchased excluding construction easements and excess property (whose 
proportionate proceeds shall be distributed in an equal proportion of the grant to Grantee 
Funding Commitment ratio) shall remain dedicated to public transportation use in the same 
proportion and scope and to the same extent as described in this FA. Equipment acquired as 
part of the Project, including office equipment, vehicles, shall be dedicated to that use for their 
full economic life cycle, including any extensions of that life cycle achieved by reconstruction, 
rehabilitation, or enhancements. 
 
  13.3 In the event that there is any legal court (e.g., Superior Court of the State 
of California, County of Los Angeles, or the U.S. District Court for the Central District of 
California) proceeding between the parties to enforce or interpret this FA, to protect or 
establish any rights or remedies hereunder, the prevailing party shall be entitled to its costs 
and expenses, including reasonable attorney’s fees. 
 
  13.4 Neither LACMTA nor any officer or employee thereof shall be 
responsible for any damage or liability occurring by reason of anything done or committed to 
be done by Grantee under or in connection with any work performed by and or service 
provided by Grantee, its officers, agents, employees, contractors and subcontractors under this 
FA.  Grantee shall fully indemnify, defend and hold LACMTA and its subsidiaries, and its 
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officers, agents and employees harmless from and against any liability and expenses, including 
without limitation, defense costs, any costs or liability on account of bodily injury, death or 
personal injury of any person or for damage to or loss of risk of property, any environmental 
obligation, any legal fees and any claims for damages of any nature whatsoever arising out of 
the Project, including without limitation: (i) use of the Funds by Grantee, or its officers, agents, 
employees, contractors or subcontractors; (ii) breach of Grantee’s obligations under this FA; or 
(iii) any act or omission of Grantee, or its officers, agents, employees, contractors or 
subcontractors in the performance of the work or the provision of the services, in connection 
with the Project including, without limitation, the Scope of Work, described in this FA. 
 
  13.5 Neither party hereto shall be considered in default in the performance of 
its obligation hereunder to the extent that the performance of any such obligation is prevented 
or delayed by unforeseen causes including acts of God, acts of a public enemy, and 
government acts beyond the control and without fault or negligence of the affected party.  Each 
party hereto shall give notice promptly to the other of the nature and extent of any such 
circumstances claimed to delay, hinder, or prevent performance of any obligations under this 
FA. 
 
  13.6 Grantee shall comply with and insure that work performed under this 
FA is done in compliance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), all 
applicable provisions of federal, state, and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, 
and procedural requirements including Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), and the 
applicable requirements and regulations of LACMTA.  Grantee acknowledges responsibility 
for obtaining copies of and complying with the terms of the most recent federal, state, or local 
laws and regulations, and LACMTA requirements including any amendments thereto. 
 
  13.7 Grantee agrees that the applicable requirements of this FA shall be 
included in every contract entered into by Grantee or its contractors relating to work performed 
under this FA and LACMTA shall have the right to review and audit such contracts. 
 
  13.8 Grantee shall not assign this FA, or any part thereof, without prior 
approval of the LACMTA Chief Executive Officer or his designee, and any assignment without 
said consent shall be void and unenforceable. 
 
  13.9 This FA shall be governed by California law.  If any provision of this FA 
is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, the remaining 
provisions shall nevertheless continue in full force without being impaired or invalidated in 
any way. 
 
  13.10 The covenants and agreements of this FA shall inure to the benefit of, 
and shall be binding upon, each of the parties and their respective successors and assigns. 
 

13.11 If any software/Intelligent Transportation Systems (“ITS”) is developed 
with the Funds and if Grantee ceases to use the software/ITS for public purposes or Grantee 
sells, conveys, licenses or otherwise transfers the software/ITS, LACMTA shall be entitled to a 
refund or credit, at LACMTA’s sole option, equivalent to the amount of the Funds spent 
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developing the software/ITS.  Such refund or credit shall not be required, subject to LACMTA 
approval of the intended use, if Grantee reinvests the proceeds of such sale, conveyance, 
license or transfer into the Project to offset operating or systems management costs. 

 
13.12 Implementation of any ITS project shall be consistent with the Regional 

ITS Architecture.  ITS projects must comply with the LACMTA Countywide ITS Policy and 
Procedures adopted by the LACMTA Board of Directors including the submittal of a 
completed, signed self-certification form in the form of Attachment F-1.  For the ITS policy 
and form, see www.metro.net/projects_studies/call_projects/other_resources.htm. 

 
  13.13 If any parking facilities are designed and/or constructed using the 
Funds, Grantee shall coordinate with LACMTA parking program staff (see METRO.net for 
staff listing) in the planning, design and management of the facility and shall ensure that its 
implementation is consistent with the LACMTA adopted parking policy.  For the parking 
policy, see www.metro.net/projects_studies/call_projects/other_resources.htm. 
 

13.14 Grantee will advise LACMTA prior to any key Project staffing changes. 
 
  13.15 Notice will be given to the parties at the address specified in Part I, 
unless otherwise notified in writing of change of address. 
 
 13.16 Grantee in the performance of the work described in this FA is not a 
contractor nor an agent or employee of LACMTA.  Grantee attests to no organizational or 
personal conflicts of interest and agrees to notify LACMTA immediately in the event that a 
conflict, or the appearance thereof, arises.  Grantee shall not represent itself as an agent or 
employee of LACMTA and shall have no powers to bind LACMTA in contract or otherwise. 
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ATTACHMENT B

EXPENDITURE PLAN GUIDELINES

State Law Requires All Measure R Project and Program Sponsors to Submit an 

Expenditure Plan 

To be eligible to receive Measure R revenues, an agency sponsoring a capital project or program must by state

law (AB 2321) submit an expenditure plan that is acceptable to the Los Angeles County Metropolitan

Transportation Authority (LACMTA). Pursuant to this law, LACMTA cannot release Measure R funds to capital

project or program sponsors until an expenditure plan containing the following elements is submitted, reviewed

and deemed satisfactory by LACMTA. LACMTA staff will request that an expenditure plan be submitted before

making a recommendation to the LACMTA Board to program funds to that project:

o       The estimated total cost for each project and program and/or each project or program activity;

o       Funds other than Measure R that the project or program sponsor anticipates will be expended on the

projects and programs and/or each project or program activity;

o       The schedule during which the project sponsor anticipates funds will be available for each project and

program and/or each project or program activity; and, 

o       The expected completion dates for each project and program and/or project or program activity.

Each of the above elements must be provided in enough detail to determine consistency with Measure R, the

Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County, and the Los Angeles County Transportation

Improvement Program (also a statutorily mandated function), as follows:

o       Project or program scope of work, including sufficient information to determine funding eligibility, including,

but not limited to, the anticipated proportional use of current rail rights-of-way, state highways, and below-

ground subways versus any other rights-of-way or above-ground work;

o       A current-year cost estimate breakdown of the major sub-elements of the project such as overhead,

environmental and permit work, design and engineering, right-of-way, construction/installation (including

maintenance facilities, rail yard, equipment and other major components), construction/installation support,

interest costs, rolling stock, and other supporting components;

o       Any extraordinary project cost escalation issues, such as extraordinary commodity, right-of-way, surety,

energy costs, etc.;

o       A specific and accurate description of the source, commitment, and anticipated annual availability of any

federal, state, local, or private funding identified for the project if applicable including a 3% local funding

contribution to rail projects if indicated in Measure R and necessary to meet project expenses, and if the

source funds are in current or year-of-expenditure dollars; 

o       An annual schedule, in current dollars, of anticipated costs by the cost estimate categories described

above; and;

o       The expected completion by month and year of project or program completion.  

Rev:  09.21.11 1
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ATTACHMENT B

EXPENDITURE PLAN GUIDELINES

State Law Requires All Measure R Project and Program Sponsors to Submit an 

Expenditure Plan 

Below is an excerpt of AB 2321 (2008, Feuer) the state legislation that requires the expenditure plan.

What AB 2321 (2008, Feuer) Says About the Expenditure Plan:

Section b (3) B

(f) Prior to submitting the ordinance to the voters, the MTA shall adopt an expenditure plan for the net

revenues derived from the tax. The expenditure plan shall include, in addition to other projects and programs

identified by the MTA, the specified projects and programs listed in paragraph (3) of subdivision (b), the

estimated total cost for each project and program, funds other than the tax revenues that the MTA anticipates

will be expended on the projects and programs, and the schedule during which the MTA anticipates funds will

be available for each project and program. The MTA shall also identify in its expenditure plan the expected

completion dates for each project described in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (b). To be

eligible to receive revenues derived from the tax, an agency sponsoring a capital project or capital program

shall submit to the MTA an expenditure plan for its project or program containing the same elements as the

expenditure plan that MTA is required by this subdivision to prepare.

(k) No later than 365 days prior to the adoption of an amendment described in paragraph (1) to an expenditure

plan adopted pursuant to subdivision (f), including, but not limited to, the expenditure plan adopted by the MTA

board as "Attachment A" in Ordinance #08-01 adopted by the board on July 24, 2008, and in addition to any

other notice requirements in the proposing ordinance, the board shall notify the Members of the Legislature

representing the County of Los Angeles of all of the following: 

(1) A description of the proposed amendments to the adopted expenditure plan that would do any of the

following: 

   (A) Affect the amount of net revenues derived from the tax imposed pursuant to this act that is proposed to 

be expended on a capital project or projects identified in the adopted expenditure plan.

   (B) Affect the schedule for the availability of funds proposed to be expended on a capital project or projects 

identified in the adopted expenditure plan.

   (C) Affect the schedule for the estimated or expected completion date of a capital project or projects 

identified in the adopted expenditure plan.

   (2) The reason for the proposed amendment.

(3) The estimated impact the proposed amendment will have on the schedule, cost, scope, or timely

availability of funding for the capital project or projects contained in the adopted expenditure plan.

Rev:  09.21.11 2
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SOURCES OF FUNDS
FY 2010-11 

Qtr 1

FY 2010-11 

Qtr 2

FY 2010-11 

Qtr 3

FY 2010-11 

Qtr 4

FY 2011-12 

Qtr 1

FY 2011-12 

Qtr 2

FY 2011-12 

Qtr 3

FY 2011-12 

Qtr 4

TOTAL 

BUDGET

LACMTA PROGRAMMED FUNDS:

MEASURE R FUNDS:
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total MEASURE R $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROP C 25%

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PROP C 25% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM PROG LACMTA FUNDS: $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

OTHER NON LACMTA FUNDING:

LOCAL: 
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total LOCAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATE: 

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total STATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FEDERAL: 

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total FEDERAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PRIVATE: 

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PRIVATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM NON-LACMTA FUNDS : $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROJECT FUNDING
FY11-FY12 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

ATTACHMENT B1 - EXPENDITURE PLAN COST & CASH FLOW BUDGET

Measure R Program - Funding Agreement Projects  - FA # MOU.MRXXX.XX

Project Title:                            Project#:MRXXX.XX

PROGRAMMED SOURCES OF FUNDS

Rev:  04.20.11 Page 1 of 4
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ATTACHMENT B1 - EXPENDITURE PLAN COST & CASH FLOW BUDGET

Measure R Program - Funding Agreement Projects  - FA # MOU.MRXXX.XX

Project Title:                            Project#:MRXXX.XX

PROGRAMMED SOURCES OF FUNDS

SOURCES OF FUNDS FY 2012-13 

Qtr 1

FY 2012-13 

Qtr 2

FY 2012-13 

Qtr 3

FY 2012-13 

Qtr 4

FY 2013-14 

Qtr 1

FY 2013-14 

Qtr 2

FY 2013-14 

Qtr 3

FY 2013-14 

Qtr 4

TOTAL 

BUDGET

LACMTA PROGRAMMED FUNDS:

MEASURE R FUNDS:
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total MEASURE R $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROP C 25%

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PROP C 25% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM PROG LACMTA FUNDS: $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

OTHER NON LACMTA FUNDING:

LOCAL: ?
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total LOCAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATE: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total STATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FEDERAL: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total FEDERAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PRIVATE: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PRIVATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM NON-LACMTA FUNDS : $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROJECT FUNDING
FY13-FY14 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Rev:  04.20.11 Page 2 of 4
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ATTACHMENT B1 - EXPENDITURE PLAN COST & CASH FLOW BUDGET

Measure R Program - Funding Agreement Projects  - FA # MOU.MRXXX.XX

Project Title:                            Project#:MRXXX.XX

PROGRAMMED SOURCES OF FUNDS

SOURCES OF FUNDS FY 2014-15 

Qtr 1

FY 2014-15 

Qtr 2

FY 2014-15 

Qtr 3

FY 2014-15 

Qtr 4

FY 2015-16 

Qtr 1

FY 2015-16 

Qtr 2

FY 2015-16 

Qtr 3

FY 2015-16 

Qtr 4

TOTAL 

BUDGET

LACMTA PROGRAMMED FUNDS:

MEASURE R FUNDS:
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total MEASURE R $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROP C 25%

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PROP C 25% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM PROG LACMTA FUNDS: $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

OTHER NON LACMTA FUNDING:

LOCAL: ?
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total LOCAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATE: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total STATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FEDERAL: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total FEDERAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PRIVATE: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PRIVATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM NON-LACMTA FUNDS : $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROJECT FUNDING
FY15-FY16 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
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ATTACHMENT B1 - EXPENDITURE PLAN COST & CASH FLOW BUDGET

Measure R Program - Funding Agreement Projects  - FA # MOU.MRXXX.XX

Project Title:                            Project#:MRXXX.XX

PROGRAMMED SOURCES OF FUNDS

SOURCES OF FUNDS FY 2016-17 

Qtr 1

FY 2016-17 

Qtr 2

FY 2016-17 

Qtr 3

FY 2016-17 

Qtr 4

FY 2017-18 

Qtr 1

FY 2017-18 

Qtr 2

FY 2017-18 

Qtr 3

FY 2017-18 

Qtr 4

TOTAL 

BUDGET

LACMTA PROGRAMMED FUNDS:

MEASURE R FUNDS:
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total MEASURE R $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROP C 25%

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PROP C 25% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM PROG LACMTA FUNDS: $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

OTHER NON LACMTA FUNDING:

LOCAL: ?
PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total LOCAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATE: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total STATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FEDERAL: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total FEDERAL% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PRIVATE: ?

PAED $0

PS&E $0

RW Support $0

Const. Support $0

RW $0

Construction $0

Total PRIVATE% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM NON-LACMTA FUNDS : $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PROJECT FUNDING FY17-18 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

SUMMARY OF ALL FUNDS

PAED $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

PS&E $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

RW Support $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Const. Support $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

RW $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Construction $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

TOTAL MILESTONES $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM PROG LACMTA FUNDS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SUM NON-LACMTA FUNDS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

TOTAL PROJECT FUNDING $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Rev:  04.20.11 Page 4 of 4
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ATTACHMENT C 
SCOPE OF WORK 

 

 
PROJECT TITLE:  
 
 
PROJECT LOCATION: 
The project is located in the City of Los Angeles, in the ______ area. 

 
 
PROJECT LIMITS: 
This project limits are _____ Avenue on Southwest side of _____ to _____ Street on Northwest side 
of______ Avenue. On _____ Avenue, 300 feet __________ Avenue to past the existing crossing on the 
Northeast side of _____ Boulevard. 

 

 

NEXUS TO HIGHWAY OPERATION DEFINITION/PROJECT PURPOSE:  
The purpose of this project is to __________________ along with _______to eliminate 
______________________________. 
 
  

BUDGET: 
 COMPONENT  AMOUNT 
 PA/ED      000,000 
 PS and E      000,000 
 R/W Support      000,000 
 R/W Capital      000,000 
 Construction Support    000,000  
 Construction Capital    000,000 
  Total Budget          $   000,000 
 
 

SCOPE: 
 

 

DESIGN: “Consultant” and/or  “Lead Agency” Staff to Perform this Task [Please 

indicate who will perform this Task as applicable] 
 

I. Preliminary Design – “____ Report” as Final Work Product 
 
“Consultant” and/or  “Lead Agency” Staff to perform the following tasks:  (sample below) 
 
A. Account for field visits of the project area to identify design issues.  Record existing 

site conditions in photographs and/or video. 
B. Read, review and understand all aspects and goals of the Lead Agency’s General 

Plan Circulation Element and other plans, as these plans pertain to the widening and 
ultimate build-out of ___ Road. 

C. Incorporate provided layout plans to be incorporated into the final design. 
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D. Provide a complete survey of the project area, establishing horizontal and vertical 
control for the project.  Mapping shall include topographic features within 50 feet of 
project area. 

E. Identify and coordinate with all utilities in the project area to facilitate the final design 
of the Project. 

F. Conduct geotechnical investigations of _____Street, between _____. 
G. Identify right-of-way acquisitions, and/or vacations to provide for the optimal 

alignment of Road, which shall incorporate roadway widening, development build 
outs and preservation of existing improvements and scenic character of the area. 

H. Identify street pavement structural sections for project area. 
I. Identify all drainage/BMP structure improvements, based upon hydrology, hydraulic 

calculations and water quality issues.  Structural BMPs shall be incorporated into the 
street design for stormwater quality improvements prior to entering natural 
waterways. 

J. Prepare and submit a Report identifying the ultimate alignment of roadway 
improvements, as well as the recommended ultimate repair strategy for As part of the 
Report, the Consultant shall prepare and provide CAD drawings of the proposed 
alignment, which shall include vertical and horizontal alignment, improvements, and 
drainage/BMP structures.  Right-of-way acquisitions and/or vacations shall be clearly 
identified. 

K. Prepare and submit an Engineer’s construction cost estimate for all recommended 
improvements identified in the Report. 

 
II. Environmental Analysis 

 
“Consultant” and/or  “Lead Agency” Staff to perform the following tasks [Please indicate 
who will perform tasks, as applicable]:  
 
A. Define a complete and detailed project description and delineate project study areas 

that will meet the needs of technical analyses and Initial Study/Mitigated Negative 
Declaration (IS/MND). 

B. Conduct the required technical analysis for the project. 
C. Prepare, following completion of appropriate technical analysis, an Administrative 

Draft IS, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, for review and approval by 
the City. 

D. Prepare the Draft IS and Draft MND for public circulation. 
E. Prepare responses to public review of Draft and prepare a Final MND and submit for 

review to the City. 
F. Prepare an MMRP. 
G. Coordinate with the City and prepare permit applications/notifications for the Project 

as applicable. 
H. Delineation of the Waters of the US will be conducted within the ESL if applicable. 
I. Prepare a final Tree report and map. 

 
 

III. Final Design – Plans, Specifications and Estimates 
 
“Consultant” and/or  “Lead Agency” Staff to perform the following tasks [Please indicate 
who will perform tasks, as applicable]: 
 
A. Design the ultimate build out of _____Road, and ultimate repair strategy for ____ 

Street, based on the City reviewed “Summary Letter Report”. 
B. Prepare civil roadway plans for the required improvements, consistent with City 

format.  At a minimum, the plan set shall include Title Sheet, Site Plan, General 
Construction Notes, Horizontal Control, Typical Sections and Details, Plan and 
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Profile, Drainage/BMP Structure(s) Details, Traffic Striping/Signage/Signal Plans, 
Street Lighting/Electrical, Bike Lane Plans, and Median/Landscaping Plans.   

C. Submittal of plan set shall be delivered at 50% and 90% complete and final (five (5) 
sets per submittal).  When project is complete, the Consultant shall provide AutoCAD 
files for all plan sheets.   

D. Assist the City for the Community Information Workshop after the 90% submittal by 
preparing exhibits and attending workshop and be prepared to discuss concerns of 
the property owners along _____ Road and _____ Street, particularly with issues of 
right-of-way acquisition. 

E. Prepare construction specifications consistent with City format (SSPWC “Greenbook” 
APWA, current edition with updates.  

F. Submittal of specifications shall be delivered to the City at 90% complete and final.  
When project is complete, the Consultant shall provide a digital file of specification 
package in Microsoft Word format for Windows.  

G. Prepare an engineer’s construction cost estimate based on the itemized quantity 
take-off from the contract documents. 

H. Submittal of the engineer’s construction cost estimate shall be delivered to the City at 
90% complete and final in a spreadsheet format. 

 
IV. Project Management and Preparation of Periodic Updated Schedule, Deliverables 

and Meetings 
 
“Consultant” and/or  “City” Staff to perform the following tasks [Please indicate who will 
perform tasks, as applicable]: 
 
A. Meet as needed with the City to accomplish Project tasks as outlined.  Meetings 

expected between the Consultant and City, shall be and not be limited to: Project 
Kick-off Meeting, presentation of “Summary Letter Report”, progress meetings and 
preparation for the Community Information Workshop at 90% design completion. 

B. Provide periodic schedule updates on deliverables and meetings as changes to 
original schedule occur or as needed based on the needs of the project. 

 
 

RIGHT-OF-WAY: “Consultant” and/or  “Lead Agency” Staff to Perform this Task [Please 

indicate who will perform this Task as applicable] 
 

The budget includes Right-of-Way Support and Right-of-Way Capital costs. 
(Please remove if not applicable) 

 
Consultant to perform the following tasks: 

 
A. Prepare and provide exhibits, plats and legal descriptions for the properties requiring 

right of way acquisition, slope easements, temporary construction easements and/or 
rights-of-entry. 

B. Meet as needed with the City to accomplish Project tasks as outlined.  Meetings 
expected between the Consultant and City, shall be and not be limited to: Project 
Kick-off Meeting, site visits, progress meetings and preparation for City Council 
meetings. 

C. Provide periodic schedule updates on deliverables and meetings as changes to 
original schedule occur or as needed based on the needs of the project. 

 
 

“Consultant” and/or  “Lead Agency” Staff to perform the following tasks [Please 
indicate who will perform this Task as applicable] 

: 
A. Order title reports/litigation guarantees. 
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B. Present conceptual plans to property owners adjacent to project. 
C. Shall choose an Appraiser to prepare and provide appraisal of properties requiring 

right of way acquisition. 
D. Authorize appraisals and improvements pertaining to properties. 
E. Notify and meet with property owners of appraisals and detailed improvements to 

their properties. 
F. Set just compensation. 
G. Present written offer letters and appraisal summaries to property owners. 
H. Conduct negotiations to settlement. 

 

CONSTRUCTION 
Lead Agency expects to provide construction oversight, procure a consultant for 
construction management and let a low bid contract for construction and to 
perform the following tasks: 
A. Conduct a “Ground Breaking” ceremony for the project. 
B. Contract with a separate engineering firm to provide Construction Management for 

the Project.  This will be accomplished through an RFP. 
C. Contract with a Contractor for construction. 
D. Conduct a “Ribbon Cutting” ceremony at the completion of the Project. 
 
 
The Design Consultant shall meet as needed with the Lead Agency to accomplish Project 
tasks as outlined.  Meetings expected between the Consultant and Lead Agency, shall be 
and not be limited to: Pre-Construction Meeting, progress meetings and preparation of 
response to RFIs. 
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MILESTONES: The implementation schedule for this project will be as follows. Please include 
all applicable milestones and provide any additional specific activities that are not 
currently listed under “other.”  

  START DATE COMPLETION DATE 
SOLICITATION (BID/PROPOSAL)    

Develop Solicitation Package   

Solicitation Response   

Evaluations   

Selection    

Board Approval   

Contract Award   

Fully Executed Contract   

PLANNING   

Prepare Concept Report   

Prepare Feasibility Study   

Prepare Project Study Report   

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)   

Feasibility Study    

Concept Exploration   

Insert other planning milestones   

PRELIMINARY DESIGN   

Prepare Detailed Design Plans   

Prepare Detailed Construction Plans   

Prepare Project Cost Estimate   

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)   

Concept of Operations   

System Requirements   

High Level Design   

Insert other prelim design milestones   

PA&ED April 2013 July 2014 

Prepare Environmental Document 
Document Type:______________ 

  

Scoping   

Technical Studies   

Draft Environmental Document   

Final Environmental Document   

Community Outreach   

Secure Project Approval   

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)   

Categorical Exemption Filing   

Insert other PAED milestones   

PS&E August 2014 February 2015 

35% PS&E   

Preliminary Investigations   

Preliminary Foundation   

Geometric Drawings   

Bridge Type Selection Roadway and 
Retrofit Strategy 

  

ADL Review   

Utilities   

Right-of-Way   

Estimating   

Civic Design   

Structural Design   

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)   
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 Detailed Design   

ITS Drawings   

System Plans   

Communications Plans   

Systems Integrations Plans   

Software Specifications   

Project Review & Comments   

65% PS&E   

Civil Design Plans   

Right-of-Way Engineering   

Structural Design   

Prepare Project Cost Estimate   

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS   

Detailed Design   

ITS Drawings   

System Plans   

Communications Plans   

Systems Integrations Plans   

Equipment Specifications   

Software Specifications   

Project Review & Comments   

95% PS&E   

Civil Design Plans   

Structural Design   

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)   

Detailed Design   

ITS Drawings   

System Plans   

Communications Plans   

Systems Integrations Plans   

Equipment Specifications   

Software Specifications   

Submittals & Reviews   

Submit Final PS&E   

Outside Agency Review   

Insert other PS&E Milestones   

RIGH OF WAY SUPPORT   

Certification/Mapping   

Appraisal   

RIGHT OF WAY ACQUISITION September 2014 March 2015 

Certification/Mapping   

Title Report   

Meet with Property Owners   

Appraisal   

Environmental Investigation   

Closing/Acquire Property/Relocation   

Physical Possession   

Remediation   

Insert other ROW milestones   

Utility Relocation   

Third Party Coordination   

Design Utilities   

Relocate Utilities   
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CONSTRUCTION MILESTONES: The implementation schedule for this project will be as follows. Please 
include all applicable milestones and provide any additional specific activities that are not 
currently listed under “other.”  
 

 START DATE COMPLETION DATE 

Solicitation (Bid/Proposal)   

Develop Solicitation Package   

Solicitation Response   

Evaluations   

Selection   

Board Approval Process   

Contract Award   

Fully Executed Contract   

Excavation   

Clear/Grub   

Survey   

Sample Borings   

Grading   

Compaction   

Drainage   

Environmental   

Hazardous Materials Handling   

Archaeological   

Air Quality Monitoring   

Concrete   

Form Work   

Rebar Placement   

Pole Placement   

Traffic Control   

TMP   

Structural   

False Work   

Iron Placement   

Pole Placement   

Utilities   

DWP   

SCE    

LADOT   

Materials   

Long-Lead Equipment   

Staging   

Material Lay Down Area   

Signage   

Electrical   

Power U/G Communication   

A/G Testing/Acceptance   
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 START DATE COMPLETION DATE 

Landscape   

Clearing   

Planting   

Plant Establishment   

Irrigation   

Testing   

General Construction/close out project May 2015 June 2016 

Change Orders   

P.O. Processing Time   

Weather   

Third Party Issues   

Strike Labor Walk Outs   

Force Majeure   

Claims   
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ATTACHMENT C -Location Map(s) 

 

 

 

Please insert a map of the 
project area 
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REPORTING PROCEDURES 

 Monthly Progress Report (Attachment D1) and Quarterly Expenditure Report 
(Attachment D2) are required for all projects.  The Grantee shall be subject to and comply 
with all applicable requirements of the funding agency regarding project-reporting 
requirements.  In addition, Grantee will submit the reports to the LACMTA at P.O. Box 
512296, Los Angeles, CA 90051-0296.  Please note that letters or other forms of 
documentation may not be substituted for this form. 

 The Monthly Progress Report and the Quarterly Expenditure Report covers all activities 
related to the project and lists all costs incurred.  It is essential that Grantee provide 
complete and adequate response to all the questions.  The expenses listed must be 
supported by appropriate documentation with a clear explanation of the purpose and 
relevance of each expense to the project.  Expenses must reflect the proportionate share of 
local match, including in-kind, charged to the grant.   

 In cases where there are no activities to report, or problems causing delays, clear 
explanation, including actions to remedy the situation, must be provided.   

 Grantees are required to track and report on the project schedule.  LACMTA will monitor 
the timely use of funds and delivery of projects.  Project delay, if any, must be reported 
each quarter.  Projects not delivered in a timely manner will be reevaluated by LACMTA 
as part of the annual Measure R allocation update process and the Funds may be 
deobligated and reprogrammed by the LACMTA Board.  

 The Monthly Progress Report is due to the LACMTA as soon as possible on the last day of 
each month.  The Quarterly Expenditure Report is due to the LACMTA as soon as 
possible after the close of each quarter, but no later than the following dates for each 
fiscal year:   

 

Quarter 
  

Report Due Date 
 

July –September November 30 
October - December February 28 

January - March May 31 
April - June August 31 

 

Upon completion of the Project a final report that includes project’s final evaluation must be 
submitted.  
 

EXPENDITURE GUIDELINES 

 Any activity or expense charged above and beyond the approved Scope-of-Work (MOU 
Attachment C) is considered ineligible and will not be reimbursed by the LACMTA 
unless prior written authorization has been granted by the LACMTA Chief Executive 
Officer or his designee. 
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 Any expense charged to the grant or local match, including in-kind, must be clearly and 
directly related to the project. 

 Any activity or expense charged as local match cannot be applied to any other LACMTA-
funded or non-LACMTA-funded projects; activities or expenses related to a previously 
funded project cannot be used as local match for the current project.      

 Administrative cost is the ongoing expense incurred by the Grantee for the duration of 
the project and for the direct benefit of the project as specified in the Scope-of-Work 
(Attachment C).  Examples of administrative costs are personnel, office supplies, and 
equipment.  As a condition for eligibility, all costs must be necessary for maintaining, 
monitoring, coordinating, reporting and budgeting of the project.  Additionally, expenses 
must be reasonable and appropriate to the activities related to the project.   

 LACMTA is not responsible for, and will not reimburse any costs incurred by the Grantee 
prior to the execution of the MOU, unless written authorization has been granted by the 
LACMTA Chief Executive Officer or his/her designee. 

 The MOU is considered executed when the LACMTA Chief Executive Officer or her 
designee signs the document.  

 

DEFINITIONS  

 Local Participation:  Where local participation consists of “in-kind” contributions rather 
than funds, the following contributions may be included: 

 Costs incurred by a local jurisdiction to successfully complete the project.  
Examples include engineering, design, rights-of-way purchase, and construction 
management costs. 

 Donations of land, building space, supplies, equipment, loaned equipment, or 
loaned building space dedicated to the project. 

 Donations of volunteer services dedicated to the project. 

 A third-party contribution of services, land, building space, supplies or equipment 
dedicated to the project. 

 Allowable Cost:  To be allowable, costs must be reasonable, recognized as ordinary and 
necessary, consistent with established practices of the organization, and consistent with 
industry standard of pay for work classification. 

 Excessive Cost:  Any expense deemed “excessive” by LACMTA staff would be adjusted to 
reflect a “reasonable and customary” level.  For detail definition of “reasonable cost”, 
please refer to the Federal Register OMB Circulars A-87 Cost Principals for State and 
Local Governments; and A-122 Cost Principals for Nonprofit Organizations.   

 In-eligible Expenditures: Any activity or expense charged above and beyond the approved 
Scope-of-Work is considered in eligible. 
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Invoice #

Invoice Date

FA#

Monthly Report #

GRANTEES ARE REQUESTED TO MAIL THIS REPORT TO 

P.O. Box #512296, Los Angeles, CA 90051-0296 after the close
of each month. Please note that letters or other forms 

of documentation may not be substituted for this form.  Refer to the 

Reporting and Expenditure Guidelines (Attachment D) for further information.

PROJECT TITLE:

MONTHLY REPORT SUBMITTED FOR: Month: Year:

DATE SUBMITTED:

Department:

LACMTA

(FA) Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) Funding Agreement - ATTACHMENT D1

MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

Name:

FA #:

LACMTA Area Team 

Representative / Project 

Mgr.

Grantee To Complete

Job Title:

Mailing Address:

SECTION 1: GENERAL INFORMATION 

Phone Number:

Phone Number:

e-mail: 

e-mail: 

GRANTEE Contact / 

Project Manager

Contact Name:

Department:

City / Agency:

Rev:  06.20.11 1Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) FA- ATTACH D1-MONTHLY PROGRESS 
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LACMTA

(FA) Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) Funding Agreement - ATTACHMENT D1

MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

LACMTA 

Approved 

Changes 

(Months)

Actual Start Date 

(Month/Year) 

Actual End Date 

(Month/Year)

Percent 

Completed By 

Time

Current 

Completion 

Forecast 

(Month/Year)

Schedule 

Variance 

(Months)
c e f=e-d

 

Community Outreach

 

PS&E

 

Contract Award

Fully Executed Contract

OTHER: (Please specify)

Selection

Board Approval

Solicitation Response

Evaluations

SOLICITATION (BID/PROPOSAL)

Develop Solicitation Package

List all deliverables and milestones as stated in the FA, with start and end dates.  DO NOT CHANGE THE ORIGINAL FA MILESTONE START AND END DATES BELOW. 

Grantees must make every effort to accurately portray milestone dates in the original FA Scope of Work, since this will provide the basis for calculating any project delay.  If milestone start and/or end dates change from those stated in the Original FA S

a b d=b+c

Original FA Start 

Date in Scope of 

Work   (Month/Year)FA Milestones

PLANNING

Prepare Project Study Report

Original FA End 

Date in Scope of 

Work (Month/Year)

LACMTA 

Approved 

Completion 

Schedule 

1.      DELIVERABLES & MILESTONES

SECTION 3 : MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT

Prepare Concept Report

Prepare Feasibility Study

Intelligent Transportation 

Feasibility Study

Concept Exploration

Preliminary Design

OTHER: (Please specify)

Prepare Detailed Design Plans

Prepare Detailed Construction 

Prepare Project Cost Estimate

Intelligent Transportation 

Concept of Operations

System Requirements

High Level Design

PA&ED

Prepare Environmental 

Scoping

Technical Studies

Draft Environmental 

Final Environmental 

Secure Project Approval

Intelligent Transportation 

Categorical Exemption 

35% PS&E

Preliminary Investigations

Preliminary Foundation 

Geometric Drawings

Bridge Type Selection 

ADL Review

Utilities

Right-of-Way

Estimating

Civic Design

Structural Design

Intelligent Transportation 

Detailed Design

ITS Drawings

System Plans

Communications Plans

Systems Integrations Plans

Equipment Specifications

Software Specifications

Project Review & Comments

65% PS&E

Civil Design Plans

Right-of-Way Engineering

Structural Design

Prepare Project Cost 

Intelligent Transportation 

Detailed Design

ITS Drawings

System Plans

Communications Plans

Systems Integrations Plans

Equipment Specifications

Software Specifications

Project Review & Comments

Rev:  06.20.11 2Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) FA- ATTACH D1-MONTHLY PROGRESS 
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LACMTA

(FA) Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) Funding Agreement - ATTACHMENT D1

MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 
LACMTA 

Approved 

Changes 

(Months)

Actual Start Date 

(Month/Year) 

Actual End Date 

(Month/Year)

Percent 

Completed By 

Time

Current 

Completion 

Forecast 

(Month/Year)

Schedule 

Variance 

(Months)
c e f=e-d

95% PS&E

b d=b+c

Civil Design Plans

Structural Design

Intelligent Transportation 

Detailed Design

ITS Drawings

System Plans

Communications Plans

Systems Integrations Plans

Equipment Specifications

Software Specifications

Submittals & Reviews

Submit Final PS&E

Outside Agency Review

ROW

OTHER: (Please specify)

Certification/Mapping

Title Report

Meet with Property Owners

Appraisal

Environmental Investigation

Closing/Acquisition/Relocation

Physical Possession

Remediation

Third Party Coordination

UTILITY RELOCATION

Third Party Coordination

Design Utilities

Relocate Utilities

OTHER: (Please specify)

LACMTA 

Approved 

Completion 

Schedule 

a

FA Milestones

Original FA Start 

Date in Scope of 

Work   (Month/Year)

Original FA End 

Date in Scope of 

Work (Month/Year)

Rev:  06.20.11 3Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) FA- ATTACH D1-MONTHLY PROGRESS 
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LACMTA
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MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 
LACMTA 

Approved 

Changes 

(Months)

Actual Start Date 

(Month/Year) 

Actual End Date 

(Month/Year)

Percent 

Completed By 

Time

Current 

Completion 

Forecast 

(Month/Year)

Schedule 

Variance 

(Months)
c e f=e-d

 

 

 

Solicitation (Bid/Proposal)

Final Systems Acceptance 

 

Device Testing

Subsystem Verification

System Verification

Hardware / Software 

Equipment Installations

Software Development

Traffic Control

Systems Integration

Excavation

CONSTRUCTION

TMP

Long-Lead Equipment

Staging

Structural

False Work

DWP

SCE

Planting

Strike Labor Walk Outs

A/G Testing/Acceptance

Plant Establishment

Intelligent Transportation System

Sample Borings

LADOT

Clear/Grub

Iron Placement

Utilities

Survey

Environmental

Hazardous Materials Handling

Arhaeological

Finishing

Grading
Compaction

Drainage

Concrete

Air Quality Monitoring

Form Work

Rebar Placement

Imbeds

Testing

Pole Placement

Materials

Clearing

Landscape

Material Lay Down Area

Signage

Electrical

Power U/G Communications

Irrigation

Testing

Change Orders

Claims

P.O. Processing Time

Weather

Third Party Issues

Force Majeure

Fully Executed Contract

Develop Solicitation Package

Evaluations

Board Approval Process

Contract Award

Solicitation Response

Selection

FA Milestones

Original FA Start 

Date in Scope of 

Work   (Month/Year)

Original FA End 

Date in Scope of 

Work (Month/Year)

LACMTA 

Approved 

Completion 

Schedule 

OTHER: (Please specify)

a b d=b+c
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LACMTA
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MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

2. PROJECT COMPLETION

Ahead of original FA schedule Less than 12 months behind original schedule

On schedule per original FA schedule More than 24 months behind original schedule

Between 12-24 months behind original schedule

3. TASKS / MILESTONES ACCOMPLISHED

5. ACTION ITEMS TO RESOLVE DELAY

6. COST SUMMARY

i=g+h k l=k-i

7. RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN / PROJECT RISK REGISTER

I certify that I am the responsible Project Manager or fiscal officer and representative of 
and that to the best of my knowledge and belief the information

Signature Date

ROW

ROW Support

PA&ED

Risk Category Risk Event

Environmental

PS&E

Construction

FA Milestones Cost Variance

g h

CONSTRUCTION Support

This Risk Register shall include a listing of potential project risks.  Identify project risks and provide a description of individual risk events or unplanned events that may occur and the estimated outcome or impact to 

Risk Potential 

(Low/Medium/High)

PLANNING

List tasks or milestones accomplished and progress made this month.

4. PROJECT DELAY

Cost VarianceProject Budget

Targeted Resolution/Response Date

If the project is delayed (as described in #4), include action items that have been, or will be, undertaken to resolve the delay.

Based on the comparison of the original and actual project milestone schedules above, project is (select only one) :

stated in this report is true and correct.

CONSTRUCTION 

LACMTA Approved 

Changes

Expenditures 

to Date 

Current 

Approved 

Budget

j

Issue(s)

If project is delayed, describe reasons for delay (this month).  Pay particular attention to schedule delays.  If delay is for the same reason as mentioned in previous months, please indicated by writing "Same as Previous Month"

OutcomeRisk Mitigation Strategies

Planning

Design

ROW 

Bid/Award

Third Party

Estimate At 

Completion

Percent 

Completed By 

Dollar Amount

Action 
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Invoice #

Invoice Date

FA#

Quarterly Report #

GRANTEES ARE REQUESTED TO MAIL THIS REPORT TO 

P.O. Box #512296, Los Angeles, CA 90051-0296 after the close
of each quarter, but no later than November 30, February 28, 

May 31 and August 31.  Please note that letters or other forms 

of documentation may not be substituted for this form.  Refer to the 

Reporting and Expenditure Guidelines (Attachment D) for further information.

%

LACMTA

Prop C 25% 

SECTION 1: QUARTERLY EXPENSE REPORT

$

LACMTA

 Measure R Grant    

Grantee To Complete

0

0

$$

0

0

0

Please itemize grant-related charges for this Quarter on Page 5 of this report and include totals in this Section.

Retention Amount

0

Other Funding Total  

Project Quarter Expenditure

This Quarter Expenditure

0

Funds Expended to Date (Include 

this Quarter)

% of Project Budget Expended 

to Date

Project-to-Date Expenditure

Net Invoice Amount (Less 

Retention) 

Balance Remaining

Total Project Budget

LACMTA
(FA) Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) 

Funding Agreement - ATTACHMENT D2

QUARTERLY EXPENDITURE REPORT

Rev. 09.21.11
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LACMTA
(FA) Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) 

Funding Agreement - ATTACHMENT D2

QUARTERLY EXPENDITURE REPORT

PROJECT TITLE:

QUARTERLY REPORT SUBMITTED FOR:

Fiscal Year : 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

Quarter : Q1: Jul - Sep Q2: Oct - Dec

Q3: Jan - Mar Q4: Apr - Jun

DATE SUBMITTED:

Area Team:

City / Agency:
GRANTEE Contact / 

Project Manager

Phone Number:

Mailing Address:

Phone Number:

e-mail: 

e-mail: 

Job Title:

Department:

Contact Name:

2011-2012

SECTION 2: GENERAL INFORMATION 

FA #:

LACMTA Area Team 

Representative / Project 

Mgr.

Name:

Rev. 09.21.11
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LACMTA
(FA) Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) 

Funding Agreement - ATTACHMENT D2

QUARTERLY EXPENDITURE REPORT

2. PROJECT DELAY

If the project is delayed (as described in #4), include action items that have been, or will be, undertaken to resolve the delay.

If project is delayed, describe reasons for delay (this quarter).  Pay particular attention to schedule delays.  If delay is for the same 

reason as mentioned in previous quarters, please indicate by writing "Same as Previous Quarter".

3. ACTION ITEMS TO RESOLVE DELAY

SECTION 3 :  PROGRESS REPORT

List tasks or milestones accomplished and progress made this quarter.

1. TASKS / MILESTONES ACCOMPLISHED

Rev. 09.21.11
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LACMTA
(FA) Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and Interchange Improvements (South Bay) 

Funding Agreement - ATTACHMENT D2

QUARTERLY EXPENDITURE REPORT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Invoice Payment Information: 

LACMTA will make all disbursements electronically unless an exception is requested in writing.             
ACH Payments require that you complete an ACH Request Form and fax it to Accounts Payable at 213-922-6107.  
ACH Request Forms can be found at www.metro.net/callforprojects.
Written exception requests for Check Payments should be completed and faxed to Accounts Payable at 213-922-6107.

Signature Date

Name Title

ITEM

1. Local match spent in each quarter, must be in the appropriate proportion to LACMTA grant.

SECTION 4: ITEMIZED LISTING OF EXPENSES AND CHARGES THIS QUARTER

INVOICE #

All expenses and charges, including grant and local match, must be itemized and listed below.  Each item listed must be verifiable by an invoice and/or 

other proper documentation.  The total amounts shown here must be equal to this quarter’s expenditures 

$ CHARGED TO LACMTA GRANT
TOTAL EXPENSES / 

CHARGES

$ CHARGED TO LOCAL 

MATCH

stated in this report is true and correct.
and that to the best of my knowledge and belief the information

I certify that I am the responsible Project Manager or fiscal officer and representative of 

2. All receipts, invoices, and time sheets, attached and included with this Expense Report must be listed and shown under the Invoice Number column 

of the Itemized Listing (above).

Notes:

TOTAL

Rev. 09.21.11
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 PLEASE GO TO THE ProgramMetro FTIP DATABASE LINK BELOW:

 http://program.metro.net

√ Review & Update your projects in the FTIP through the ProgramMetro database 

√ Click on the REPORTS link -----------------http://program.metro.net/reports.asp

√ Click on the FTIP PROJECT SHEET (PDF) link 

√ Under the File menu select "Save As" and save the PDF on your computer or network

√ Attach your FTIP PROJECT SHEET (PDF) to the MOU/LOA as Attachment E

√ Use typwritter tool in Adobe to Label Attachment accordingly as "Attachment E"

Contact 

Person

Phone/FAX Information Email:

Herman Cheng 213.922.2453 Chengh@metro.net

FAX 213.922.2476

Nancy Marroquin 213.922.7237 Marroquinn@metro.net

FAX: 213.922.2476

Avital Shavit 213.922.7518 Shavita@metro.net

FAX: 213.922.2476

FTIP CONTACTS

ATTACHMENT E

Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) Project Sheet Instructions

SAMPLE FTIP PROJECT SHEET (PDF)

Rev:  12.15.08 1 MOU/LOA Attachment E
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FTIP#:  LA0G727 
Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and 
Interchange Improvements (South Bay) 

Project# MR312.22 
Funding Agreement #MOU.MR312.22 

1 

 
ATTACHMENT F 

SPECIAL GRANT CONDITIONS  
 
 

LACMTA has asked the South Bay Cities Council of Governments (SBCCOG) to provide 
program administration and project development and oversight over the Project in 
conjunction with LACMTA.  In order to do so, the SBCCOG shall obtain a copy from 
LACMTA or through LACMTA’s Project Database of each Monthly Progress Report 
(Attachment D1) and Quarterly Expenditure Report (Attachment D2) at the time Grantee 
submits the reports to LACMTA.  The SBCCOG, through the Monthly Progress Reports, 
shall monitor progress of the Project schedule and budget and provide periodic reports to 
LACMTA on the status of the Project.  The SBCCOG shall also monitor and report to 
LACMTA on overall program-level schedule and budget to identify and evaluate any 
problems that may result in Project delays or cost overruns. 
  
The Monthly Progress Reports (Attachment D1) shall include, but are not limited to, 
Project progress, use of funds during the previous month, the milestones progress vs. 
costs, risk management plan, expenditures to date, funds committed and forecast at 
completion, updated Project schedule vs. Project baseline and identifying any major 
problems and proposed solutions.  If a potential cost overrun is identified, the monthly 
report must detail the cost overrun and provide a recovery proposal.   
 
The Quarterly Expenditure Reports (Attachment D2) provided by the Grantee to LACMTA 
shall be used by the SBCCOG for monitoring and reporting program expenditures to 
LACMTA.  
 
For modifications that affect the terms of this FA, such as changes to project funding, 
scope or schedule, Grantee must obtain evidence of SBCCOG concurrence to 
modifications before formally requesting LACMTA for an amendment to this FA in writing. 
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FTIP #: LA0D173   
Subregion ID : 11138   
Interstate 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 Ramp and 
Interchange Improvements (South Bay)  

Project# MR312.37 

Funding Agreement# MOU.MR312.37 
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ATTACHMENT G: BOND REQUIREMENTS 

The provisions of this Attachment I apply only if and to the extent some or all of the 
Funds are derived from LACMTA issued Bonds or other debt, the interest on which is 
tax exempt for federal tax purposes and/or Build America Bonds as defined in the 
American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 or similar types of bonds 

(collectively, the "Bonds").  

GRANTEE acknowledges that some or all of the Funds may be derived from Bonds, the 
interest on which is tax-exempt for federal tax purposes or with respect to which 
LACMTA receives a Federal subsidy for a portion of the interest cost or the investor 
receives a tax credit. GRANTEE further acknowledges its understanding that the 
proceeds of the Bonds are subject to certain ongoing limitations relating to the use of 
the assets financed or provided with such proceeds ("Project Costs" or "Project 
Components") in the trade or business of any person or entity other than a 
governmental organization (any such use by a person or entity other than a 
governmental organization is referred to as "Private Use"). Private Use will include any 
sale, lease or other arrangement pursuant to which a nongovernmental person or entity 
receives a legal entitlement of a Project Component and also includes certain 
agreements pursuant to which a nongovernmental person will operate or manage a 
Project Component. Each monthly invoice submitted by GRANTEE to reimburse prior 
expenditures (or to be received as an advance) shall provide information regarding the 
specific Project Costs or Project Components to which the Funds which pay that invoice 
will be allocated and whether there is or might be any Private Use associated with such 
Project Costs or Project Components. GRANTEE will, for the entire time over which 
LACMTA's Bonds or other debt remains outstanding, (1) notify and receive LACMTA' s 
approval prior to entering into any arrangement which will or might result in Private Use 
and (2) maintain records, including obtaining records from contractors and 
subcontractors as necessary, of all allocations of Funds to Project Costs or Project 
Components and any Private Use of such Project Costs or Project Components in 
sufficient detail to comply and establish compliance with Section 141 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code"), or similar code provision then in 
effect and applicable, as determined by the LACMTA in consultation with its bond 

counsel.   

GRANTEE will designate one or more persons that will be responsible for compliance 

with the obligations described in this Attachment G and notify LACMTA of such 

designations. 
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Appendix D – Sample City 

Concurrence of Measure R Project 

List 
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NAME OF JURISDICTION: ___________________ 
RESOLUTION _____________: 

Support for South Bay Measure R Highway Program Early Action Project List 
 
WHEREAS, the Measure R Expenditure Plan as approved by the voters of Los Angeles 
County in November 2008 will provide approximately $906 million (in 2008 dollars), or 
roughly $1.4 billion in inflated dollars, over 30 years for much needed ramp and 
interchange investments to improve the operation of I-405, I-110, I-105 and SR-91 in the 
South Bay; and, 
 
WHEREAS, as a result of collaborative efforts involving the South Bay Cities Council of 
Governments (SBCCOG), its member jurisdictions, the Infrastructure Working Group 
(IWG), Caltrans and Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (L.A. 
Metro), the scope of eligible investments also includes local arterial, signal 
synchronization and park-and-ride projects that can be demonstrated to have a significant 
operational nexus to the state highway system; and, 
 
WHEREAS, that same collaborative effort has resulted in the identification of an “Early 
Action Program” of over 40 projects totaling approximately $145 million to be 
implemented in the first five years of the South Bay Measure R Highway Program, as 
listed in Attachment 1 to this resolution; and,  
 
WHEREAS, NAME OF JURISDICTION has been identified as being the Lead Agency 
for implementation for a number of the Early Action Program projects, as listed in 
Attachment 2 to this resolution; and, 
 
WHEREAS, additional projects, as listed in Attachment 3 to this resolution, have been 
included so that they are eligible to be considered by the SBCCOG for Measure R 
funding in the future  on a case-by-base basis in the event a funding shortfall 
develops.(Attachment 3) 
 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT NAME OF JURISDICTION: 
 
Does hereby support and endorse the Early Action Program of projects to be 
implemented in the first five years of the South Bay Measure R Highway Program; and, 
 
Takes these actions with the understanding that, for each Measure R funded project for 
which it is the lead agency, it will be required by L.A. Metro to enter into a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) with L.A. Metro which will establish the project schedule, cost 
estimate and budget and that each project will be entered into the SBCCOG’s Measure R 
Program/Project Management System (PPMS) for tracking; and, 
 
Endorses and commits to making every good faith effort to complete each project for 
which it is the Lead Agency pursuant to the schedule as set forth in the MOU, but in any  
event within the period ending five years after a MOU for the project is executed; and, 
 
Understands that the Measure R Highway Program is a cost-reimbursement program 
subject to annual audit requirements by L.A. Metro. 
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2 Traffic Relief and Rail Expansion Ordinance

3
4 PREAMBLE

5 Mobility in Los Angeles County is a necessity and requires an aggressive,
6 responsible and accountable plan to meet the transportation needs of its more than
7 10 million residents.
8
9 1. RAIL EXPANSION:

10 Expand the county's Metro rail system, including direct airport connection
11
12 2. LOCAL STREET IMPROVEMENTS:
13 Synchronize signals, fill potholes, repair streets, and make neighborhood streets
14 and intersections safer for drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians in each community
15
16 3. TRAFFIC REDUCTION:
17 Enhance safety and improve flow on L.A. County freeways and highways
18
19 4. BETTER PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:
20 Make public transportation more convenient and affordable - especially for
21 seniors, students, disabled and commuters
22
23 5. QUALITY OF LIFE:
24 Provide alternatives to high gas prices, stimulate the local economy, create jobs,
25 reduce pollution and decrease dependency on foreign oil
26

27
28 SECTION 1. TITLE

29 This Ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the Traffic Relief and Rail

30 Expansion Ordinance, Imposing a Transactions and Use Tax to be Administered by

31 the State Board of Equalization. The word "Ordinance," as used herein, shall include

32 Attachment A entitled "Expenditure Plan" which is attached hereto and incorporated

33 by reference as if fully set forth herein.

34

35 SECTION 2. SUMMARY

36 This Ordinance provides for the establishment and implementation of a retail

37 transactions and use tax at the rate of one-half of one percent (.5%) for a period of

38 thirty (30) years and an expenditure plan.

39
40 SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS
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1 The following words, whenever used in this Ordinance, shall have the meanings as

2 set forth below:

3 "Board of Equalization" means the California State Board of Equalization.

4 "Capital Project" means a project or program described in Attachment A as a

5 "Capital Project."

6 "Expenditure Plan" means that expenditure plan for the revenues derived from

7 a Sales Tax imposed pursuant to this Ordinance, and any other identified state and

8 local funding, as required under proposed amended Section 130350.5(f) of the

9 Public Utilities Code.

10 "Gross Sales Tax" means the amount of Sales Tax collected by the Board of

11 Equalization pursuant to this Ordinance.

12 "Interest" means interest and other earnings on cash balances.

13 "Metro" or "MTA" means the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation

14 Authority or any successor entity.

15 "Net Revenues" means Sales Tax Revenues minus any amount expended on

16 administrative costs pursuant to Section 10.

17 "Sales Tax" means a retail transactions and use tax.

18 "Sales Tax Revenues" means the Gross Sales Tax minus any refunds and any

19 fees imposed by the Board of Equalization for the performance of functions incident

20 to the administration and operation of this Ordinance.

21

22 SECTION 4. STATUTORY AUTHORITY

23 This Ordinance is enacted, in part, pursuant to:

24 a. Part 1.6 (commencing with Section 7251) of Division 2 of the California

25 Revenue and Taxation Code;

26 b. Division 12 (commencing with Section 130000) of the California Public

27 Utilities Code;

28 c. Proposed amendments to Section 130350.5 of the California Public

29 Utilities Code adopted during the 2007-2008 legislative session.

30

31 SECTION 5. IMPOSITION OF RETAIL TRANSACTIONS AND USE TAX

32 a. Subject to the limits imposed by this Ordinance, Metro hereby imposes,

33 in the incorporated and unincorporated territory of Los Angeles County, a Sales Tax

34 at the rate of one-half of one percent (.5%) for a period of thirty (30) years beginning
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1 on the first day of the first calendar quarter commencing not less than 180 days after

2 the adoption of this Ordinance by the voters.

3 b. This Sales Tax shall be in addition to any other taxes authorized by law,

4 including any existing or future state or local Sales Tax. The imposition,

5 administration and collection of the tax shall be in accordance with all applicable

6 statutes, laws, and rules and regulations prescribed and adopted by the Board of

7 Equalization.

8 c. Pursuant to proposed amended Section 130350.5(d) of the Public

9 Utilities Code, the tax rate authorized by this section shall not be considered for

10 purposes of the combined rate limit established by Section 7251.1 of the Revenue

11 and Taxation Code.

12 d. Pursuant to the provisions of Section 7262.2 of the Revenue and

13 Taxation Code, the required provisions of Sections 7261 and 7262 of that Code as

14 now in effect or as later amended are adopted by reference in this Ordinance.

15 e. This Ordinance incorporates provisions identical to those of the Sales

16 and Use Tax Law of the State of California insofar as those provisions are not

17 inconsistent with the requirements and limitations contained in Part 1.6 of Division 2

18 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.

19 f. The Sales Tax shall be administered and collected by the Board of

20 Equalization in a manner that adapts itself as fully as practicable to, and requires the

21 least possible deviation from, the existing statutory and administrative procedures

22 followed by the Board of Equalization in administering and collecting the California

23 State Sales and Use Taxes.

24 g. This Sales Tax shall be administered in a manner that will be, to the

25 greatest degree possible, consistent with the provisions of Part 1.6 of Division 2 of

26 the Revenue and Taxation Code, minimize the cost of collecting the transactions and

27 use taxes, and at the same time, minimize the burden of record keeping upon

28 persons subject to taxation under the provisions of this Ordinance.

29
30 SECTION 6. ADMINISTRATION BY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

31 a. CONTRACT WITH STATE. Prior to the operative date, Metro shall

32 contract with the Board of Equalization to perform all functions incident to the

33 administration and operation of this Ordinance; provided, that if Metro shall not have

34 contracted with the Board of Equalization prior to the operative date, it shall
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1 nevertheless so contract and in such a case the operative date shall be the first day of

2 the first calendar quarter following the execution of such a contract.

3 b. TRANSACTIONS TAX RATE. For the privilege of selling tangible

4 personal property at retail, a tax is hereby imposed upon all retailers in the

5 incorporated and unincorporated territory of Los Angeles County at the rate of one half

6 of one percent (.5%) of the gross receipts of any retailer from the sale of all tangible

7 personal property sold at retail in said territory on and after the operative date of this

8 Ordinance.

9 c. PLACE OF SALE. For the purposes of this Ordinance, all retail sales are

10 consummated at the place of business of the retailer unless the tangible personal

11 property sold is delivered by the retailer or his agent to an out-of-state destination or to

12 a common carrier for delivery to an out-of-state destination. The gross receipts from

13 such sales shall include delivery charges, when such charges are subject to the state

14 sales and use tax, regardless of the place to which delivery is made. In the event a

15 retailer has no permanent place of business in the State or has more than one place of

16 business, the place or places at which the retail sales are consummated shall be

17 determined under rules and regulations to be prescribed and adopted by the Board of

18 Equalization.

19 d. USE TAX RATE. An excise tax is hereby imposed on the storage, use or

20 other consumption in Los Angeles County of tangible personal property purchased

21 from any retailer on and after the operative date of this Ordinance for storage, use or

22 other consumption in Los Angeles County at the rate of one half of one percent (.5%)

23 of the sales price of the property. The sales price shall include delivery charges when

24 such charges are subject to state sales or use tax regardless of the place to which

25 delivery is made.

26 e. ADOPTION OF PROVISIONS OF STATE LAW. Except as otherwise

27 provided in this Ordinance and except insofar as they are inconsistent with the

28 provisions of Part 1.6 of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, all of the

29 provisions of Part 1 (commencing with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and

30 Taxation Code are hereby adopted and made a part of this Ordinance as though fully

31 set forth herein.

32 f. LIMITATIONS ON ADOPTION OF STATE LAW AND COLLECTION OF

33 USE TAXES. In adopting the provisions of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue and

34 Taxation Code:
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1 1. Wherever the State of California is named or referred to as the

2 taxing agency, the name of Metro shall be substituted therefor. However, the

3 substitution shall not be made when:

4 A. The word "State" is used as a part of the title of the State

5 Controller, State Treasurer, State Board of Control, State Board of Equalization, State

6 Treasury, or the Constitution of the State of California;

7 B. The result of that substitution would require action to be

8 taken by or against Metro or any agency, officer, or employee thereof rather than by or

9 against the Board of Equalization, in performing the functions incident to the

10 administration or operation of this Ordinance.

11 C. In those sections, including, but not necessarily limited to

12 sections referring to the exterior boundaries of the State of California, where the result

13 of the substitution would be to:

14 i. Provide an exemption from this Sales Tax with

15 respect to certain sales, storage, use or other consumption of tangible personal

16 property which would not otherwise be exempt from this Sales Tax while such sales,

17 storage, use or other consumption remain subject to tax by the State under the

18 provisions of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, or;

19 ii. Impose this Sales Tax with respect to certain sales,

20 storage, use or other consumption of tangible personal property which would not be

21 subject to this Sales Tax by the state under the said provision of that code.

22 D. In Sections 6701, 6702 (except in the last sentence

23 thereof), 6711, 6715, 6737, 6797 or 6828 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.

24 2. The phrase "Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation

25 Authority or any successor entity" shall be substituted for the word "State" in the

26 phrase "retailer engaged in business in this State" in Section 6203 and in the definition

27 of that phrase in Section 6203 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.

28 g. PERMIT NOT REQUIRED. If a seller's permit has been issued to a

29 retailer under Section 6067 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, an additional

30 transactor's permit shall not be required by this Ordinance.

31 h. EXEMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS.

32 1. There shall be excluded from the measure of the transactions tax

33 and the use tax the amount of any sales tax or use tax imposed by the State of

34 California or by any city, city and county, or county pursuant to the Bradley-Burns
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1 Uniform Local Sales and Use Tax Law or the amount of any state-administered

2 transactions or use tax.

3 2. There are exempted from the computation of the amount of

4 transactions tax the gross receipts from:

5 A. Sales of tangible personal property, other than fuel or

6 petroleum products, to operators of aircraft to be used or consumed principally outside

7 the County in which the sale is made and directly and exclusively in the use of such

8 aircraft as common carriers of persons or property under the authority of the laws of

9 this State, the United States, or any foreign government.

10 B. Sales of property to be used outside Los Angeles County

11 which is shipped to a point outside Los Angeles County, pursuant to the contract of

12 sale, by delivery to such point by the retailer or his agent, or by delivery by the retailer

13 to a carrier for shipment to a consignee at such point. For the purposes of this

14 paragraph, delivery to a point outside Los Angeles County shall be satisfied:

15 i. With respect to vehicles (other than commercial

16 vehicles) subject to registration pursuant to Chapter 1 (commencing with Section

17 4000) of Division 3 of the Vehicle Code, aircraft licensed in compliance with Section

18 21411 of the Public Utilities Code, and undocumented vessels registered under

19 Division 3.5 (commencing with Section 9840) of the Vehicle Code by registration to an

20 address outside Los Angeles County and by a declaration under penalty of perjury,

21 signed by the buyer, stating that such address is, in fact, his or her principal place of

22 residence; and

23 ii. With respect to commercial vehicles, by registration

24 to a place of business outside Los Angeles County and declaration under penalty of

25 perjury, signed by the buyer, that the vehicle will be operated from that address.

26 C. The sale of tangible personal property if the seller is

27 obligated to furnish the property for a fixed price pursuant to a contract entered into

28 prior to the operative date of this Ordinance.

29 D. A lease of tangible personal property which is a continuing

30 sale of such property, for any period of time for which the lessor is obligated to lease

31 the property for an amount fixed by the lease prior to the operative date of this

32 Ordinance.

33 E. For the purposes of subparagraphs (C) and (D) of this

34 section, the sale or lease of tangible personal property shall be deemed not to be
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1 obligated pursuant to a contract or lease for any period of time for which any party to

2 the contract or lease has the unconditional right to terminate the contract or lease upon

3 notice, whether or not such right is exercised.

4 3. There are exempted from the use tax imposed by this Ordinance,

5 the storage, use or other consumption in Los Angeles County of tangible personal

6 property:

7 A. The gross receipts from the sale of which have been

8 subject to a transactions tax under any state-administered transactions and use tax

9 ordinance.

10 B. Other than fuel or petroleum products purchased by

11 operators of aircraft and used or consumed by such operators directly and exclusively

12 in the use of such aircraft as common carriers of persons or property for hire or

13 compensation under a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued pursuant

14 to the laws of this State, the United States, or any foreign government. This exemption

15 is in addition to the exemptions provided in Sections 6366 and 6366.1 of the Revenue

16 and Taxation Code of the State of California.

17 C. If the purchaser is obligated to purchase the property for a

18 fixed price pursuant to a contract entered into prior to the operative date of this

19 Ordinance.

20 O. If the possession of, or the exercise of any right or power

21 over, the tangible personal property arises under a lease which is a continuing

22 purchase of such property for any period of time for which the lessee is obligated to

23 lease the property for an amount fixed by a lease prior to the operative date of this

24 Ordinance.

25 E. For the purposes of subparagraphs (C) and (0) of this

26 section, storage, use, or other consumption, or possession of, or exercise of any right

27 or power over, tangible personal property shall be deemed not to be obligated

28 pursuant to a contract or lease for any period of time for which any party to the

29 contract or lease has the unconditional right to terminate the contract or lease upon

30 notice, whether or not such right is exercised.

31 F. Except as provided in subparagraph (G), a retailer

32 engaged in business in Los Angeles County shall not be required to collect use tax

33 from the purchaser of tangible personal property, unless the retailer ships or delivers

34 the property into the County or participates within the County in making the sale of the
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1 property, including, but not limited to, soliciting or receiving the order, either directly or

2 indirectly, at a place of business of the retailer in County or through any representative,

3 agent, canvasser, solicitor, subsidiary, or person in the County under the authority of

4 the retailer.

5 G. "A retailer engaged in business in Los Angeles County"

6 shall also include any retailer of any of the following: vehicles subject to registration

7 pursuant to Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 4000) of Division 3 of the Vehicle

8 Code, aircraft licensed in compliance with Section 21411 of the Public Utilities Code,

9 or undocumented vessels registered under Division 3.5 (commencing with Section

10 9840) of the Vehicle Code. That retailer shall be required to collect use tax from any

11 purchaser who registers or licenses the vehicle, vessel, or aircraft at an address in Los

12 Angeles County.

13 4. Any person subject to use tax under this Ordinance may credit

14 against that tax any transactions tax or reimbursement for transactions tax paid to a

15 district imposing, or retailer liable for a transactions tax pursuant to Part 1.6 of Division

16 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code with respect to the sale to the person of the

17 property the storage, use or other consumption of which is subject to the use tax.

18 i. AMENDMENTS. All amendments subsequent to the effective date of this

19 Ordinance to Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code relating to sales

20 and use taxes and which are not inconsistent with Part 1.6 and Part 1.7 of Division 2 of

21 the Revenue and Taxation Code, and all amendments to Part 1.6 and Part 1.7 of

22 Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, shall automatically become a part of

23 this Ordinance, provided however, that no such amendment shall operate so as to

24 affect the rate of tax imposed by this Ordinance.

25 j. ENJOINING COLLECTION FORBIDDEN. No injunction or writ of

26 mandate or other legal or equitable process shall issue in any suit, action or

27 proceeding in any court against the State or Metro, or against any officer of the State

28 or Metro, to prevent or enjoin the collection under this Ordinance, or Part 1.6 of

29 Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, of any tax or any amount of tax

30 required to be collected.

31

32 SECTION 7. USE OF REVENUES

33 a. All of the Net Revenues generated from the Sales Tax plus any Interest

34 or other earnings thereon, less any funds necessary for satisfaction of debt service
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1 and related requirements of all bonds issued pursuant to this Ordinance that are not

2 satisfied out of separate allocations, shall be allocated solely for the transportation

3 purposes described in this Ordinance.

4 b. Metro shall establish and administer a sales tax revenue fund with

5 appropriate subfunds to account for the allocation categories defined in this

6 Ordinance. All Net Revenues and Interest on Sales Tax Revenues shall be credited

7 into the sales tax revenue fund and credited to the appropriate subfunds pursuant to

8 the allocation ratios described on page 1 of Attachment A. The moneys in the sales

9 tax revenue fund shall be available to Metro to meet expenditure and cashflow needs

10 of the projects and programs described in Attachment A. Metro may expend

11 additional funds from sources other than the Sales Tax imposed pursuant to this

12 Ordinance on the projects and programs described in Attachment A. Funds shall be

13 available for projects and programs described in Attachment A beginning in the fiscal

14 years identified in Attachment A as "Funds Available Beginning."

15 c. Metro shall establish the following subfunds of the sales tax revenue

16 fund:

17 1. Transit Capital Subfund

18 2. Highway Capital Subfund

19 3. Operations Subfund

20 4. Local Return Subfund

21 d. Funds in the Transit Capital Subfund shall be allocated to Capital

22 Projects identified in Attachment A as ''Transit Projects."

23 1. For those Capital Projects identified in Attachment A as "Transit

24 Projects" and identified as "Escalated $," Metro shall expend no less than the amount

25 of Net Revenues identified in Attachment A as "New Sales Tax - Total" for each

26 Capital Project so identified.

27 2. For those Capital Projects identified in Attachment A as "Transit

28 Projects" and identified as "Current 2008 $," Metro shall expend no less than an

29 amount of Net Revenues equal to the value of the amount identified in Attachment A

30 as "New Sales Tax - Total" for each Capital Project so identified. The amount of Net

31 Revenues equal to the value of the amount identified in Attachment A as "New Sales

32 Tax - Total" shall be determined by adjusting the amount identified as follows, at the

33 discretion of Metro:
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B. Up to three percent (3%) annually for the fiscal year 2015

and all fiscal years thereafter.

3. Metro shall allocate no less than the amount of Net Revenues

identified in Attachment A as "New Sales Tax - Total" for the project identified in

Attachment A as "Capital Project Contingency (Transit)." Funds allocated to "Capital

Project Contingency (Transit)" shall be expended as needed to provide additional

funding for Capital Projects identified in Attachment A as "Transit Projects." Metro

may expend such funds for debt service, excluding payments for principal, to offset

the costs of inflation, or for any other purpose. Metro shall not expend an amount of

Net Revenues from Capital Project Contingency (Transit) that is greater than the

amount permitted in paragraph (d)(2) for any Capital Project.

4. In the event that a Capital Project identified in Attachment A as a

"Transit Project" is completed without the expenditure of the amount of Net

Revenues allocated by this Ordinance, any surplus Net Revenues allocated to that

Capital Project shall be credited to the Transit Capital Subfund and expended for

Capital Projects located within the same subregion as the project so completed. The

Board of Directors of Metro shall determine by a two-thirds vote whether a Capital

Project is complete.

e. Funds in the Highway Capital Subfund shall be allocated to Capital

Projects identified in Attachment A as "Highway Projects."

1. For those Capital Projects identified in Attachment A as

"Highway Projects" and identified as "Escalated $," Metro shall expend no less than

the amount of Net Revenues identified in Attachment A as "New Sales Tax - Total"

for each Capital Project so identified.

2. For those Capital Projects identified in Attachment A as

"Highway Projects" and identified as "Current 2008 $," Metro shall expend no less

than an amount of Net Revenues equal to the value of the amount identified in

Attachment A as "New Sales Tax - Total" for each Capital Project so identified. The

amount of Net Revenues equal to the value of the amount identified in Attachment A

as "New Sales Tax - Total" shall be determined by adjusting the amount identified as

follows, at the discretion of Metro:
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B. Up to three percent (3%) annually for the fiscal year 2015

and all fiscal years thereafter.

3. Metro shall allocate no less than the amount of Net Revenues

identified in Attachment A as "New Sales Tax - Total" for the project identified in

Attachment A as "Capital Project Contingency (Highway)." Funds allocated to

"Capital Project Contingency (Highway)" shall be expended as needed to provide

additional funding for Capital Projects identified in Attachment A as "Highway

Projects." Metro may expend such funds for debt service, excluding payments for

principal, to offset the costs of inflation, or for any other purpose. Metro shall not

expend an amount of Net Revenues from Capital Project Contingency (Highway) that

is greater than the amount permitted in paragraph (e)(2) for any Capital Project.

4. In the event that a Capital Project identified in Attachment A as a

"Highway Project" is completed without the expenditure of the amount of Net

Revenues allocated by this Ordinance, any surplus Net Revenues allocated to that

Capital Project shall be credited to the Highway Capital Subfund and expended for

Capital Projects located within the same subregion as the project so completed. The

Board of Directors of Metro shall determine by a two-thirds vote whether a Capital

Project is complete.

f. Funds in the Operations Subfund shall be allocated to the projects and

programs described in Attachment A as "Operations." Metro shall expend the

percentage of Net Revenues identified in Attachment A as "Percent of New Sales

Tax" for each project and program described in Attachment A as "Operations."

g. Funds in the Local Return Subfund shall be allocated to the projects

and programs described in Attachment A as "Local Return." Metro shall expend the

percentage of Net Revenues identified in Attachment A as "Percent of New Sales

Tax" for each project and program described in Attachment A as "Local Return."

1. No Net Revenues distributed to a local jurisdiction pursuant to

Paragraph (g) shall be used for other than transportation purposes. Any jurisdiction

that violates this provision must fully reimburse Metro, including Interest thereon, for

the Net Revenues misspent and shall be deemed ineligible to receive Net Revenues

for a period of three (3) years.
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1 2. To the extent that funds are returned to local jurisdictions

2 pursuant to this paragraph, the receipt, maintenance and expenditure of such funds

3 shall be distinguishable in each jurisdiction's accounting records from other funding

4 sources, and expenditures of such funds shall be distinguishable by program or

5 project. Interest earned on funds allocated pursuant to this paragraph shall be

6 expended only for those purposes for which the funds were allocated.

7 h. Metro may enter into an agreement with the Board of Equalization to

8 transfer Sales Tax Revenues directly to a bond trustee or similar fiduciary, in order to

9 provide for the timely payment of debt service and related obligations, prior to

10 Metro's receipt and deposit of such Sales Tax Revenues into the sales tax revenue

11 fund; provided, however, that such payments of debt service and related obligations

12 shall be allocated to the appropriate Capital Project Contingency line item or to such

13 subfund within the sales tax revenue fund consistent with the expenditure of the

14 proceeds of the corresponding debt.

15 i. Metro shall propose the projects and programs in Attachment A for

16 inclusion in the Long Range Transportation Plan.

17

18 SECTION 8. OVERSIGHT

19 a. Commencing with the 2009-2010 fiscal year, and in accordance with

20 Section 8{a){1) of this Ordinance, Metro shall contract for an annual audit, to be

21 completed within six months after the end of the fiscal year being audited, for the

22 purpose of determining compliance by Metro with the provisions of this Ordinance

23 relating to the receipt and expenditure of Sales Tax Revenues during such fiscal

24 year.

25 1. Prior to entering into a contract with an auditing firm to perform

26 any audit required under Section 8{a), Metro shall solicit bids from at least three

27 qualified firms. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the cost of performing

28 and publishing any audit required under Section 8{a) of this Ordinance shall be paid

29 from Sales Tax Revenues.

30 b. There is hereby established a Proposition R Independent Taxpayers

31 Oversight Committee of Metro ("Committee"). The Committee shall meet at least

32 twice each year to carry out the purposes of this Ordinance.

33 c. The Committee shall be comprised of three persons, each of whom

34 shall be a retired Federal or State JUdge. Committee members shall be selected as
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1 follows: one member shall be appointed by the Los Angeles County Board of

2 Supervisors; one member shall be appointed by the Mayor of the City of Los

3 Angeles; and one member shall be appointed by the Los Angeles County City

4 Selection Committee. The members of the Committee must reside in Los Angeles

5 County. No person currently serving as an elected or appointed city, county, special

6 district, state, or federal public officeholder shall be eligible to serve as a member of

7 the Committee.

8 d. The Committee shall select and consult with an advisory panel when

9 performing its responsibilities required under this Ordinance. The advisory panel

10 shall consist of at least one representative, and not more than two, of the following

11 professions or areas of expertise:

12 1. Construction trade labor union representative

13 2. Environmental engineer or environmental scientist

14 3. Road or rail construction firm project manager

15 4. Public and private finance expert

16 5. Regional association of businesses representative

17 6. Transit system user

18 e. All meetings of the Committee shall be held within Los Angeles County.

19 All meetings of the Committee shall be held in compliance with the provisions of the

20 Ralph M. Brown Act (Section 54950 et seq. of the California Government Code).

21 f. Each member of the Committee shall serve for a term of two years, and

22 until a successor is appointed. No member of the Committee shall be entitled to any

23 compensation, except that Metro may reimburse actual expenses of members

24 arising out of the performance of their duties as Committee members.

25 g. Members of the advisory panel may be replaced by the Committee at

26 any time by a majority vote of the Committee. No member of the advisory panel

27 shall be entitled to any compensation, except that Metro may reimburse actual

28 expenses of members arising out of the performance of their duties as advisory

29 panel members.

30 h. Metro may adopt further guidelines to govern the operations of the

31 Committee.

32 i. The Committee shall have the following responsibilities:

33 1. Review the results of the audit performed pursuant to Section

34 8(a) of this Ordinance and make findings as to whether Metro has complied with the
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1 terms of the Ordinance. Such findings shall include a determination as to whether

2 recipients of Net Revenues allocated to the Local Return Subfund have complied

3 with this Ordinance and any additional guidelines developed by Metro pursuant to

4 Section 9(b).

5 2. Prepare an annual report to the Metro Board of Directors

6 presenting the results of the annual audit process and any findings made. The report

7 shall include an assessment of the consistency of the expenditures of Sales Tax

8 Revenues with this Ordinance, including Attachment A. The Committee shall cause

9 a summary of the report to be published in local newspapers and the entire report

10 and annual audit to be made available to every library located within Los Angeles

11 County for public review. The Committee shall hold a public hearing on each audit

12 and annual report and shall report the comments of the public to Metro.

13 3. Review any proposed amendments to this Ordinance, including

14 the expenditure plan, and make a finding as to whether the proposed amendments

15 further the purpose of this Ordinance. Metro shall make any proposed amendments

16 available to the Committee at least 30 days prior to any vote to adopt the proposed

17 amendments.

18 4. Review all proposed debt financing and make a finding as to

19 whether the benefits of the proposed financing for accelerating project delivery,

20 avoiding future cost escalation, and related factors exceed issuance and interest

21 costs.

22 5. Any findings made by the Committee shall be submitted to the

23 Metro Board of Directors in advance of the next regular Board meeting

24

25 SECTION 9. MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT REQUIREMENTS

26 a. It is the intent of the Legislature, as stated in Public Utilities Code

27 proposed amended Section 130350.5(e), and Metro, that revenues provided from

28 this Ordinance to local jurisdictions in Los Angeles County under the projects and

29 programs described in Attachment A as "Local Return" be used to augment, not

30 supplant, existing local revenues being used for transportation purposes.

31 b. Metro shall develop guidelines which, at a minimum, specify

32 maintenance of effort requirements for the local return program, matching funds, and

33 administrative requirements for the recipients of revenue derived from the Sales Tax.

34
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1 SECTION 10. COSTS OF ADMINISTRATION

2 Gross Sales Tax revenues may be appropriated by Metro for administrative

3 costs, including contractual services; however in no case shall the Gross Sales Tax

4 revenues appropriated for such costs exceed more than one and one-half percent

5 (1.5%) of the Gross Sales Tax revenues in any year.

6
7 SECTION 11. AMENDMENTS

8 a. Metro may amend this Ordinance, including Attachment A, with the

9 exception of Section 11, for any purpose, including as necessary to account for the

10 results of any environmental review required under the California Environmental

11 Quality Act of the individual specific projects listed in Attachment A. Any such

12 amendments shall be approved by a vote of not less than two-thirds (2/3) of the

13 Metro Board of Directors. Metro shall hold a public meeting on proposed

14 amendments prior to adoption. Metro shall provide notice to the Los Angeles County

15 Board of Supervisors, the city council of each city in Los Angeles County, and the

16 public of the public meeting and proposed amendments, and provide them with a

17 copy of the proposed amendments, at least 30 days prior to the public meeting.

18 Amendments shall become effective forty-five days after adoption.

19 b. Notwithstanding Section 11(a) of this Ordinance, Metro shall not adopt

20 any amendment to this Ordinance, including Attachment A, that reduces total Net

21 Revenues allocated to the sum of the Transit Capital Subfund and the Highway

22 Capital Subfund. Not more than once in any ten (10) year period commencing after

23 the year 2019, Metro may adopt an amendment transferring Net Revenues between

24 the Transit Capital Subfund and the Highway Capital Subfund.

25 c. Notwithstanding Section 11(a) of this Ordinance, Metro shall not adopt

26 any amendment to this Ordinance, including Attachment A, that reduces Net

27 Revenues allocated to the Operations Subfund or the Local Return Subfund.

28 d. Metro may amend Section 11 of this Ordinance if such amendments are

29 approved by a vote of not less than two-thirds (2/3) of the Metro Board of Directors

30 and are approved by a simple majority vote of the electors voting on a measure to

31 approve the amendment. Metro shall hold a public meeting on proposed

32 amendments prior to adoption by the Board. Metro shall provide notice to the Los

33 Angeles County Board of Supervisors, the city council of each city in Los Angeles

34 County, and the public of the public meeting and proposed amendments, and
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1 provide them with a copy of the proposed amendments, at least 30 days prior to the

2 public meeting. Amendments shall become effective forty-five days after adoption by

3 the electors.

4
5 SECTION 12. ESTABLISHMENT OF BONDING AUTHORITY

6 Metro is authorized to issue limited tax bonds, from time to time, payable from

7 and secured by Sales Tax Revenues to finance any program or project in the

8 Expenditure Plan, pursuant to Sections 130500 et seq. of the Public Utilities Code, and

9 any successor act. As additional security, such bonds may be further payable from

10 and secured by farebox revenues or general revenues of Metro, on a basis

11 subordinate to Metro's existing General Revenue Bonds, or any other available source

12 of Metro's revenues, in each case as specified in a resolution adopted by a majority of

13 Metro's Board of Directors. The maximum bonded indebtedness, including issuance

14 costs, interest, reserve requirements and bond insurance, shall not exceed the total

15 amount of the Gross Sales Tax. Nothing herein shall limit or restrict in any way the

16 power and authority of Metro to issue bonds, notes or other obligations, to enter into

17 loan agreements, leases, reimbursement agreements, standby bond purchase

18 agreements, interest rate swap agreements or other derivative contracts or to engage

19 in any other transaction under the Government Code, the Public Utilities Code or any

20 other law.

21

22 SECTION 13. APPROPRIATIONS LIMIT

23 Article XIIIB of the California Constitution requires certain governmental entities

24 to establish an annual appropriations limit. This appropriations limit is subject to

25 adjustment as provided by law. To the extent required by law, Metro shall establish an

26 annual appropriations limit and expenditures of the retail transactions and use tax shall

27 be subject to such limit.

28
29 SECTION 14. ELECTION

30 Pursuant to California Public Utilities Code Section 130350, Metro hereby calls

31 a special election to place this Ordinance before the voters. The ballot language

32 shall read as follows:

33

34 Traffic Relief. Rail Extensions. Reduce Foreign Oil Dependence.
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1
2 To:

3 • Synchronize traffic signals;

4 • Repair potholes;

5 • Extend light rail with airport connections;

6 • Improve freeway traffic flow (5, 10, 14, 60, 101, 110, 138, 210,405, 605,

7 710);

8 • Keep senior / student / disabled fares low;

9 • Provide clean-fuel buses;

10 • Expand subway / Metrolink / bus service;

11 • Dedicate millions for community traffic relief;

12

13 Shall Los Angeles County's sales tax increase one-half cent for 30 years with

14 independent audits, public review of expenditures, all locally controlled?

15

16 SECTION 15. STATUTORY REFERENCES

17 References in this Ordinance to proposed amendments to Section 130350.5 of

18 the Public Utilities Code are to Section 130350.5 as amended or added by Assembly

19 Bill 2321 of the 2007-2008 legislative session.

20
21 SECTION 16. EFFECTIVE AND OPERATIVE DATES

22 a. This Ordinance shall be effective on January 2, 2009, if:

23 1. Two-thirds (2/3) of the electors voting on the measure

24 authorizing the imposition of the Sales Tax vote to authorize its enactment at the

25 statewide general election scheduled for November 4, 2008; and

26 2. A California state statute that provides for all of the following is

27 adopted by the California Legislature and becomes effective prior to January 2,

28 2009:

29 A. Requires Metro to include in Attachment A the following

30 projects, programs, and funding levels:,

31 i. Exposition Boulevard Light Rail Transit Project from

32 downtown Los Angeles to Santa Monica. The sum of nine hundred twenty-five million

33 dollars ($925,000,000).
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1 ii. Crenshaw Transit Corridor from Wilshire Boulevard

2 to Los Angeles International Airport along Crenshaw Boulevard. The sum of two

3 hundred thirty-five million five hundred thousand dollars ($235,500,000).

4 iii. San Fernando Valley North-South Rapidways. The

5 sum of one hundred million five hundred thousand dollars ($100,500,000).

6 iv. Metro Gold Line (Pasadena to Claremont) Light

7 Rail Transit Extension. The sum of seven hundred thirty-five million dollars

8 ($735,000,000).

9 v. Metro Regional Connector. The sum of one

10 hundred sixty million dollars ($160,000,000).

11 vi. Metro Westside Subway Extension. The sum of

12 nine hundred million dollars ($900,000,000).

13 vii. State Highway Route 5 Carmenita Road

14 Interchange Improvement. The sum of one hundred thirty-eight million dollars

15 ($138,000,000).

16 viii. State Highway Route 5 Capacity Enhancement

17 (State Highway Route 134 to State Highway Route 170, including access improvement

18 for Empire Avenue). The sum of two hundred seventy-one million five hundred

19 thousand dollars ($271,500,000).

20 ix. State Highway Route 5 Capacity Enhancement

21 (State Highway Route 605 to the Orange County line, including improvements to the

22 Valley View Interchange). The sum of two hundred sixty-four million eight hundred

23 thousand dollars ($264,800,000).

24 x. State Highway Route 5/State Highway Route 14

25 Capacity Enhancement. The sum of ninety million eight hundred thousand dollars

26 ($90,800,000).

27 xi. Capital Project Contingency Fund. The sum of one

28 hundred seventy-three million dollars ($173,000,000).

29 xii. Alameda Corridor East Grade Separations. The

30 sum of two hundred million dollars ($200,000,000).

31 xiii. MTA and Municipal Regional Clean Fuel Bus

32 Capital (Facilities and Rolling Stock). The sum of one hundred fifty million dollars

33 ($150,000,000).
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1 xiv. Countywide Soundwall Construction (MTA

2 Regional List and Monterey Park/State Highway Route 60). The sum of two hundred

3 fifty million dollars ($250,000,000).

4 xv. Local return for major street resurfacing,

5 rehabilitation, and reconstruction. The sum of two hundred fifty million dollars

6 ($250,000,000).

7 xvi. Metrolink Capital Improvements. The sum of

8 seventy million dollars ($70,000,000).

9 xvii. Eastside Light Rail Access. The sum of thirty million

10 dollars ($30,000,000).

11 B. Authorizes Metro to impose an additional one-half of one

12 percent (.5%) Sales Tax in the incorporated and unincorporated areas of Los Angeles

13 County.

14 C. Provides that any tax imposed by Metro pursuant to the

15 authority granted in the statute shall not be considered for the purposes of the

16 combined rate limit established by Section 7251.1 of the Revenue and Taxation Code;

17 and

18 3. No California state statute that requires Metro to provide funding from

19 revenues derived from the Sales Tax imposed pursuant to this Ordinance for any

20 projects or programs other than those listed in this Section or provide a level of funding

21 greater than described in this Section, is adopted by the California Legislature in the

22 2007-2008 legislative session and becomes law.

23 b. The operative date of the Sales Tax imposed by this Ordinance shall be

24 July 1, 2009, which is the first day of the first calendar quarter commencing not less

25 than 180 days after the adoption of this Ordinance by the voters.

26
27 SECTION 17. SEVERABILITY

28 If any tax or provision of this Ordinance is for any reason held invalid or

29 unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, that holding shall not affect the

30 validity or enforceability of the remaining taxes or provisions, and Metro declares that

31 it would have passed each part of this Ordinance irrespective of the validity of any

32 other part.
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Appendix	H:	Non‐Measure	R	Federal,	 State	and	Regional	Funding	
Sources	

 

The following sections discuss potential funding sources that could be considered to supplement 

Measure R  funding.   Category Two consists of “incubator” projects  that could be  strategically 

positioned for additional funding in the next five years. These projects are considered in the first 

allocation  for  project  development  funds  to  take  advantage  of  future  funding  cycles  and 

opportunities.  Category  Three  consists  of  projects  greater  than  $40  million  in  cost,  with  a 

longer‐term horizon of  at  least  five  to 15  years  for  implementation dependent on  significant 

additional  funding beyond  the annual  levels anticipated  to be available under  the Measure R 

Highway Program.  

Federal	Funding	Sources	
Several South Bay Measure R Highway Program Category Two and Three projects are eligible for 

federal  funding  sources.    Some  of  these  sources  are  funded  with  federal  revenues  and 

apportioned  among  the  states  by  Congress,  but  they  are  programmed  primarily  at  the  state 

level by Caltrans  (Bridge,  IMD,  ITS, TI) or  the  regional  level by Metro  (CMAQ, RSTP, TE) with 

federal oversight.  

 

These sources should be considered as part of an overall funding strategy with the caveat that 

there remains significant uncertainty surrounding future federal transportation legislation in the 

new  Congress,  with  political  pressure  to  reduce  discretionary  spending  and  a  proposed 

prohibition on earmarks likely to affect funding levels for all types of transportation projects. It 

is anticipated that, as in past transportation legislation reauthorization, the names and eligibility 

criteria  of  programs will  change,  likely with  a move  towards  fewer, more  inclusive  formula 

funding programs.   

 

Discretionary	Programs	

National	Corridor	Infrastructure	Improvement	Program	
Program  Description:  The  National  Corridor  Infrastructure  Improvement  Program  is  a 

discretionary program that provides funding for construction of highway projects in corridors of 

national significance to promote economic growth and international or interregional trade.  

Funding  for  projects  will  be  awarded  through  a  selection  process  conducted  by  the  U.S. 

Secretary of Transportation that:  

 Requires states to submit an application 

 Gives priority to projects in corridors that are part of, or will be part of, the Dwight D. 

Eisenhower National System of Interstate and Defense Highways (I‐405, I‐105, and I‐

110) after completion, and to projects that will be completed within 5 years of 

allocation of funds for the project. 
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Highway  construction  projects  in  corridors  of  national  significance  will  be  selected  with 

consideration of the extent to which: 

 the corridor links two existing segments of the Interstate System 

 the project facilitates major multi‐state or regional mobility, economic growth, and 

development in areas underserved by highway infrastructure 

 commercial traffic in corridor has increased since enactment of NAFTA and where traffic 

is projected to increase in the future 

 international truck‐borne commodities move through the corridor 

 the project will reduce congestion on an existing segment of the Interstate 

 the project will reduce commercial and other travel time through a major freight 

corridor 

 Federal funds will be leveraged  

 The value of the cargo carried by commercial vehicle traffic in the corridor and the 

economic costs arising from congestion in the corridor. 

Revenue  Potential:  One  Metro  project  was  recently  included  in  the  current  federal 

transportation law, SAFETEA‐LU, under this funding program: I‐405 HOV Lane ($100.0 million). 

TIGER	Program	
Program Description:  TIGER  II Discretionary Grants made  funds  available  under  the  FY  2010 

Appropriations Act  for a broad  range of  transportation‐related projects, with priority given  to 

those best able to achieve desirable long‐term outcomes, including: 

 State of Good Repair: Improving the condition of existing transportation facilities and 

systems, with particular emphasis on projects that minimize lifecycle costs. 

 Economic Competitiveness: Contributing to the economic competitiveness of the United 

States over the medium‐ to long‐term. 

 Livability: Fostering livable communities through place‐based policies and investments 

that increase transportation choices and access to transportation services for people in 

communities across the United States. 

 Environmental Sustainability: Improving energy efficiency, reducing dependence on oil, 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions and benefitting the environment. 

 Safety: Improving the safety of U.S. transportation facilities and systems. 

 

Eligible projects included 1) highway or bridge projects; 2) public transportation, passenger and 

freight rail; and 3) port infrastructure investments.  

 

Revenue Potential: $600 million was awarded under TIGER II in FY 2010, including $556 million 

in  capital  grants  and  $44 million  for planning.  Individual  capital  grant project  awards  ranged 

from $1.1 to $47.7 million. Up to 80 percent of project costs were eligible for federal funding, 

with priority given to projects capable of attracting significant non‐Federal contributions.  
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The vast majority of these grants were for transit or multi‐modal projects. The  limited number 

of  successful  street/highway  projects  incorporated  innovative  bicycle  and  pedestrian‐friendly 

design  elements  in  addition  to  capacity  enhancements,  which  are  supported,  but  not 

emphasized by the Measure R Highway Program eligibility criteria. Assuming the continuation of 

this program in future years, South Bay Measure R projects would most likely need rescoping to 

separate  the  types  of  elements  consistent with  the  TIGER  (or  other  similar  future  program) 

emphasis on environmental sustainability,  in order to  increase their competitiveness for TIGER 

funds.  For  example,  the  5‐mile  stretch  of  Hawthorne  Boulevard  between  Redondo  Beach 

Boulevard and the Pacific Coast Highway [project F64] shares key characteristics with a 4.6‐mile 

arterial  improvement  project  funded  under  TIGER  II  that  added  bicycle/pedestrian  pathways 

and  landscaping  elements.  As  the  Hawthorne  Boulevard  project  already  includes  sidewalk 

repairs in its scope, the incorporation of additional multi‐modal elements could potentially make 

it a more compelling candidate under TIGER evaluation criteria. Currently, TIGER II is marked as 

“low potential” in Table 1, both due to the absence of multi‐modal elements in current project 

definitions and to the uncertainty of future funding for this program.  

Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program 

Program Description:  This safety program provides federal‐aid to local agencies to replace and 

rehabilitate deficient  locally owned public highway bridges.   Bridges must be rated Structurally 

Deficient (SD) or Functionally Obsolete (FO) with the Sufficiency Rating (SR)   ≤ 80 to be eligible  

candidates  for  rehabilitation, or  ≤  50  to be  eligible  candidates  for  replacement. Constructing 

additional  lanes  (including  turn  lanes) on an existing bridge or  including more  lanes on a new 

bridge  than what currently exists  requires  specific approval by  the Caltrans Office of Program 

Management. 

 

Funds may only be spent on bridges carrying public highways (including local streets and roads) 

not  included  in  the  State  Highway  System  and  not  owned  by  Caltrans.  When  Caltrans 

determines that the project is eligible for HBRRP funds, Caltrans includes (programs) the project 

in the HBRRP Multi‐Year Plan.   Once the project  is programmed, the  local agency may request 

federal authorization to proceed with PE. 

 

Revenue Potential: The total California apportionment is split 45 percent for federally identified 

deficient  on  State  Highway  System  bridges  and  55  percent  for  deficient  off  State  Highway 

System  bridges.    The  average  annual  apportionment  available  to  local  agencies  (off  State 

Highway  System  bridges)  is  about  $160 million, with Metro  to  receive  approximately  $17.9 

million  in FY 2011, $16.88 million  in FY 2012, $27.6 million  in FY 2013, and $10.1 million  in FY 

2014 under  the current Multi‐Year Plan. These  funds will be matched at 11.47 percent with a 

combination of state and local sources. 
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Interstate	Maintenance	Discretionary	(IMD)	Program	
Program  Description:  The  Interstate  Maintenance  Discretionary  (IMD)  Program  provides 

funding  for  resurfacing,  restoration,  rehabilitation  and  reconstruction  (4R)  work,  including 

added  lanes  to  increase  capacity,  on  most  existing  Interstate  System  routes.  Priority 

consideration is given to any project the cost of which exceeds $10 million on any high volume 

route in an urban area or a high truck‐volume route in a rural area.  

 

Only state transportation departments may submit applications for funding under this program, 

coordinating  with  local  governments  and  MPOs  within  the  state,  as  necessary,  to  develop 

project applications. 

 

Revenue Potential: The Federal share of the costs for most projects eligible under this program 

is 90 percent.  However, the Federal share is 80 percent on projects, or the portion of projects, 

for work involving added single‐occupancy vehicle lanes to increase capacity. 

 

SAFETEA‐LU authorized $100 million annually for the IMD Program for FY 2005 through FY 2009. 

Funding has been kept at the same level for FY 2010, with approximately $87.5 million obligated 

for projects  designated by Congress. Due  to  the  limited  available  funds  for  the discretionary 

program, each State was permitted to submit only one project for consideration. Of 81 project 

awards  in  FY  2010,  including  designated  projects,  10  were  located  in  California,  totaling 

approximately $8.4 million and averaging $843,500 per project. None of the projects is located 

in Los Angeles County; however, the State was awarded $750,000 for the widening of Interstate 

405 and $950,000 for Interstate 10 interchange improvements in Ontario – similar to the types 

of projects in Category Three.  

Intelligent	Transportation	Systems	Program	
Program Description:  Intelligent  Transportation  Systems  (ITS)  improves  transportation  safety 

and mobility and enhances productivity  through  the  integration of advanced communications 

technologies  into  the  transportation  infrastructure  and  in  vehicles.  Intelligent  transportation 

systems  (ITS)  encompass  a  broad  range  of  wireless  and  wire  line  communications‐based 

information and electronics technologies. 

 

ITS  projects  are  divided  into  three  types:    Exempt,  Low‐Risk,  and  High‐Risk  projects.  To  be 

classified  as  “Low‐Risk,”  a  project  can  affect  only  a  single  jurisdiction  and  generally  utilizes 

standard  software, whereas  a  “High‐Risk”  project  affects multiple  jurisdictions  and  generally 

utilizes custom hardware assumed to be more prone to malfunction and/or cost overruns. The 

planning  and  development  process  to  be  followed  is  thus  different  for  these  three  types  of 

projects.  The  local  agency  is  responsible  for  submitting  ITS  projects  to  the  MPO/RTPA  for 

inclusion  in  the  State Transportation  Improvement Program  (STIP). The  local agency makes a 

preliminary classification of the project’s risk as exempt, low, or high. To initiate federal funding 

of the ITS project,  it then verifies that the project  is  listed  in the FSTIP and submits to Caltrans 
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District Local Assistance Engineer (DLAE) a request for preliminary engineering, known as an E‐

76 Package. Depending on  its  risk  classification,  a project may  also need  to be  forwarded  to 

FHWA for review and approval. 

 

Revenue Potential:  All currently funded ITS projects received HPP earmarks under Section 1702 

of the federal SAFETEA‐LU legislation. Of the 74 projects, 15 were located in California, including 

7  in Los Angeles County. Project grants  ranged  from $25,600  to $2.4 million, with an average 

award of approximately $925,000. Notably, $1.0 million was awarded  for  ITS and  intersection 

improvements  at  Los  Angeles  International  Airport  (LAX).  Long  Beach  received  the  largest 

earmark, at $2.4 million, to integrate a functioning traffic management center that includes the 

port, transit, airport as well as the city’s police and fire departments. 

Transportation	Improvements	(TI)	Program	
Program Description: The Transportation Improvements provision provides designated funding 

for specific projects identified in SAFETEA‐LU. A total of 466 projects were identified, each with a 

specified  amount  of  funding  over  the  5  years  of  SAFETEA‐LU.  For  each  project  identified  in 

SAFETEA‐LU, the Secretary of Transportation allocated a portion of the amount designated for 

that project:  10 percent in 2005, 20 percent for 2006, 25 percent for 2007, 25 percent for 2008 

and 20 percent for 2009. 

 

Revenue Potential: Caltrans received $3.0 million for pedestrian and safety improvements along 

Century Boulevard in the City of Inglewood; $30.0 million was also received to widen the I‐405 

to accommodate HOV lanes between I‐10 and US Highway 101. Similar Category Three projects, 

especially the I‐405/I‐105 HOV  lanes and  interchanges, would be particularly strong candidates 

for TI funds, ensuring a stable funding stream that could be used to leverage additional sources. 

The ability  to  secure a  significant  level of  funding  from  this program  for  the SBCCOG,    if  it  is 

present  in  the new  federal  transportation  law,   will be dependent on  the  level of Measure R 

financial participation  

Congestion	Mitigation	and	Air	Quality	Improvement	Program	(CMAQ)	
Program Description: The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program 

is designed  to  fund projects  that  contribute  to  the attainment of national ambient air quality 

standards  with  a  focus  on  ozone  and  carbon  monoxide.  Projects  in  this  program  must  be 

consistent with a State Implementation Plan (SIP) that has been approved pursuant to the Clean 

Air  Act.  Typical  projects  include  transit  capital  and  operating  improvements,  traffic  flow 

improvements, and high occupancy vehicle lanes. 

 

Revenue Potential: Funds are programmed at the discretion of Metro, typically through the Call 

For Projects.   The 2008 RTIP contains a list of highway projects to receive CMAQ funds over FY 

2009  through  FY  2014.  $40.0  million,  for  example,  is  programmed  for  interchange 

improvements  and  a  combined  $167.4  million  for  various  High  Occupancy  Vehicle  (HOV) 
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lane/connector projects on Interstate 5.  Metro has $97.3 million YOE CMAQ funds included as 

part  of  the  financial  forecast  for  the  South  Bay Measure  R  Highway  program.  A  number  of 

Category Two and Three projects, including the park‐and‐ride centers and the HOV lanes, would 

be good candidates for the CMAQ program. Overall, CMAQ funds to the Los Angeles Region may 

be reduced by 50 percent after 2020 as the South Coast Air Quality Basin  is expected to meet 

federal air quality standards in that year.  

Regional	Surface	Transportation	Program	
Program Description: The Surface Transportation Program  (STP) provides  flexible  funding  that 

may be used by States and  localities  for any Federal‐aid highway, bridge, public  road, carpool 

projects, fringe and corridor parking facilities, transit capital, intracity and intercity bus terminals 

and  facilities,  bicycle  and  pedestrian  walkways,  highway  and  transit  safety  improvement  & 

programs.  

 

Revenue Potential: Metro typically programs the County share of federal STP funds through the 

Call for Projects or other Metro Board action. The Federal share payable  is 88.53 percent (100 

percent  if  safety  related or 80 percent  for bicycle or pedestrian‐related projects).  In FY 2010, 

$155.8 million  in  federal STP  funds were allocated  to  the Los Angeles Metropolitan Statistical 

Area (MSA) based on population. Metro also allocates approximately $30 million annually to the 

County  and  each  of  its  88  local  jurisdictions  based  on  a  population  formula.  This  formula 

allocation to  local jurisdictions  is referred to as STP‐Local (STP‐L). South Bay Cities received the 

apportionments of STP‐L funding in FY 2009/10 as shown in Table 10. 

 

Table 10: South Bay Cities FY 2009/10 STP‐L Apportionment 

Municipality STP-L Funds 

Carson $281,740

El Segundo $48,791

Gardena $177,410

Hawthorne $258,262

Hermosa Beach $55,944

Inglewood $341,180

Lawndale $96,420

Lomita $60,244

Los Angeles County $3,134,246
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Municipality STP-L Funds 

Manhattan Beach $105,390

Palos Verdes Estates $40,135

Rancho Palos Verdes $122,847

Redondo Beach $194,161

Rolling Hills $5,652

Rolling Hills Estates $23,390

Torrance $427,985

Source: Metro, Streets and Freeways Subcommittee Agenda, September 16, 2010 

Transportation	Enhancement	(TE)	Activities	Program	
Program  Description:  Eligible  enhancement  projects  include  provisions  of  pedestrian  and 

bicycle  facilities;  scenic  easement  and/or  historic  site  acquisition;  scenic  or  historic  highway 

programs  and  preservation;  landscaping  and  other  scenic  beautification.  TE  funds  cannot  be 

used  for work  that would be  required  anyway using  general project  funds,  such  as  standard 

environmental mitigation or  routine maintenance. The  federal  share of a TE project’s costs  is 

generally 80 percent.  

 

Revenue Potential: Under SAFETEA‐LU, 10 percent of a State’s Surface Transportation Program 

(STP) apportionment (see above) is set aside for the Transportation Enhancement (TE) Activities 

Program. These funds are programmed at the discretion of the Metro, typically through the Call 

For  Projects.    In  FY  2010,  the mandatory  TE  set‐aside  for  the  State  of  California was  $79.6 

million.  In  FY 2009,  the amount of TE  funding available  for  the Call was approximately $10.5 

million. In recent years, the City of Carson has benefited from nearly $1.0 million in TE funds for 

median  landscaping projects on Wilmington and Central Avenues.   This  is a potential  revenue 

source  for  project  enhancements  to  an  operational  improvement  funded  by  the  South  Bay 

Measure R Highway Program. 

State	Funding	Sources	
Six state funding programs have been  identified as potential funding sources for Category Two 

and  Three  projects.      Similar  to  the  uncertainty with  federal  funding,  state  budget  issues  in 

California will likely impact the level and availability of funding.  

State	Highway	Operation	and	Protection	Program	(SHOPP)	
Program  Description:  The  2010  SHOPP  is  a  four‐year  program  of  projects  for  FY  2010/11 

through 2013/14. Projects are grouped  into eight categories: 1) major damage  restoration, 2) 

collision  reduction, 3) mandates, 4) bridge preservation, 5)  roadway preservation, 6) mobility 

improvement, 7)  roadside preservation, and 8)  facilities  related  to  the  state highway  system. 
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New projects are programmed in the year Caltrans estimates the projects can be delivered.  All 

new projects have a Project  Initiation Document  identifying  the project’s  scope, performance 

measures, estimated cost, and delivery schedule.  

 

Capital  improvements  programmed  in  the  SHOPP  are  limited  to  maintenance,  safety,  and 

rehabilitation of State highways and bridges, which do not add a new traffic lane to the system. 

In  limited  cases,  SHOPP  funds have been programmed  for projects  that do  in effect  increase 

capacity  on  the  highway  system  through  the  widening  of  on/off  ramps  or  construction  of 

additional  auxiliary  lanes.  For  example,  $4.2 million  is  programmed  in  the  2010  SHOPP  to 

widen an off‐ramp on State Route 60 from two to three lanes in Los Angeles County. 

 

Revenue  Potential:  The  2010  SHOPP  Fund  Estimate  was  adjusted  to  account  for  low 

construction bids. As a  result of  the contract award  savings,  there has been a net  increase  in 

SHOPP  target capacity of $1.7 billion with  the  following  increases occurring over  the  first  four 

years: $668 million in 2009‐10, $630 million in 2010‐11, $340 million in 2011‐12, and $40 million 

in 2012‐13.  

 

Most  relevant  to  the Measure  R  Highway  Program  is  the  SHOPP Mobility  Improvement 

project  category,  which  aims  to  reduce  congestion  on  the  State  Highway  System  by 

constructing auxiliary lanes, widening shoulders, managing traffic flow through signalization 

projects,  ramp metering,  and  changeable message  signs.  Approximately  $312 million  is 

programmed  in this category over FY 2010/11 through FY 2013/14,  including $85.2 million 

for  three projects  in Los Angeles County. The SHOPP program  is  the most  likely source of 

state  funds  for  the  freeway  improvement projects  included  in  the  South Bay Measure R 

Highway Program. 

Minor Program 

Program Description: The Minor Program  sponsored by Caltrans’ Maintenance Department  is 

responsible  for any project with a cost of  less  than $750,000. Minor A projects  (projects over 

$131,000) typically  involve minor operational  improvements and pavement rehabilitation.   The 

program  also  includes  a  lump  sum  amount  for  the  construction  cost  of  Minor  B  projects 

(projects under $131,000). 

 

Revenue Potential: In FY 2010/11, a total of $6.7 million has been programmed for 12 projects 

located  in  Caltrans District  7.  The  average  individual  project  award  is  $557,000  and  typically 

covers 80 percent of the estimated project cost.   There are few South Bay Measure R Highway 

Program projects of this scale.  The improvements identified as part of the Pacific Coast Highway 

Microsimulation Study are  the most appropriate South Bay projects  to be  considered  for  this 

revenue source. 
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Highway	Safety	Improvement	Program	(HSIP)	
Program Description: As part of SAFETEA‐LU, the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 

was  established  as  a  separately  funded  program, with  flexibility  provided  to  allow  States  to 

target  funds  to  their most  critical  safety  needs.    Administered  by  Caltrans,  the  goal  of  this 

program is to achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public 

roads. Projects may qualify  for HSIP  funding based on a  calculated Benefit/Cost Ratio or as a 

Work  Type  project, which  is  intended  to  ensure  a minimum  level of  funding  throughout  the 

State.  

 

The HSIP requires states to develop and  implement a strategic highway safety plan (SHSP) and 

submit annual reports to the Secretary of Transportation that describe at least 5 percent of their 

most hazardous locations, progress in implementing highway safety improvement projects, and 

their effectiveness in reducing fatalities and injuries.  

 

Revenue  Potential:    Caltrans  expects  the  HSIP  funding  apportioned  to  local  agencies  to  be 

approximately $50 million for FY 2010/11. Sixty to seventy‐five percent ($30 to $38 million) will 

be  targeted  for Benefit/Cost Ratio projects.   Twenty‐five  to  forty percent  ($12  to $20 million) 

will be targeted for Work Type projects.    

 

The maximum federal reimbursement ratio for all HSIP projects  is ninety percent (90 percent).  

The maximum federal reimbursement amount for any single HSIP project is $900,000.   

 

In  the  last  funding cycle, HSIP  funded 24 projects  in Los Angeles County,  including  four which 

received the maximum award of $900,000. The average award was $437,000. Within the South 

Bay  region,  the City of  Inglewood  received $245,700  to  install a  right‐turn  lane on Crenshaw 

Boulevard  in  conjunction  with  other  safety  improvements.  The  City  of  El  Segundo  has  an 

application pending in the FY 2010/11 cycle for $900,000 to fund safety improvements to Vista 

Del Mar Boulevard [project N46].  

Interregional Improvement Program (IIP) 

Program  Description:  The  Interregional  Improvement  Program  is  part  of  a  five‐year  state‐

regional program, adopted every two years, of capital improvements both on and off the State 

Highway  System  that  increase  the  capacity  of  the  transportation  network.  The  program  is 

funded from the State Highway Account (SHA), the primary funds of which are the $0.18 cents 

per  gallon  state  gasoline  tax  and  other  federal  funds.  Caltrans  nominates  and  the  California 

Transportation Commission  (CTC) approves a  listing of  interregional highway and  rail projects 

representing 25 percent of the total funds to be programmed in the STIP—the other 75 percent 

are Regional Improvement Program funds.  

 

Revenue Potential: The adopted 2010 STIP programs a total of $715.8 million in IIP funding for 

highway  projects,  including  $254.3 million  in  FY  2010/11,  $94.7 million  in  FY  2011/12,  $85.6 
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million  in FY 2012/13, $174.0 million  in FY 2013/14, and $107.3 million  in FY 2014/15.  In Los 

Angeles County, projects  funded  through  the  IIP over  this period  include widening  and  ramp 

improvements  along US Highway  101  and  State  Route  138  near  the  San  Bernardino  County 

border, as well as $1.4 million toward the construction of a new interchange at Arbor Vitae and 

the  I‐405. Category Three projects of  interregional  importance are well positioned  for  funding 

under this program.   

Proposition 1B: Local Streets and Roads 

Program Description: The Local Streets and Roads program apportions 50 percent of  its funds 

directly to cities based on  total population  in relation to all cities  in the State. The cities must 

match  any  funds  received  from  this  program  at  50  percent with  local  dollars  and  submit  an 

expenditure plan. Measure R funds from the Highway Program or the 15 percent Local Return 

Program could be used as match to access any remaining allocation.  

 

Revenue Potential: According  to  the California Department of Finance, which administers  the 

program, several SBCCOG cities still have funds available as of January 2011: 

 

Table 11: Proposition 1B Local Streets and Roads – Remaining Balances, by City 

Municipality Population Estimated 
Allocation Amount Available 

Carson 98,178 $1,459,548 $1,459,548

El Segundo 17,076 $131,692 $131,692

Gardena 61,947 $920,925 -

Hawthorne 89,080 $1,324,294 $1,324,294

Hermosa Beach 19,474 $205,235 -

Inglewood 119,212 $1,772,246 $1,772,246

Lawndale 33,572 $499,093 -

Lomita 21,127 $255,930 -

Los Angeles 4,018,080 $59,734,151 $59,734,151

Manhattan Beach 36,573 $543,707 $543,707

Palos Verdes Estates 14,085 $39,963 -

Rancho Palos Verdes 43,092 $640,620 -
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Municipality Population Estimated 
Allocation Amount Available 

Redondo Beach 67,495 $1,003,404 $1,003,404

Rolling Hills 1,972 - -

Rolling Hills Estates 8,099 - -

Torrance 148,558 $2,208,514 $2,208,514

   

Some cities may have already committed the use of these funds toward projects that have yet 

to  be  submitted.  While  there  is  no  deadline  for  submitting  an  expenditure  plan,  the  DOF 

indicated  that  the  last bond  sale  for  the Proposition 1B programs  is close  to being exhausted 

within the next two to three months.  Then next bond sale issuance could be in fall 2011.  

 

Given the small amount of funding available in relation to the Measure R Highway Program, the 

funds may be most valuable either to supplement Measure R funds for locally lead projects or as 

a means to leverage additional sources in conjunction with Measure R funds.  

Proposition 1B: State‐Local Partnership Program (SLPP) 

Program  Description:  Administered  by  the  CTC,  this  program  rewards  "self‐help"  counties, 

cities,  districts,  and  regional  transportation  agencies  in which  voters  have  approved  fees  or 

taxes  solely  dedicated  to  transportation  improvements  such  as  the  South  Bay  Measure  R 

Highway Program. $1 billion in SLPP funds were intended for allocation beginning in FY 2008/09 

over a five‐year period ($200 million per year) to eligible transportation projects nominated by 

an  applicant  transportation  agency;  however,  delays  in  program  implementation mean  that 

much of  the program  funding  is still uncommitted and available, subject  to  future bond sales, 

which are not anticipated to occur until as late as July 2012. 

 

This  timetable  could  conceivably  benefit  Category  Two  and  Three  projects,  allowing  SBCCOG 

jurisdictions  sufficient  lead  time  to position matching  funds  (SLPP  requires a 50 percent  local 

match)  and  coordinate with Caltrans  and Metro on  the nomination  and project prioritization 

process.    

 

Revenue Potential: 95 percent of the funds are allocated based on each county’s proportional 

share of total statewide revenue generated from these types of transportation‐related fees or 

taxes.  Under  this  established  formula,  Los  Angeles  County’s  share  is  calculated  to  be  $56.4 

million out of $200 million allocated in FY 2010/11.  

 

The  other  5  percent  is  competitively  awarded  to  cities  and/or  counties  that  adopt  Uniform 

Developer Fees. These fees must be imposed by a local ordinance or resolution and dedicated to 
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address  cumulative  transportation  impacts. The developer  fees must be uniformly  applied  to 

new development within a defined area or jurisdiction, except in cases in which fees are waived, 

such as for affordable housing development. Developer fees imposed to mitigate onsite impacts 

related  to a specific development project do not qualify as uniform developer  fees under  this 

subdivision. The amount available under the SLPP Competitive Program in FY 2010/11 was $10.8 

million.  A  total  of  23  projects were  funded, with  the  highest  individual  project  award  $1.0 

million and  the average approximately $542,000. No projects  in  Los Angeles County  received 

funds;  however,  the  types  of  projects  funded  elsewhere  included  arterial  and  interchange 

improvements,  auxiliary  lanes,  and  signal  synchronization.  If  SBCCOG  proceeds  with 

implementation of a Congestion Mitigation Fee program, its Category Two and Three projects in 

the Measure R Highway Program would be candidates for discretionary SLPP funds. 

Regional	and	Local	Funding	Sources	
With the traditional federal and state funding  landscape  in flux, many cities and  local agencies 

are becoming  increasingly reliant on  local revenues and “self‐help” programs to provide stable 

and  adequate  levels of  transportation  funding.   Metro’s Call  For Projects  is  listed  as  a  single 

“source” whereas it pools together funds from many different sources, including Proposition C, 

then allocates them on a competitive, biennial basis. Redevelopment agencies, funded through 

local property tax‐increment financing (TIF), have contributed to transportation projects  in the 

past. They are  listed here with  the caveat  that  they are  targeted  for elimination by Governor 

Jerry Brown, although the net fiscal effect may be to redistribute any future TIF revenues back 

to local governments, who would then be granted greater discretionary power to allocate these 

revenues  according  to  the  greatest  need.  Finally,  it  should  be  noted  that  the  Congestion 

Mitigation Fee  is not an existing but a proposed program. The SBCCOG  is participating  in  the 

pilot study.  

Metro Call For Projects 

Program  Description:  The  Call  for  Projects  is  a  process  that  Metro  created  to  allocate 

discretionary  capital  transportation  funds  (federal,  state,  and  local)  to  regionally  significant 

projects that  local  jurisdictions, transit operators, Metro, and other public agencies propose to 

implement.  As  part  of  the  Call  for  Projects  process, Metro  staff  ranks  eligible  projects  and 

presents  preliminary  scores  to Metro’s  Technical  Advisory  Committee  (TAC)  and  the Metro 

Board  of  Directors  for  review.  Upon  approval,  the  Los  Angeles  County  Transportation 

Improvement  Program  (TIP)  is  developed  and  formally  transmitted  to  the  regional  and  state 

transportation  planning  agencies.  The  TIP  then  becomes  part  of  the  five‐year  program  of 

projects scheduled for implementation in Los Angeles County. It is a biennial document, updated 

in even years, and  is open to project submittals until September of the prior year  in which the 

TIP  is  updated  (i.e.  September  30,  2011  for  the  2012  update).  STIP  funds  are  available  for 

allocation only until the end of the fiscal year identified in the STIP, and must be allocated within 

the year  in which funds are programmed.    In addition, STIP funds must be encumbered by the 
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end of the second fiscal year following the fiscal year in which the funds have been allocated (2 

years). 

 

Project sponsors are required to either execute a Letter of Agreement (LOA) for projects being 

funded  with  State  or  Federal  funds  or  a Memorandum  of  Understanding  (MOU)  for  those 

funded with  local  sales  tax dollars. The  LOA or MOU must be executed  in  the  first  year  that 

funds are programmed and prior  to  starting any work on  the project. They  include a general 

description of  the project  and  the  specific work elements  to be  completed,  the  source of  all 

funds that will be used to complete the project and the project’s cash flow. 

 

Revenue Potential: The discretionary  funding sources distributed  through  the Call  for Projects 

include  Proposition  C  10 percent,  Proposition  C  25  percent  at  the  local  level,  Transportation 

Enhancement (TE) funds at the state level, and Congestion Management Air Quality (CMAQ) and 

Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) funds at the federal level. The eligible use(s) of 

these sources by modal category are shown in Table 9 and discussed in greater detail below: 

 

Table 9: Metro Call For Projects, Funding Source Eligibility by Mode 

Modal Category 

2009 
Funding 

Local  

Proposition C 
State Federal 

(millions) 10% 25% TE CMAQ RSTP 

Surface Transportation 
Improvements $141.0  X  X X 

Signal Synchronization $71.3  X  X  

Transportation Demand 
Management $14.5    X  

Bikeway  $26.3   X X X 

Pedestrian $36.4   X X X 

Transit Capital $37.5 X   X  

Transportation 
Enhancement $10.5 X X X 

 

In  the  2009  Call,  133  projects  across  seven modal  categories were  approved  totaling  $337.6 

million.  The  2011 Metro  Call  for  projects  had  approximately  $100 million  allocated  for  fiscal 

years 2015/2016 and 2016/2017  funding.   For the 2011 Call  for Projects, current Metro policy  
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does not  allow  for  three of  the  sub‐regions  – Arroyo Verdugo,  Las Virgenes/Malibu,  and  the 

South  Bay  –  that  receive Measure  R Highway Operational  Improvements  funds  to  use  these 

funds as local match for the Call since these funds are available only to these sub‐regions.  Until 

such  time  as  a  policy  decision  is made  by  the Metro  Board, Measure  R  subfund money  is 

prohibited from being used by project sponsors as local match in the Call for Projects. 

Proposition C 10 Percent/25 percent 

Program Description: The Proposition C sales tax, approved by voters  in 1990,  is an additional 

one‐half of 1 percent tax on retail sales in the County.  After 1.5 percent of administration of the 

tax,  Metro  returns  20  percent  of  the  Proposition  C  tax  to  the  cities  in  the  County  for 

transportation  purposes.  The  balance  of  the  Proposition  C  tax  is  restricted  40  percent  for 

construction and operation of the bus transit and rail system; 5 percent to expand rail and bus 

security; 10 percent  for commuter  rail, construction of  transit centers, park and  ride  lots and 

freeway  bus  stops  (known  as  Proposition  C  10  percent);  and  25  percent  for  transit‐related 

improvements to freeways and state highways (known as Proposition C 25 percent).  

 

Several Category Two  and Three projects  could potentially be eligible  for Prop. C 25 percent 

funding  –  particularly  if  they  provide  street  improvements  supporting  public  transit  service, 

either directly (in the form of exclusive bus lanes) or indirectly (in the form of improved levels of 

transit  service  on  the  transportation  network).  Both  capacity  enhancement  and 

rehabilitation/maintenance  projects  are  eligible.   All  completed  and  underway  South Bay  ITS 

projects by Los Angeles County are funded with Prop. C 25 percent funding. 

 

Projects must demonstrate a public transit benefit or be performed on streets “heavily used by 

public transit,” where such streets carry regularly‐scheduled,  fixed‐route public transit service, 

and where service has operated for a minimum of one year and there are no foreseeable plans 

to discontinue such service. 

 

Revenue Potential: Proposition C sales tax revenues totaled $620.9 million  in FY09.   From this 

total, after the 1.5 percent administration of the tax, the Proposition C 10 percent funds would 

be  $61.2  million  and  the  Proposition  C  25  percent  funds  would  be  $152.9  million.  Any 

discretionary funds from this source are generally awarded through the Call For Projects. As part 

of  a prior Call,  for  example,  Prop. C  25 percent  funds  in  the  amount of  $11.36 million were 

programmed over FY 2010 through FY 2012 to construct a new on‐ramp, widen an arterial, and 

modify  interchange at  Interstate 405 and Wilmington Avenue  in Carson (project F28, Category 

1). 

 

Measure R Local Return 

Program Description:  In  addition  to  the  South  Bay Measure  R Highway  Program,  and many 

other  highway  and  transit  programs,  the Measure  R  Ordinance  included  fifteen  percent  of 
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Measure R tax revenues for the Local Return Programs to be used by cities and the County of 

Los  Angeles  in  developing  and/or  improving  local  public  transit,  paratransit  and  related 

transportation  infrastructure.  Local  Return  funds  are  allocated  and  distributed  monthly  to 

jurisdictions on a "per capita" basis by Metro. Eligible expenditures are outlined  in the Metro's 

Adopted Local Return Program Guidelines. 

 

Revenue Potential: Given the additional flexibility in Local Return funds, Cities will likely elect to 

use  these  funds  for other priorities, however Cities and  the County of  Los Angeles  could use 

Measure R  Local Return  funds, as with other  local  funds,  to  supplement Measure R Highway 

Program funds.    

Regional Improvement Program 

Program  Description::  As  stated  previously,  75  percent  of  the  STIP  is  allocated  to  regional 

agencies  for  their Regional  Improvement Program  (RIP).   These  funds  can be used  for  capital 

acquisition and construction of state highways, freeways,  local roads, public transit, pedestrian 

and bike  facilities, grade  separation,  transportation demand management  (TDM),  soundwalls, 

intermodal  facilities  and  safety  projects.    These  funds  can  be  used  anywhere  in  the  county, 

however,  they  cannot be used  for operations. Metro proposes  eligible projects  for  itself  and 

other agencies in the region, including Caltrans, through the Call For Projects. 

 

Revenue Potential: Over the past several years, there has been a shortfall  in funding available 

for implementing the RTIP projects currently programmed in the STIP by Metro. This means that 

many of  the projects currently programmed  in  the RTIP will  likely be delayed  (reprogrammed 

into  a  later  year).  Indeed,  the  2010  STIP  consists  primarily  of  rescheduling  projects  carried 

forward from the 2008 STIP. It does, however, program a total of $222.3 million over a five‐year 

period  in  new  or  additional RIP  funding  for  7 highway projects,  including  $53.9 million  in  FY 

2010/11, $129.3 million in FY 2011/12, $7.8 million in FY 2012/13, $0 in FY 2013/14, and $31.3 

million  in  FY  2014/15.  Approximately  $119  million  is  for  the  expansion  of  HOV  lanes  on 

Interstate  5;  $31.3 million  is  programmed  for  the  aforementioned  interchange  construction 

project at Interstate 405 and Arbor Vitae Avenue in Inglewood.   

Redevelopment/Tax Increment Financing (TIF) 

Program Description: At  least eight of  the SBCCOG cities have active  redevelopment agencies 

funded through tax increment financing (TIF) districts, including Carson, Hawthorne, Inglewood, 

Lawndale, Los Angeles, Rancho Palos Verdes, Redondo Beach, and Torrance. To the extent that 

Category Two and Three projects overlap geographically with  the designated Project Areas  in 

which  the  redevelopment  agencies  collect  and must  spend  TIF  revenues,  funding  shortfalls 

associated with these projects could potentially be provided with redevelopment/TIF funds.  

 

Redevelopment agencies regularly partner with their city’s  local transportation or public works 

department  to  improve  local  streets  and  roads,  including  facility  upgrades  and  capacity 
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enhancements,  so  long  as  these  improvements  are  consistent with  the  goals of  the  agency’s 

adopted  Five  Year  Redevelopment  Plan.  In  some  cases,  redevelopment  agencies  may  also 

provide early funding to advance project design or matching funds for Metro’s Call For Projects 

applications. 

 

Revenue  Potential:    For  projects  costing  less  than  $5  million,  the  redevelopment  agency’s 

funding  share  can  range  from  20  percent  to  50  percent.  As  an  example,  the  Community 

Redevelopment  Agency  of  Los  Angeles  (CRA/LA)  recently  partnered with Metro  and  the  Los 

Angeles Department  of  Transportation  (LADOT)  to  construct  the missing  segment  of  Second 

Street between Grand Avenue and Olive Avenue in its Bunker Hill Project Area in downtown Los 

Angeles. The $4.0 million cost of the project was funded with a combination of $2.4 million  in 

Surface Transportation Program Local (STP‐L) funds and $1.6 million in redevelopment funds.  

Congestion Mitigation Fees (under study) 

Program Description: Since 1991, the state‐mandated Congestion Management Program (CMP) 

requires  local jurisdictions to contribute their fair share toward mitigating the regional  impacts 

of  new  development  located  within  their  jurisdictions.  By  complying  with  the  CMP,  local 

jurisdictions receive approximately $95 million annually in State gas tax revenue. 

 

The  South  Bay  Cities  sub‐region  is  currently  participating  in  a  pilot  study  to  determine  the 

impact  and  possible  revenues  that  a  Congestion Mitigation  Fee would  yield.  The  program  is 

anticipated  to eventually be assessed  countywide on all  types of new development based on 

trips  generated  by  different  land  uses.  As  currently  envisioned,  local  jurisdictions would  be 

responsible  for  adopting  the  program’s  fee  ordinance  by  a  simple majority  vote  of  the  City 

Council, collecting fee revenues, and implementing qualified projects. 

 

Projects funded by mitigation fees would be used to increase capacity, including: 

 State Highway improvements such as HOV lane and carpool interchange connector 

construction;   

 Regional surface transportation improvements such as arterial widening, bottleneck 

intersection improvements, closure of gaps in the arterial system and grade separations; 

 Intelligent transportation systems such as signal synchronization, bus speed improvements; 

 Traffic control and monitoring systems; 

 Transit capital investments such as transit vehicle purchases;   

 Construction costs for transit stations, park and ride lots, commuter rail stations and transit 

stop improvements; 

 Other projects to be determined on a case‐by‐case basis regional surface.  

 

During  its  pilot  study,  Metro  has  solicited  a  list  of  potential  projects  that  cities  intend  to 

implement using proceeds from the proposed program, with approximately 25 percent involving 

signal synchronization, 25 percent  intersection  improvements, 25 percent multi‐modal  transit, 
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10‐15 percent ramp improvements, with the remainder of program funds to be spent on grade 

separation/bridge projects.  

 

The newly‐passed Proposition 26, which redefines some “fees” as “taxes” requiring two‐thirds 

approval  by  the  voters  in  a  referendum  vote,  is  not  anticipated  to  affect Metro’s  ability  to 

implement the program; however, the effect of Proposition 26 may be to heighten scrutiny of 

the  uses  of  such  fees  and  whether  they  pass  a  strictly‐defined  “nexus”  test  between  the 

development  and  improvements.  According  to  preliminary  legal  analysis  by  the  League  of 

California  Cities,  a  fee  that  benefits  a  developer  directly,  like  improving  roads  to  new 

developments,  is  still  considered  a  “fee.”  However,  fees  that  benefit  districts,  or  cities  as  a 

whole,  may  now  be  considered  "taxes."   If  so,  these  would  need  to  garner  a  2/3  vote 

supermajority of the affected jurisdiction(s).   

 

Revenue Potential: Metro  is examining a range of revenue generation scenarios based on the 

impact fees currently assessed by other counties in Southern California.  San Diego is collecting 

$200 per trip generated.   Riverside  is collecting $600 to $800 per trip generated. The program 

could be  implemented  in  the South Bay  region as early as March  to October 2012, based on 

current progress  toward key milestones  in  the  implementation process. Metro estimates  that 

the South Bay could collect from $154.8 million to $1.234 billion in escalated dollars over a 25‐

year  period, with  the  low‐end  estimate  corresponding  to  a  $200  per  trip  fee  and  high‐end 

estimate corresponding to a $1,600 per trip fee.  

 

The estimated Congestion Mitigation Fee revenue potential by SBCCOG jurisdiction is as follows 

in Table 11. 

 

Table 13: Congestion Mitigation Fee Program, 25‐Year Revenue Potential Estimate, by 

Jurisdiction 

Municipality 
Number of 
New Trips 
Forecast 

Total Fee Revenue 
Existing 

Mitigation/Impact 
Fee Program? 

@ $200  

Per Trip 

@ $1,600 
Per Trip 

Carson $119,100 $23,820,000 $190,560,000 No

El Segundo $71,888 $14,377,600 $115,020,800 Yes

Gardena $83,211 $16,642,200 $133,137,600 No

Hawthorne $52,664 $10,532,800 $84,262,400 Yes

Hermosa Beach $3,885 $777,000 $6,216,000 No
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Inglewood $72,421 $14,484,200 $115,873,600 No

Lawndale $12,534 $2,506,800 $20,054,000 No

Lomita $21,200 $4,240,000 $33,920,000 No

Los Angeles County $587,078 $117,415,600 $939,324,800 Yes*

Manhattan Beach $30,969 $6,193,800 $49,550,400 Yes

Palos Verdes Estates $2,266 $453,200 $3,625,600 No

Rancho Palos Verdes $8,740 $1,748,000 $13,984,000 No

Redondo Beach $55,399 $11,079,800 $88,638,400 No

Rolling Hills $535 $107,000 $856,000 No

Rolling Hills Estates $7,836 $1,567,200 $12,537,600 Yes

Torrance $228,909 $45,781,800 $366,254,400 Yes

*mitigation fee in effect only in certain specified areas of the County 

 

Cities with  existing mitigation  fee  programs,  such  as  Torrance,  El  Segundo,  and  Rolling  Hills 

Estates, would be allowed to keep them in place so long as they can demonstrate the ability to 

satisfy  their  obligations  under  the  CMP,  specifically  adequate  funding  of  transportation 

improvements.  
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Competitive	Funding	Program	Application	Schedule	
Competitive funding program application deadlines vary during the course of the calendar year. 

Funding Program  Cycle  Next Application Deadline  Administrative Agency  Contact

Interstate Maintenance 
Discretionary (IMD) 

Annual  July 2011  FHWA (with Caltrans as 
applicant) 

Jesse Glazer, National Programs 

FHWA Metro Office, 888 S. Figueroa, Ste. 1850, Los Angeles, CA. 90017 

(213) 202‐3955 

jesse.glazer@dot.gov 

Highway Bridge Replacement 
and Rehabilitation Program 

Continuing 
Basis 

Open  Caltrans  Kirk Cessna, Caltrans District Local Assistance Engineer (DLAE), District 

7, 100 S. Main St, #12‐420, Los Angeles, CA 90012  

(213) 897‐0131  

Kirk.Cessna@dot.ca.gov 

Highway Safety Improvement 
Program (HSIP) 

Annual  December 2011  Caltrans  Kirk Cessna, Caltrans District Local Assistance Engineer (DLAE), District 

7, 100 S. Main St, #12‐420, Los Angeles, CA 90012  

(213) 897‐0131  

Kirk.Cessna@dot.ca.gov 

State Highway Operation and 
Protection Program (SHOPP) 
and Minor Program 

Biennial    Caltrans  Bob Engelmann 

SHOPP Programming Liaison, District 7 

bob_engelmann@dot.ca.gov 

Proposition 1B: State‐Local 
Partnership Program (SLPP) ‐  
Uniform Developer Fee 
Subaccount (5 percent) 

Annual (2 years 
of funding 
remaining) 

August 15, 2011  California Transportation 
Commission 

Laurel Janssen 

California Transportation Commission, 1120 N Street Sacramento, CA 

95814 

(916) 651‐6143 

laurel.janssen@dot.ca.gov 

Proposition 1B: Local Streets 
and Roads 

Continuing 
(until 
allocation 
exhausted) 

Open  California Department of 
Finance 

Mark Hill 
Program Budget Manager for Transportation 
Department of Finance 
(916) 322‐2263 

Call For Projects  Biennial  January 2013  LA Metro  Rena Lum 
LA Metro 
One Gateway Plaza 
Los Angeles, CA 90012‐2952 
(213) 922‐6963 

Transportation Improvement 
Program (TIP)* 

Biennial  September 30, 2011  
(for 2012 TIP) 

LA Metro  Herman Cheng 
(213) 922‐2453 
chengh@metro.net 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Measure R 

In 2008, voters in Los Angeles County approved Measure R, a one-half percent sales tax 

dedicated to transportation.  Part of the funds is dedicated to funding freeway operational 

improvements on state freeways/highways and adjacent arterials in the South Bay region of Los 

Angeles County.   

Measure R funds are administered by Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority (Metro).  Listed as “I‐405, I‐105, I‐110, SR‐91 ramp and interchange improvements”, 

the South Bay sub‐region is expected to receive approximately $906 million in 2008 dollars (or 

$1.5 billion escalated to year of expenditure dollars) over the 30‐year life of Measure R.  Funding 

allocations are recommended by the SBCCOG Board for approval by the Metro Board in five‐

year increments.    The program allocations will be updated annually to program projects for 

funding. 

The primary goal of the Measure R is congestion relief on the County regional travel corridors.  

Overall, the program has five specific goal elements as shown in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: Measure R Goals 
 

 
 
 

The South Bay Measure R Highway Program (SBHP) was initiated to allow the South Bay Cities 

Council of Governments (SBCCOG) to actively manage dedicated resources and leverages these 

resources to fund and implement highway improvement projects through a regional 

collaborative process.  The SBCCOG, a joint powers authority representing the local jurisdictions 

in this sub‐region in Los Angeles County, serves as the program manager to help guide and 

oversee the SBHP.  Building on previous transportation study recommendations and needed 

mobility gap closures, the SBCCOG has developed a prioritized program of projects and oversees 

project implementation in partnership with each lead agency, Metro and Caltrans. 

The SBHP project eligibility is defined by Metro as the following: 
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“Clarification on Project Eligibility for Highway Operational Improvement and 

Ramp/Interchange Improvements:  

The intent of a Measure R Highway Operational Improvement is to improve traffic flow 

in an existing State Highway corridor by reducing congestion and operational 

deficiencies at spot locations that do not significantly expand the design capacity of the 

system and are intended to address recurrent congestion. In addition to those eligible 

Measure R Highway Program Implementation Plan projects on the State Highway 

System, for Measure R, projects located on primary roadways located generally within a 

one mile corridor of any State Highway, including principal arterials, minor arterials, and 

key collector roadways, will be considered eligible for Operational Improvements and for 

ramp and interchange improvements.” 

To ensure consistency in achieving the Measure R goals, the SBHP Strategic Transportation 

Element (STE) is developed to guide the selection of the future projects in the South Bay 

freeway and highway network for Measure R funding and establish a plan for program 

evaluation and system monitoring.  The STE will ensure that the project development and 

implementation will lead to successful realization of the desired and expected benefit to the 

operation of the sub-regional highway network in the South Bay.   

2.1 Strategic Transportation Element (STE) 

The SBHP STE defines transportation principles to guide the improvement of the South Bay 

regional transportation network: 

1. Comply with Measure R Ordinance and LACMTA Board Guidance 

2. Develop a Safe and Efficient Transportation System throughout the South Bay  

3. Develop SBHP Strategic Goals and Objectives and Strategic Plan 

4. Define SBHP Evaluation and Performance Monitoring Process 

These principles and the relationship with the STE are examined in this report. The report then 

concludes with a prioritization of currently proposed freeway projects based on expected 

benefits, and assesses their ability to address current mobility problems on freeeways in the 

South Bay. 

2. Compliance with Measure R Ordinance and LACMTA Board 

Guidance 

The measure of success of the SBHP is achieving the identified target goals and objectives in 

complying with the Measure R Ordinance and LACMTA Board Guidance.  The Measure R 

Ordinance requires an aggressive, responsible and accountable plan to improve mobility, flow, 

and safety.  This translates to establishing assertive but reachable goals and objectives and 

ensuring accountability with monitoring and evaluation process and procedures in place.   
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The SBHP complies with the Measure R Ordinance with the STE that provides the aggressive, 

responsible, and accountable plan.  The LACMTA Board Guidance provides the funding strategy 

for the SBHP, defining the freeways and arterials eligibility.  Figure 2 below provides an 

illustration of the eligible roadway corridors. 

Measure R Ordinance #08-01: 

• Mobility in Los Angeles County is a necessity and requires an aggressive, responsible and 

accountable plan to meet the transportation needs of its more than 10 million residents 

• Traffic Reduction: enhance safety and improve flow on L.A. County freeways and 

highways 

LACMTA Board - Measure R Highway Program Funding Strategy: 

• I-405, I-110, I-105, SR-91 Ramp and IC Improvements (South Bay) 

• Eligibility extended to intersection and street widening projects on roadways generally 

within a one-mile corridor of a State highway 

 

3. Development of a Safe and Efficient Transportation System 

throughout the South Bay 

One of the main goals of the SBHP is to promote and develop safe and efficient transportation 

system through the South Bay sub-region.  As according to the Metro Long Range 

Transportation Plan (LRTP), two major transportation hubs near its borders, LAX and the ports of 

Los Angeles and Long Beach, substantially adds vehicle and cargo/truck traffic that impact the 

sub-region’s transportation system, which has led to increased traffic congestion on freeways 

and arterials and capacity pressure on aging ramps.  In addition, major trip 

generators/attractors such as the Los Angeles Air Force Base, Home Depot Center, The Forum, 

and Hollywood Park, add to the considerable demand for commuter and entertainment travel 

and overall travel mobility needs of the sub-region.   

Figure 3 shows Los Angeles and Ventura County congestion (measured by average weekday 

recurring vehicle-hours of delay), VMT, and population between 1988 and 2007.  Over that 20-

year period, congestion increased 100 percent from the 1988 congestion level (just under two 

percent per year).  Over the same period, VMT and population rose by about 20 percent (one 

percent per year).  However, urban freeway miles barely grew at less than one-half a percentage 

point per year.  Clearly, infrastructure expansion has not kept pace with demographic and travel 

trends and is not likely to keep pace in the future, considering the enormous costs and limited 

right of way.  Therefore, if conditions are to improve, or at least not deteriorate as fast, a new 

approach to transportation decision making and investment is needed. 
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Figure 2: SBHP Eligible Roadway Corridors 
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Figure 3: Caltrans District 7 (Los Angeles and Ventura County) Growth Trends 
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Source: I-405 Corridor System Management Plan (CSMP), System Metrics Group, Inc. 

The regional agencies including Metro, Caltrans, and Southern California Association of 

Governments (SCAG) recognize this dilemma.  As a comprehensive but realistic effort to 

improving regional mobility, the regional agencies have embraced the concept of system 

management and operational improvements as core strategies to gaining mobility, corridor by 

corridor, in a systematic approach as illustrated in the mobility pyramid shown below in Figure 

4. 

The foundation of the regional mobility effort starts with system performance monitoring and 

evaluation (shown as the base of the pyramid).  This monitoring is done by comprehensive 

performance assessment and evaluation.  Understanding how a corridor performs and why it 

performs the way it does is critical to crafting appropriate strategies.  At the top of the mobility 

pyramid is the infrastructure expansion.  Infrastructure expansion, although still an important 

strategy, cannot be the only strategy for addressing the mobility needs in the region.  System 

management and operational improvements are needed to get the most out of the current 

system.   

 

 

Figure 4: Caltrans Mobility Pyramid 

Caltrans District 7 1988 2008

Total Percent 

Change

(1988-2008)

Average 

Annual 

Percent 

Change

(1988-2008)

Average Weekday Vehicle-Hours of Delay 87,532           127,924         46% 2.0%

State Highway System VMT 37,274           42,815           15% 0.7%

Population 9,284,400      11,223,212     21% 1.0%

Directional Urban Freeway Miles 1,000             1,092             9% 0.5%
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The critical goal of the mobility effort is to “get the most out” of the existing system, or 

maximize system productivity.  One would think that a given freeway is most productive during 

peak commute times.  Yet, this is not true for heavy commute corridors.  In fact, for Los Angeles’ 

urban freeways that have been experiencing growing congestion, the opposite is true.  When 

demand is the highest, the flow breaks down and productivity declines. 

Figure 5 below illustrates how congestion leads to lost productivity.  The exhibit was created 

using observed I-405 data from a non-holiday weekday in August 2008 from Caltrans detector 

data.  It shows speeds (red line) and flow rates (blue line) on northbound I-405 at Santa Monica 

Boulevard.  Flow rates (measured as vehicle-per-hour-per-lane or vphpl) at Santa Monica 

Boulevard average around 1,800 vphpl between 2:00 PM and 2:30 PM, which is slightly less than 

a typical peak period maximum flow rate.  However, flow rates higher than this effective 

maximum flow cannot be sustained for a significant time. 

Once volumes exceed this maximum rate, traffic breaks down and speeds plummet to below 35 

mph.  Rather than being able to accommodate the same number of vehicles, flow rates also 

drop and vehicles back up creating what we know as congestion.  In the example, vehicle 

throughput drops by over 20 percent to around 1,400 vphpl during the peak period.  Just when 

the corridor needs the most capacity, it performs in the least productive manner, and effectively 

loses lanes.  This is a major cost of congestion that is rarely discussed or understood.  This is lost 

productivity.  Metro and Caltrans work hard to recover this lost productivity by investing in 

improvements that utilize public funds in the most effective manner. By largely implementing 

operational strategies, we can leverage past investments and restore productivity. 
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Figure 5: Productivity Loss during Severe Congestion Example 

 
Source: I-405 Corridor System Management Plan (CSMP), System Metrics Group, Inc. 

 
As part of this strategy and regional effort, a variety of South Bay projects as part of the SBHP 

will provide direct freeway and arterial-related operational improvements and system 

management enhancements in the SBCCOG member cities as well as portions of the City and 

County of Los Angeles.  Examples of projects include adding auxiliary lanes, widening freeway 

ramps, constructing new ramps, modifying interchanges, adding connector metering and 

modifying access and egress points to allow smoother and safer transitions between local 

arterials and freeways.  All projects will either be a freeway improvement project or an arterial 

improvement with a direct relationship to the specific freeway where an improvement would 

likely benefit both the freeway and the arterial. 

Based on the SBHP eligible roadway corridors as defined by the Measure R Ordinance and the 

LACMTA Board Guidance, STE selects the significant regional freeway, highway, and arterial 

corridors in the South Bay sub-region to promote and develop safe and efficient transportation 

system with the SBHP.   

They include the following: 

 All freeways and highways segments within South Bay Cities sub-region 

 All principal arterials in the Los Angeles County 2010 Congestion Management Program 
(CMP) 

– The CMP goal is to assess the overall performance of the highway system in Los 

Angeles County and track changes over time and to allow local jurisdictions to 
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measure their success at minimizing traffic congestion and provide before and 

after data for evaluating congestion mitigation measures. 

 Selected arterial corridors from the Los Angeles Countywide Significant Arterial Network 

(CSAN) 

– CSAN goal is to help generate more meaningful data to better understand the 

operation of the Countywide arterial system and help develop a foundation to 

document, track, and monitor the operation of the system over time. To be 

included in CSAN network arterial must have a min. ADT of 25,000. 

Figure 6 below provides an illustration of the significant SBHP corridors, identified by STE, 

alongside the map of the South Bay sub-region.  Table 1 provides a detailed summary of the 

corridor segments. 

 

Figure 6: SBHP STE Roadway Corridors 
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Table 1: SBHP STE Roadway Corridors 
 
 Freeways 

 
 Highways 

 
 Primary Arterials 

 
 Secondary Arterials 

 

FREEWAY FACILITY From To

I-110 Gaffey St I-105

I-405 Alameda St La Cienega Bl

I-105 California St I-110

SR-91 Vermont Ave Central Ave

HIGHWAY FACILITY From To

Western Ave (SR-213) 25th St I-405

Hawthorne Blvd (SR-107) SR-1 (PCH) I-405

PCH/Sepulveda Bl (SR-1) I-110 Imperial Highway

Ocean Blvd (SR47) I-110 Front Street

FACILITY Type ADT From To

Manchester Blvd CMP Principal Arterial 30,000 Aviation Blvd Vermont Ave

La Cienega Blvd CMP Principal Arterial 60,000 El Segundo Blvd Van Ness Ave

Imperial Highway CMP Principal Arterial 30,000 Vista Del Mar Blvd Vermont Ave

El Segundo Blvd I-105 Parallel Arterial 25,000 SR-1 (PCH) Figueroa St

Vermont Ave I-110 Parallel Arterial 25,000 SR-1 (PCH) Manchester Ave

Figueroa St I-110 Parallel Arterial 40,000 SR-1 (PCH) I-105

Inglewood Ave I-405 Parallel Arterial 40,000 190th St Florence Ave

Artesia Blvd I-405 Parallel Arterial 40,000 SR-1 (PCH) Vermont Ave

190th St/Victoria St I-405 Parallel Arterial 50,000 Inglewood Ave Wilmington Ave

La Brea Ave I-405 Parallel Arterial 25,000 Century Blvd Fairview Blvd

Hawthorne Blvd I-405 Parallel Arterial 60,000 I-405 Century Blvd

Rosecrans Ave Access to Beach Cities 60,000 Vista Del Mar Blvd Figueroa St

Century Blvd Arterial Access to LAX 30,000 SR-1 (Sepulveda) Vermont Ave

FACILITY Type ADT From To

Manhattan Beach Bl Access to Beach Cities 40,000 SR-1 (Sepulveda) Van Ness Ave

Florence Blvd Interregional Corridor 35,000 Manchester Blvd Crenshaw Blvd

Sepulveda Blvd Interregional Corridor 60,000 Hawthorne Blvd SR-103

Carson Street Interregional Corridor 35,000 Hawthorne Blvd Santa Fe Ave

Normandie Ave I-110 Parallel Arterial 25,000 SR-1 (PCH) Manchester Blvd

Aviation Blvd I-405 Parallel Arterial 40,000 Artesia Blvd Manchester Blvd

Crenshaw Bl Interregional Corridor 60,000 Palos Verdes Dr 79th St

Torrance Blvd High Volume Corridor 40,000 SR-1 (PCH) Main St

Gaffey St Access to San Pedro 65,000 25th St Vermont Ave

Hawthorne Blvd Access to Palos Verdes 40,000 Palos Verdes Dr SR-1 (PCH)
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Baseline Performance Assessment (Existing Conditions) 

The 2011 baseline performance assessment was conducted for data currently available.  While 

the performance assessment is complete for the freeway network, the highways and arterials 

are limited due to the lack of existing available data.  The baseline performance assessment 

results represent the existing conditions and will provide a reference basis to compare before 

and after conditions for projects assessment and goals/objectives attainment.  As indicated in 

Figure 7 below, the South Bay freeway corridors have severe traffic congestion and mobility 

constraints throughout the sub-region. 

 
Figure 7: Existing Conditions - Freeway Peak Hour Speeds 

 

 
 
A review of origins and destinations was conducted to determine the travel pattern of trips 

made on the South Bay sub-region corridors.  Based on SCAG’s 2000 travel demand model, the 

origins and destinations of trips made on the corridors were identified.  Based on aggregation, 

demand on the corridor was summarized by general origin-destination areas.   

During the AM and PM peak periods, over 80% of all trips originate and terminate in Los Angeles 

County.  Approximately 5 percent originate from Los Angeles County and terminate in another 

county.  Approximately 10% originate outside Los Angeles County and terminate in Los Angeles 

County.   Assessment of the various zones (e.g., sub-regions) within Los Angeles County was not 

conducted.  

 

AM Peak PM Peak 
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Below is a summary of the performance assessment for the 2011 baseline conditions.   
 

Table 2: SBHP STE Summary of 2011 Freeway Performance Measures 
 

 
 

The travel time measure is presented by the peak travel time in minutes during the AM and PM 

peak hour for each direction.   While the I-405 had the longest travel time during the AM peak 

hour, the SR-91 had the longest travel time on a per mile basis during PM peak hour at 2.5 

minutes per mile.  The delay measure is presented by the total weekday annual delay, excluding 

holidays.  While the I-405 had the most delay in the southbound direction at over 1.4 million 

vehicle-hours of delay, the I-105 had the most delay on a per mile basis in the westbound 

direction.  The congestion measure is presented by the total number of hours during the 

prevailing peak period that congestion was present.  The I-110 freeway had equally prevailing 

congestion period during the AM and PM peak for both directions. 

 

 
 

The vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and vehicles hours traveled (VHT) measures are presented by 

the weekday annual totals, excluding holidays.  As expected the I-405 had the most VMT and 

VHT totals.  It also had the most on a per mile basis.  The productivity measure is presented by 

the total lost lane-miles for annualized lost productivity.   

 

 
 

NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 23/16 15.5/18 800,191           425,405           5 (AM/PM) 3 (AM/PM)

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 30/17 17/27 1,349,004        1,424,859        4 (AM) 5 (PM)

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 8.5/17.5 13.6/9 836,758           867,814           6 (PM) 4 (AM)

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 2.6/5.6 2.8/2.4 374,898           157,122           3 (PM) 4 (AM)

CONGESTION PERIOD (HRS)DISTANCE

(MI)FACILITY

POST MILE 

LIMITS FROM TO

PK TRAVEL TIME (AM/PM) ANNUAL DELAY (VEH-HRS)

NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 401,252,025 337,204,302 6,851,021 5,645,201 5.7 2.5

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 538,199,694 534,390,305 9,597,761 9,584,286 9.8 9.6

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 206,054,696 249,207,121 4,030,424 4,728,653 6.0 6.1

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 36,431,092   41,341,897   654,183    705,371    2.3 1.5

DISTANCE

(MI)FACILITY

POST MILE 

LIMITS FROM TO

ANNUAL VMT ANNUAL VHT PRODUCTIVITY (LOST LN-MI)

NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 17% 10% 551              555              

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 22% 46% 856              764              

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 26% 32% 311              251              

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 84% 40% 67                116              

DISTANCE

(MI)FACILITY

POST MILE 

LIMITS FROM TO

RELIABILITY (BI) COLLISIONS
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The travel time reliability measure is the consistency or dependability in travel times.  It is 

presented by travel time variability expressed as buffer index, which represents percentage of 

time (or time cushion) that travelers should add to their average travel time to ensure on-time 

arrival.  It is measured as the 95th percentile time minus average time divided by average travel 

time.  The SR-91 in its short length had the most unreliable travel time in the South Bay.  The 

safety measure is presented by the total number of collisions in the year. 

 
Table 2: SBHP STE Summary of Available Highway/Arterial Performance Measures 

(Intersection LOS) 

 

 
 

The above are some of the STE intersections where Level of Service (LOS) data is available.  As 

indicated, some of the dates of the most recent data are over 10 years old.  No other arterial 

performance measure data were found.  While not comprehensive or precise, it provides a 

broad picture of the overall mobility needs on the arterial corridors in the South Bay with many 

exceeding LOS E or F, which by most city and county standards are unacceptable levels. 

 
 

Intersection City AM PM Year AM PM Year 
E El Segundo Blvd and Sepulveda Blvd El Segundo C D 2009 F 2015 
Rosecrans Ave and Sepulveda Blvd Manhattan Beach E E 2009 F 2015 
Artesia Blvd and Sepulveda Blvd Hermosa Beach D D 2009 F 2015 
Torrance Blvd and Pacific Coast Hwy Redondo Beach D D 2009 E 2015 
Centinela Ave and La Cienega Los Angeles E E 2009 
Manchester Blvd and La Cienega Inglewood E D 2001 
Manhattan Beach Blvd and Inglewood Ave Lawndale B C 2001 
Artesia Blvd and Inglewood Ave Redondo Beach E E 2009 F 2015 
190th St and Inglewood Ave Redondo Beach E E 2005 C D 2020 
Manchester Blvd and La Brea Ave Inglewood D C 2009 F 2015 
Artesia Blvd and Hawthorne Blvd Torrance C C 2009 E E 2020 
190th St and Hawthorne Blvd Torrance D D 2009 E F 2020 
Torrance Blvd and Hawthorne Blvd Torrance C E 2005 C D 2020 
Sepulveda Blvd and Hawthorne Blvd Torrance D E 2009 D E 2020 
Pacific Coast Hwy and Hawthorne Blvd Torrance E E 2009 E E 2020 
Artesia and Prairie Ave Torrance E E 2001 D E 2020 
Artesia Blvd and Crenshaw Blvd Torrance D F 2009 F E 2020 
190th St and Crenshaw Blvd Torrance B F 2005 D E 2020 
Torrance Blvd and Crenshaw Blvd Torrance D E 2005 D E 2020 
Sepulveda Blvd and Crenshaw Blvd Torrance D D 2005 D E 2020 
Pacific Coast Hwy and Crenshaw Blvd Torrance E F 2009 D F 2020 
Carson St and Western Ave  Torrance F F 2009 D E 2020 
Sepulveda Blvd and Western Ave Torrance D E 2009 D F 2020 
Pacific Coast Hwy and Western Ave Los Angeles F F 2009 
Artesia Blvd and Vermont Ave Gardena E D 2009 
Pacific Coast Hwy and Figueroa St Los Angeles D D 2009 
Pacific Coast Hwy and Alameda St Los Angeles A A 2009 

Existing (Most Recent) Future 
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4. Development of a SBHP Strategic Goals and Objectives and 

Strategic Plan  

 
The core element of the STE that assists in establishing a unified direction is the definition of 
shared goals and objectives.  The goals, which are interrelated, are: 
 
Goal 1 – Improve Local and Regional Mobility and Access.   
This is the primary goal of the STE, which builds on all previous efforts by local and regional 

partnerships to reduce traffic congestion and improve overall local and regional mobility and 

access to destinations. With the implementation of the SBHP projects, significant gains are 

expected with investments made in both the near term as well as the long term. 

 Freeway Corridor (I-110, I-405, I-105, SR-91) Strategies 
o Construct auxiliary lanes where feasible to reduce merging/weaving effects 
o Modify interchanges to improve circulation and access and reduce conflicts 
o Other roadway geometric operational improvements 
o Widen ramps where feasible to increase capacity and storage for metering 
o Deploy advanced ramp metering and signal operations for system 

optimization 
o Connector metering where feasible 
o Deploy integrated corridor management (ICM) for dynamic operations 

 

Goal 2 – Improve Travel Reliability and Traffic Safety with Incident/Event Management. 
Improvements in transportation operations as part of incident management will also yield travel 

reliability and safety improvements, reducing non-recurrent traffic congestion with 

incident/event management projects. 

 Sub-region Strategies 
o Collaborate with Caltrans to implement advanced incident management 

 ITS instrumentation, detection, real-time proactive system management 
o Identify mitigation projects for high collision locations 

 

Goals 3 – Reduce System Demand with Multimodal Strategies. 
It is anticipated that improvements in transportation operations will influence mode choice, 

departure choice, and route choice, reducing system demand.  This goal recognizes the role of 

multimodal strategies in transportation operations. 

 Sub-region Strategies 
o Construct HOV/Managed Lanes connection improvements 

 Direct access ramps, signing, traveler information, operations 
o Deploy advanced traveler information system 
o Implement multimodal strategies 

 Complete streets, bike/pedestrian access, transit, parking management 
 

Goal 4 – Deliver Projects Efficiently and Cost-Effectively. 
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In today’s economic climate where every cent counts, we simply cannot afford to be inefficient 

and waste valuable resources on unnecessary costly mistakes.  This goal is to make every effort 

to ensure that all of the SBHP projects are managed and delivered efficiently and cost-effectively 

to yield maximum benefits and return on investments. 

5. Definition of a SBHP Evaluation and Performance Monitoring 

Process 

 
Throughout the SBHP development and implementation process, one of the key STE activity is 

identifying ways in which the SBCCOG and Metro can assess how the Program is meeting the 

various goals and objectives that have been set for mobility improvements in the South Bay and 

to assess before and after studies to measure the impacts of specific projects.  Table 3 on the 

following page summarizes the relationship between the goals and objectives, the system 

monitoring initiatives and the performance measures to be used to track the region’s progress 

in achieving the mobility goals. 

This monitoring process requires data collection at various points in the network, on a periodic 

basis and at discrete times before the project is started and after completion, to create a 

snapshot of project performance.   

Data Needs 

The STE data needs are defined by the performance monitoring and evaluation requirements to 

assess attainment of the SBHP goals and objectives, by the initiatives, as described and 

summarized in Table 3.  

 Freeway  
– Data Needs: delay, flow, speed, travel time, VHT, lost lane miles, collisions  

 Data Source: Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) from 
Vehicle Detector Stations (VDS), Caltrans TASAS 

 

 Highways and Arterial Corridors and Intersections 
– Data Needs: delay, flow, speed, travel time, intersection turning movement 

volume, collisions 
 Data Source: VDS (arterial performance measurement system), traffic 

signal detection, manual probe vehicle runs (GPS tracking), manual 
count data collection, Caltrans TASAS (highways), local agency data 
inventory 

 Other 
– Data Needs: ITS usage logs, daily transit vehicle revenue hours, daily transit 

ridership, SBCCOG website access (hits) logs 
 Data Source: ATMS tracking, local/regional transit agency inventory, 

SBCCOG IT 
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Existing Freeway Network Detection System 

The Figure 8 shows the vehicle detection system (VDS) on the freeway network through the 

South Bay.  The red push pins represent VDS locations that collect traffic performance data 

continuously every 30 seconds.  Most of them have been collecting continuous data since year 

2000, allowing for calculations of various performance measures.  The white push pins are 

additional traffic count stations that only collect traffic volume data.  Caltrans is currently adding 

additional VDS locations along the I-110 freeway south of the I-405. 

In order to provide robust data for comprehensive performance assessment, it is critical that the 

VDS network is maintained well.  Many of these detectors are currently not working where the 

current health rate is about 65% working for the region, although it is slightly better on the 

South Bay freeways. 
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Table 3: SBHP STE Goals, Objectives, System Monitoring Initiatives, and Performance Measures 
 

Freeway

v v Evaluate freeway mobility performance and access improvements 

every 5 years

v

v

Delay

Travel Time

v

v Monitor freeway  mobility performance measures annually v

v

VMT/VHT

Congestion Period

Highway/Arterial

v Develop and implement cost-effective 

highway/arterial infrastructure/TMS improvements

v Evaluate highway/arterial mobility performance every 5 years v

v

Travel Time

Congestion Period

v Improve highway/arterial mobility by 5-10% by 2020 

& 15-20% by 2040 (against no build)

v Monitor highway/arterial mobility performance measures annually v

v

Throughput Flow

Level of Service (LOS)

v v Evaluate every 5 years the incident/event management benefits of 

ITS program implemented

v

v

Travel Time Variability (Buffer/Travel Time Index)

Collisions (Caltrans TASAS & city data)

v Monitor annually the travel reliability performance measure on 

freeways, highways, and arterials

v Monitor annually agency usage frequency of selected ITS elements 

for incident/event management

v Monitor annually the public usage frequency of selected ITS 

traveler information elements

v Evaluate traffic safety every 5 years

v Monitor annually traffic safety performance measures on 

freeways/highways

v Develop and implement integrated/multimodal 

improvements

v Evaluate every 5 years the integrated/multimodal improvements 

developed and implemented and their effectiveness

v Monitor annually the number and identification of 

integrated/multimodal elements implemented

v Monitor annually the number of transit service level along the 

freeway, highway, and arterials

v Monitor annually the number of transit ridership

v Manage project development and construction to 

meet schedule and budget

v Evaluate every 5 years the effectiveness of project management  

with progress reports and at completion reports

v Monitor annually cost over-runs and schedule adherence

v Monitor annually the usage frequency of the SBCCOG website for 

viewing PMIS reports

Goals 3: Reduce System Demand with Multimodal Strategies

Develop and implement Intelligent Transportation 

Systems (ITS) on freeway/highway/arterials to 

reduce impacts of incidents/events

Goal 1: Improve Local and Regional Mobility and Access

Develop and implement cost-effective freeway 

infrastructure and Transportation Management 

System (TMS) improvements 

Improve freeway mobility by 5-10% by 2020 & 15-20% 

by 2040 (against no build)

Goal 2: Improve Travel Reliability and Safety with Incident/Event Management

Objective Initiatives Performance Measures

Goal 4: Deliver Projects Efficiently and Cost-Effectively with Project Management Program

Number of integrated/multimodal Elements

Number of transit service

Number of transit ridership/boardings

v

v

v

Number of projects with cost over-runs

Usage frequency of SBCCOG website

Number of projects with schedule adherence

v

v

v
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Figure 8: South Bay Freeways Vehicle Detection System Network 

 
 

Existing Highway and Arterial Network Detection System 

While not maintained to desirable levels, the freeway corridors have a working VDS network 

that can be utilized for system performance monitoring and program evaluation.  The sub-

regional highway and arterial network essentially have no performance monitoring detection 

system.  The development of an STE arterial performance measurement system would be 

significantly advantageous in addressing data needs, data usefulness and usage, and would 

represent a saving in costs, not just in data collection but also in other associated areas.   

Specifically, the automated STE arterial performance measurement system would help to: 
 

1. Understand and assess impacts of projects for implementation 

2. Be positioned to compete for federal funds (MAP-21) and other funds 

3. Reduce future costs associated with manual data collection for project initiation 

4. Increase cost-effectiveness of data collection as opposed to manual data collection 

5. Eliminate need and costs for manual data collection  

6. Increase accuracy of data usage with a larger data sample 

7. Provide permanent and reliable source for continuously available and robust data  

8. Feed into development planning process 

9. Share its data for public consumption and interagency coordination 

10. Achieve its purpose of evaluating STE performance goals and monitor progress for 

maximum benefits 

Caltrans Performance 

Measurement System 

(PeMS)
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11. Help identify travel patterns and traffic growth trends by corridor, locally, or sub-

regionally and by jurisdiction 

12. Provide data for other local traffic studies  

13. Provide data needed for TMS operations and Metro’s CSAN monitoring 

 

6. SBHP Freeway Candidate Projects Analysis 

 
The development of a safe and efficient transportation system through the South Bay starts 

with the definition of its transportation system.  The South Bay transportation system includes a 

network of local arterial and highway roadways and regional freeway corridors, as described in 

Figure 6 and Table 1 above.  It also includes a network of bicycle routes, pedestrian access 

facilities, and transit routes, including parts of the Metro Green Line, and HOV/Managed Lanes 

facilities.   

These facilities and services that make up the South Bay sub-region transportation system are 

then grouped into functional categories for SBHP improvements and as prescribed by Measure R 

do not include large capacity expansion projects such as freeway widenings:   

 Corridor facility improvements 
o Auxiliary lanes, ramp improvements, intersection widening, interchange 

modifications 
 

 Corridor system management  
o Level 1 – independent ramp metering, signal, HOV/Managed Lanes, transit 

operations 
o Level 2 – coordinated advanced/adaptive ramp metering, advanced/adaptive 

signal, parking management, advanced transit, signal transit priority operations 
o Level 3 – integrated corridor management (ICM) with dynamic operations of 

ramp metering, arterial signal, managed lanes, transit, and parking management 
systems 
 

 Corridor Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
o Incident/event management systems, traveler information, performance 

measurements 
 

 Corridor alternative modes 
o Complete streets, bicycle and pedestrian access/facilities, transit access, park 

and ride lots 
 

In terms of the expected benefits from the SBHP, large capital expansion improvements 

generally produce low benefit-cost ratios because the costs are so high.  Conversely, 

transportation management strategies such as ramp metering produce high benefit-cost ratios 

given their low costs.  Figure 9 below illustrates typical benefit-cost ratios for different project 

types.   
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Figure 9: Benefit-Cost Ratios for Typical Projects 
 

 
 

SBHP candidate projects are primarily planned project identified by various previous planning 

efforts that were determined to have operational nexus to the State Highway System for 

regional mobility. In the first approved allocation of funding, candidate projects were then 

grouped to provide a framework for allocating funds to near‐term projects while supporting 

project development for projects with longer lead times.  As the SBHP matures, the STE will 

replace the implementation schedule-based groupings with corridor planning that will 

strategically identify the most effective projects to address the mobility of the South Bay.   

The STE is focused on guiding the development of the SBHP candidate projects on the freeway 

system to ensure that SBHP goals are achieved both progressively and accumulatively to full 

completion.  The STE assessed the projected operational role of the projects on the State 

Highway System in the staging of the projects, to achieve maximum benefits progressively and 

accumulatively.  The early development of these projects will put them in an advantageous 

position to qualify and compete for future funding opportunities.   

Mobility benefit analysis was conducted for each freeway improvement project extrapolating 

from previous studies (such as the I-405 Arterial Improvement Studies analysis data and micro-

simulation model output data from the I-405 Corridor System Management Plan) and 

conducting specific FREQ and/or Synchro model analysis.  The analysis was conducted for AM 

and PM peak hour for the current year and 2035 future year.  The analysis was conducted, with 

and without project vehicle-hours of delay, and produced estimated delay reductions with 

project.  The results provided combined AM and PM peak hour (2 hours total) delay reduction 

amounts for typical normal commute weekday.  Analysis was not conducted for arterial 

improvement projects due to lack of available data. 
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Since improving one bottleneck location typically moves the demand over to the next 

bottleneck, essentially moving the problem downstream, project sequencing is essential for 

progressive mobility gains.  For example corridor-wide mobility gains every year to last project 

implementation instead of waiting for gains until most of the projects are implemented.  In 

addition, sequencing also prevents constant disruption of traffic with construction activities by 

combining projects that makes sense, such as auxiliary lane and off-ramp widening at its end. 

To take into these considerations, it is recommended that generally projects be staged using the 

following guidelines in sequential order: 

a. Group ramp projects together by interchange 

b. Group integrated projects (such as auxiliary lane and ramp widening) 

c. Prioritize by downstream operational improvements before upstream 

d. Prioritize by greater mobility gain (delay reduction) improvements 

e. Prioritize by Caltrans priority (provided by Caltrans) 

Table 4 below summarizes the list of the projects in recommended staging sequence applying 

these guidelines for progressive mobility gains. Figure 10 illustrates their locations.  Areas 

denoted as “area not addressed” refers to freeway bottleneck and congestion problem areas in 

the South Bay that are not addressed by the list of projects in Table 4.  Additional projects would 

be needed to alleviate these areas.   The SBHP goals and objectives for the Southbound I-405, 

Eastbound I-105, and Northbound I-110 would not be achieved without additional 

improvements, whereas most of the other corridors that are addressed with projects are 

expected to achieve the targets. 
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Table 4: SBHP Freeway Candidate Projects in Recommended Staging Sequence for Progressive Mobility Gains 

 

 

Sequence New ID Old ID Type Dir Facility Location Limits City/County Description
Delay 

Reduction1

Caltrans 

Priority

- F58 Interchange SB I-110 at I-405 COUNTY Construct new NB I-405 to SB I-110 connector, flyover ramp 204 1

CT.19 F26 Interchange SB I-110 at I-405 LA Widen from 3 to 4 lanes through IC 196 13

2
- F38 Auxiliary lane SB I-110 SR-91 to Del Amo Bl UC County Auxiliary lane on SB-110 from WB SR-91 to Torrance Bl off-ramp & possible new 

flyover ramp from NB I-405 to SB I-110 Connector
252 3

3 CT.32 F7 Auxiliary Lane NB I-405 South of El Segundo Bl to I-105 HAW Add NB lane 250 4

4 CT.24 F32 Auxiliary lane WB I-105 Prairie Av to I-405 HAW Add WB auxiliary lane 184 5

5 CT.23 F31 Auxiliary lane WB I-105 Crenshaw on-ramp to off-ramp HAW Add WB auxiliary lane Crenshaw off-ramp to Crenshaw on-ramp. 103 7

CT.06 F12 Auxiliary lane NB I-405 Inglewood Av  to Rosecrans Av HAW/RB/LAW Add NB auxiliary lane 97 12

CT.33 F9 Ramp NB I-405 at Rosecrans Av HAW Widen NB off-ramp 5 23

CT.05 F10 Ramp SB I-405 at Rosecrans Av HAW Widen SB off-ramp to Rosecrans Av, add signal at end of ramp 17 9

CT.08 F14 Ramp NB/SB I-405 at Inglewood Av RB/LAW Widen NB loop on-ramp, widen SB on-ramp and create right-turn only lane in 

existing Caltrans ROW.  Install a new SB right-turn only lane on Inglewood Av to the 

SB 405 on-ramp and off-ramp

5 22

CT.09 F15 Ramp SB I-405 at Inglewood Av RB Widen SB on-ramp from SB Inglewood Av including a designated right-turn lane 

within existing ROW
74 8

CT.10 F16 Auxiliary lane NB I-405 Hawthorne Bl to Inglewood Av LAW Add NB auxiliary lane 1 24

CT.11 F17 Ramp NB I-405 at Hawthorne Bl LAW New SB Hawthorne Bl to NB I-405 ramp & upgrade sig. at NB and SB ramps 30 18

CT.12 F18 Auxiliary lane NB I-405 Artesia Bl to Hawthorne Bl LAW Add NB auxiliary lane 98 14

CT.13 F19 Ramp NB I-405 at Artesia Bl TOR Add third lane to NB on-ramp from WB Artesia Bl 0 25

9 CT.03 B7 Arterial/Ramp NB/SB I-405 at 182nd St / Crenshaw Bl TOR I-405 at 182nd St/Crenshaw Bl improvements 141 2

10 CT.18 F25 Auxiliary lane NB I-405 Normandie Av to Western Av LA Add NB auxiliary lane to the Western Av off-ramp 148 6

11 CT.07 F13 Auxiliary lane SB I-405 Rosecrans Av to Inglewood Av HAW/RB Add SB auxiliary lane 58 11

CT.31 F5 Auxiliary Lane SB I-405 Howard Hughes Pkwy to Century Bl ING Add SB auxiliary lane 316 10

CT.04 F1 Ramp SB I-405 at La Cienega Bl ING Widen SB I-405 on-ramp from SB La Cienega Bl 14 28

CT.30 F4 Auxiliary Lane SB I-405 Manchester Bl. to Century Bl ING/LA Add SB auxiliary lane 79 16

- F2 Ramp NB I-405 at Manchester Bl ING Improve turn radii at NB I-405 off-ramp at Manchester Bl, and close Ash Av and 

include bus improvement
28 19

13 CT.25 F33 Auxiliary lane EB I-105 Yukon to Crenshaw HAW Add EB auxiliary lane 84 15

14 CT.28 F36 Interchange NB I-110 at SR-91 IC COUNTY Add new HOV connectors for NB/SB I-110 to EB SR-91 and from WB SR-91 to NB I-110 55 17

CT.26 B2 Interchange SB I-405 at I-405 HAW Add HOV connector from westbound I-105 to southbound I-405

CT.27 B2 Interchange NB I-405 at I-405 HAW Add HOV connector from westbound I-105 to northbound I-405

CT.01 B2 Interchange NB/SB I-105 I-105 / I-405 HOV Connectors HAW Add HOV connectors from WB I-105 to NB and SB I-405

16 CT.17 F24 Ramp SB I-405 at 190th St TOR Widen SB on-ramp at 190th St 9 21

17 CT.29 F37 Ramp SB I-110 at Pacific Coast Highway COUNTY Widen SB off-ramp NA NA

18 CT.20 Ramp NB/SB I-405 at Avalon Bl CAR Interchange improvements NA NA

19 CT.21 Ramp NB/SB I-405 at Wilmington Av CAR Widen Wilmington Av from 223rd St, including I-405 ramp mod NA NA

20 CT.35 Ramp NB I-110 at PCH LA Signalize NB off-ramp, I/S improvements & widen existing ramps NA NA

21 CT.36 Ramp NB/SB I-110 at Anaheim St LA Widen Anaheim St and reconfigure ramps NA NA

22
CT.37 Ramp NB I-110 at C St LA Consolidate I-110/C St IC and adjacent NHS I/S; increase NB I-110 off-ramp capacity 

via new direct connector with NHS route
NA NA

Note: 1. Estimated future 2035 AM and PM weekday peak hour (2 hours) delay reduction in veh-hrs.  As an example, 200 veh-hrs reduction translates to about 200,000 annual veh-hrs savings. 2. NA - not available

23 20
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Figure 10: SBHP Freeway Candidate Projects in Recommended Staging Sequence for Progressive Mobility Gains 
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FREEWAY MOBILITY (TRAVEL TIME) 

 

Source: SMG Analysis of Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) 

 

NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 23/16 15.5/18 1.4/1.0 1.0/1.1

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 30/17 17/27 1.8/1.0 1.0/1.6

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 8.5/17.5 13.6/9 1.0/2.1 1.6/1.1

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 2.6/5.6 2.8/2.4 1.2/2.5 1.3/1.1
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FREEWAY MOBILITY (DELAY) 

 

Source: SMG Analysis of Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) 

 

 

NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 800,191           425,405           50,011.94         26,587.81         

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 1,349,004        1,424,859        80,297.86         84,813.04         

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 836,758           867,814           98,442.12         102,095.76       

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 374,898           157,122           170,408.18       71,419.09         

DISTANCE

(MI)FACILITY

POST MILE 

LIMITS FROM TO

ANNUAL DELAY (VEH-HRS) ANNUAL DELAY/MI (Veh-Hrs)

EB I-105 Delay

WB I-105 Delay
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FREEWAY MOBILITY (CONGESTION PERIOD) 

 

Source: SMG Analysis of Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) 

 

 

NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 Gaffey St Gage Ave 5 (AM/PM) 3 (AM/PM)

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 Alameda St Centinela Ave 4 (AM) 5 (PM)

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 California St Central Ave 6 (PM) 4 (AM)

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 3 (PM) 4 (AM)

SR-47 0.2 to 1.7 I-110 Navy Way 2 (AM) 2 (PM)

`

Post Mile 

Limits From To

CONGESTION PERIOD (HRS)

NORTHBOUND

6-10 AM

SOUTHBOUND

3-8 PM
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FREEWAY PRODUCTIVITY (LOST LANE MILES) 

 

Source: SMG Analysis of Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 5.7 2.5 0.4 0.2

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 9.8 9.6 0.6 0.6

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 6.0 6.1 0.7 0.7

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 2.3 1.5 1.0 0.7

LOST PROD/MILE (lost ln-mi)DISTANCE

(MI)FACILITY

POST MILE 

LIMITS FROM TO

PRODUCTIVITY (LOST LN-MI)
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FREEWAY RELIABILITY (TRAVEL TIME VARIABILITY - BUFFER INDEX) 

 

Source: SMG Analysis of Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) 

 

 

 

NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 17% 10%

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 22% 46%

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 26% 32%

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 84% 40%

DISTANCE

(MI)FACILITY

POST MILE 

LIMITS FROM TO

RELIABILITY (BI)

EB SR-91

WB SR-91
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FREEWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY (COLLISIONS) 

 

Source: SMG Analysis of Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) 

 

 

NB/EB SB /WB NB/EB SB /WB

I-110 1.6 to 17.6 16 Gaffey St Gage Ave 551              555              34             35             

I-405 32.4 to 49.2 16.8 Alameda St Centinela Ave 856              764              51             45             

I-105 0.6 to 9.1 8.5 California St Central Ave 311              251              37             30             

SR-91 0.0 to 2.2 2.2 Vermont Ave Central Ave 67                116              30             53             

DISTANCE

(MI)FACILITY

POST MILE 

LIMITS FROM TO

COLLISIONS/MICOLLISIONS

NORTHBOUND

SOUTHBOUND
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South Bay Cities Council of Governments 
 

January 26, 2012 

 

TO:   Infrastructure Working Group 

 

FROM:  SBCCOG Measure R SBHP Oversight Committee 

 

SUBJECT:  Measure R SBHP graphics and construction signage samples 

 

 

METRO funding agreements for Measure R projects require lead agencies to incorporate 

graphics on written materials and install signs that note the project is partially funded with 

Measure R funds. METRO has developed three graphic elements that they will make available in 

three sizes for incorporation into graphic materials and signage installed at the project location 

(see exhibit 1).  

 

The Measure R Oversight Committee, at its January 9, 2012 meeting, recommended that SBHP 

lead agencies use graphic #2 into their highway project signs (hard-hatted construction worker 

with jack hammer) and requested lead agencies to also incorporate the SBCCOG logo (see 

exhibit 2) along with the Metro logo and any other information that the lead agency desires to 

include.  

 

Lead agencies may contact Fulgene Asuncion, at asuncionf@metro.net for the Metro logo and 

graphic samples, and Marcy Hiratzka, at marcy@southbaycities.org for the SBCCOG logo.    

 

 

SBCCOG Logo 
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2 
 

Onsite sign for transit projects 
 

 
 

 

Onsite sign for local projects 
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3 
 

Highway sign: 120” wide x 84” high, per CALTRANS 
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Outline of Procedures Manual 
 

1. Introduction 
2. Program Management 

2.1. Administrative Activities 
2.2. Oversight 

2.2.1. Program Management Information System 
2.2.2. Risk Management 

2.2.2.1. Risk Identified 
2.2.2.2. Risk Mitigation 
2.2.2.3. Claims Process 

2.3. Training 
2.4. Highway Monitoring System 
2.5. Project Development 

2.5.1. Identification of Projects 
2.5.2. Eligibility Determination 
2.5.3. Nexus Determination 
2.5.4. Project Assessment 
2.5.5. Scoping 

2.5.5.1. Lead Agency 
2.5.5.2. Scoping 
2.5.5.3. Cost Estimates 
2.5.5.4. Schedule 

3. Program Allocation 
3.1. Measure R Allocation 
3.2. Program Programming 

3.2.1. Program Development Process 
3.2.2. Project Funding Adjustments 

3.3. Audit 
3.4. Leverage of Other Funding Sources 
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1. Highway Monitoring System 

  

 TO BE INSERTED FOLLOWING SBCCOG APPROVAL  
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SBHP ITS Work Plan 

2.1 Introduction 

Prior to the development of the SBHP, the South Bay already enjoyed benefits from locally 

deployed ITS systems and components; on-going projects Measure R are adding to this installed 

base.  AS examples, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (DPW), working 

together with local agencies has, through various County programs, enabled the creation of 

Traffic Management Centers housing centralized traffic signal systems, upgraded traffic signal 

equipment and designed and installed the communications infrastructure needed to connect 

one to the other. The County is currently complementing local infrastructure enhancement 

projects in Inglewood, Gardena and Lawndale with projects to design and install CCTV 

surveillance systems. A separate County project, to develop and install video distribution 

architecture throughout the County, will ensure that these CCTV images can be shared by all the 

agencies in the South Bay. 

At the Regional level, METRO has introduced a cross-modal element to ITS by pioneering inter-

jurisdictional transit priority systems so that local transit services can enjoy the benefits that 

METRO services have been experiencing in transit corridors within the City of Los Angeles.  

Regional ITS systems involving cooperation between METRO, Caltrans, the California Highway 

Patrol (CHP)  and various local agencies include freeway surveillance and control, ramp metering 

systems and motorist information systems (from changeable message signs through to METRO’s 

go511 traveler information system). LA County DPW is attempting to bridge the gap between 

local and regional signal operations through the Countywide Information Exchange Network 

(IEN), connecting traffic control systems in the County to enable agencies to share data.  

With this backdrop of ITS deployments, METRO and the South Bay Cities Council of 

Governments identified the need to develop a comprehensive ITS Plan for the South Bay which 

would take stock of the current state of ITS deployment, and identify what is needed to meet 

the short, medium and long term needs of the region. The final output of this activity is the 

South Bay ITS Implementation Plan identifying and assessing ITS projects with recommendations 

for their deployment. In the process of developing the Implementation Plan, a number of 

supporting documents were also created as described below. 

2.2 ITS Plan Development Process 

The process that was used to develop the ITS Plan is shown in Figure 1.  The whole process was 

based upon collaboration between the SBCCOG member agencies, the regional agencies 

(Caltrans, Metro and the County of Los Angeles) and SBCCOG staff.  

The foundation for the later work is based upon the development of operational strategies in 

Task 1 that the agencies identified as relevant for application to the South Bay highway network. 

These were documented in the Operational Concepts Report.  Having identified the strategies to 
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be implemented, the agencies were then led through the identification of   ITS systems and 

components  

 

 

Figure 1: ITS Plan Development Process 

that would be needed by them to carry them out – the ITS needs definition. By comparing the 

ITS Needs with current and planned ITS deployments, Task 3 identified the technical, functional 

and operational gaps that would need to be filled and so provide the basis for Task 4 the 

identification of potential ITS projects for consideration as candidate projects for assessment 

during the annual updates to the SBHP Implementation Plan. 

2.3 ITS Projects 

2.3.1 Regional Projects 

The following projects were identified through the ITS Plan process as regional in nature 

benefitting multiple agencies and therefore requiring both a consensus from the involved 

agencies and also the identification of a lead agency to make the project viable. 

RP.1 Event Information Sharing System 

Description: This project will design and implement a special event and construction 
information sharing system throughout the South Bay. The system will build upon and use 
Metro’s current information systems such as the SoCal 511 and RIITS as well as the LA County 
Information Exchange Network.  
 
Estimated Cost: $1,500,000 
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RP.2 Emergency Fallback Power Project 

Description: This project will provide emergency back-up power for 50 critical intersections on 
key arterials in the South Bay. 
 
Estimated Cost: $300,000 
 

RP.3 Community Notification System 

Description: This project will implement community alert systems in all cities in the South Bay in 
order to push timely information regarding non-recurring traffic congestion, incidents, special 
events and construction to the public.   
 
Estimated Cost: $250,000 
 

RP.4 Arterial Messaging System 

Description: This project will implement dynamic message signs on Sepulveda Blvd informing 
motorists of travel times and parking availability. The signs will also be available for use in 
incident and  disaster management scenarios 
 
Estimated Cost: $4,500,000 
 

RP.5 Arterial Detection Project 

Description: This project will implement detection along key arterials in the South Bay to 
provide data for program assessment under the Strategic Transportation Element. It will build 
upon the LA County DPW South Bay Arterial Detection Plan.  
 
Estimated Cost: $1,500,000 
 

RP.6 Emergency Vehicle Priority System 

Description: This project will implement emergency vehicle priority on key arterials in the cities 
of Hawthorne, El Segundo, Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach, Gardena and Manhattan Beach.  
 
Estimated Cost: $3,000,000 
 

RP.7 Emergency Vehicle Priority System Upgrades 

Description: This project will add emergency vehicle dynamic signing at 100 intersections 
equipped with emergency vehicle priority equipment in the cities of Hawthorne, El Segundo, 
Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach, Gardena and Manhattan Beach. 
 
Estimated Cost: $6,000,000 
 

RP.8 Sr-110 Harbor Freeway Integrated Corridor Management System  

Description: This project will implement an Integrated Corridor Management System along the 
SR -110 Corridor between Artesia Boulevard and the I-405. The project will integrate freeway, 
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arterial and transit operations; implement a Decision Support System for coordinated agency 
operations and traveler information systems.  
 
Estimated Cost: $10,000,000 
 

2.3.2 Agency Specific Projects 

In addition to the regional projects, discussions with the agencies identified the following 

projects that had lead agencies identified and would not require consensus approval to 

continue.  

CA.12 Home Depot Center Event Management System (Carson)  

Description: The Home Depot Center is now firmly established as a major event center for the 
Southland. This project will provide the City of Carson with tools to better manage event traffic. 
Key components are a wireless communications network, arterial changeable message signs, 
and coordinated freeway/arterial operation on Avalon Boulevard, and at three freeway ramps. 
 
Estimated Cost: $3,500,000 
 

CO28 Loop Closure to provide Backbone Communications Network Redundancy (County of 

Los Angeles) 

Description: Through multiple local projects, the County has already installed a multi-media 
South Bay backbone communications network which supports data and video communications 
between the County and local Agency TMC’s.  This project complements the current network by 
providing a redundant path to the County TMC for improved reliability.   
 
Estimated Cost: $2,500,000 
 

CO29 Deployment of CCTV Cameras in 16 Locations (County of Los Angeles)  

Description: This project will continue the County’s already established plan to deploy CCTV 
sites in cities in the South Bay.  
 
Estimated Cost: $800,000 
 

HA.05 Municipal Wireless Communications Network for Transportation (Hawthorne)  

Description: This project would expand on the positive experience gained from the use of 
wireless technologies for transit priority and provide a City-wide wireless network for to 
communicate with ITS systems and components.  
 
Estimated Cost: $600,000 
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IW.08 Communication Gap closure, Traffic Signal Upgrades and Arterial Detection 

(Inglewood)  

Description: This project builds upon the City’s ITS Mater Plan deployment which is now in its 
fourth phase.  
 
Estimated Cost: $3,500,000 
 
 

2.4 Project Selection 

 
The regional projects were presented to the SBCCOG agencies at a workshop, and the agencies 
were invited to: 
 

 Indicate support for the project 
 Indicate willingness to act as lead agency 

 
The results of the agency “voting” are presented in Table 1. It should be noted that Metro 
refrained from offering input on the grounds that the project selection should be following 
operational agency preferences. However, Metro did express willingness to lead the Event 
Information Sharing Project due to the synergies with the Metro go511 traveler information 
system. In addition, the County also expressed interest in this project as being complementary 
to the El Segundo Traveler Information System “BlueCommute”. For these reasons, it is 
considered that a lead agency has been identified for this project pending resolution between 
Metro and the County. 
The supported projects are therefore: 
 

 Event Info Sharing System 
 Emergency Fall Back Power Project 
 Arterial Detection Gap Project 
 SR110 Harbor Freeway ICMS 

 

2.5 Project Funding Considerations 

The selected projects go forward as Candidate Projects for consideration for Measure R funding 
in 2016/17 and 2017/18. 
 
The City of Inglewood decided to put identify IW.08 as Phase V of its ITS Plan, and put the 
project forward for consideration in the 2013 Call for Projects.  
 
The funding application statuses of all projects identified through the ITS Plan activity is shown 
in Table 2.  
 

2.6 Other Considerations 

It should be noted that an operational gap analysis was also carried out as part of the ITS Plan 

activity. Topics that were identified are: 
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 Forum for Operational Coordination 

 Funding Operations and Maintenance 

 Detour Planning 

 Operational Strategies for Corridor Management 

 Parking Utilization 

 

It was agreed that the South Bay Signal Forum, which was created by the County to develop and 

advance the Signal Synchronization and Bus Speed Improvement program should be reconvened 

to provide a venue for initialing addressing Operational Coordination.  

 

Table 1: Agency Voting on Regional Projects 

Old ID Project Lead Agency New ID Comments  

RP.1 Event Info Sharing System Metro/County CO.30 Candidate Measure R Project 

RP.2 Emergency Fall Back Power Project County CO.31 Candidate Measure R Project 

RP.3 Community Notification Sys   Hold for Future Consideration 

RP.4 Arterial Messaging Sys   Hold for Future Consideration 

RP.5 Arterial Detection Gap Project County CO.32 Candidate Measure R Project 

RP.6 Emergency Vehicle  Priority System    Hold for Future Consideration 

RP.7 Emer. Vehicle Priority System Upgrade   Hold for Future Consideration 

RP.8 SR110 Harbor Freeway ICMS Caltrans CT.38 PAED Funded in 2018/19 

CA.12 Home Depot Center Event Management Carson  Candidate Measure R Project 

CO.28 Loop Closure for Backbone Redundancy County  Candidate Measure R Project 

CO.29 CCTV Camera Deployment County  Candidate Measure R Project 

HA.05 Municipal Wireless Network Hawthorne  Hold for Future Consideration 

IW.08 ITS Phase V Inglewood  2013 Call For Projects App. 

 
Table 2: Summary of ITS Project Funding Considerations 
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RP.1 Event Info Sharing System * * n n s s s s s s n n s s

RP.2 Emergency Fall Back Power Project * * s n s s n n s s SL s n n

RP.3 Community Notification Sys o n s s n n s s n s n n

RP.4 Arterial Messaging Sys n n o s n n s s n o s s

RP.5 Arterial Detection Gap Project * * n n n s s s s s SL s s n

RP.6 Emergency Veh. Priority Sys o n s n n s s n n s n n

RP.7 Emer. Veh. Priority Sys. Upgrade o n o n n n s n o o n n

RP.8 SR110 Harbor Freeway ICMS * * n n n n n n SL n n n s n

s = support, n = neutral, o = oppose, SL = Support, willing to serve as lead agency 
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REVISED - ATTACHMENT A
Measure R Highway Operational Improvements Project List

Proposed Project List and Ten-Year Allocation (Fiscal Years subject to MTA priority setting & budget processes)

(C)hange

(A)dd

Lead

Agency

Funding

Agreement No.

HwyID/

EA or ID
Project/Location

 Total

Allocation

(10 yr) 

 PRIOR

Years 

 2012

2013 

 2013

2014 

 2014

2015 

 2015

2016 

 2016

2017 

 2017

2018 

 2018

2019 

(Programmed Dollars in Thousands)

First 5 Year Allocation Second 5 Year Allocation

INTERSTATE 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 RAMP and INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS (SOUTH BAY) (57 projects - 11 New)                192,140          20,873          35,075         39,658          57,240         21,455           726         4,831         6,191 

10 Year Forecasted Funds in Long Range Plan (Cumulative)                237,200 

C SBHP Early Action Contingency                    3,500             2,500            1,000 

SBHP Program Contingency                    4,377                474                800                750            2,353 

C SBHP Strategic Positioning Projects Reserve                  17,200             4,300         12,900 

SBHP Total                  25,077             2,974                800            1,000             5,050         15,253 

C SBCCOG MR312.01 #N/A South Bay Cities COG Program Development & Oversight and Program Administration                    6,754             1,835                742               696                702               674           726             634             744 

C SBCCOG MR312.31 11124/F29 South Bay Subregional ITS Plan                    7,000             5,000            2,000 

SBCCOG Total                  13,754             1,835             5,742            2,696                702               674           726             634             744 

Caltrans MR312.11 11107/29380 ITS: I-405, I-110, I-105, SR-91 at freeway ramp/arterial signalized intersections                    5,000             5,000 

C Caltrans MR312.24 11108/29370 PAED I-110 Aux lane from SR-91 to Torrance Blvd Aux lane & I-405/I-110 Connector                    1,150            1,150 

Caltrans MR312.25 11109/29360 PAED I-405 at 182nd St. / Crenshaw Blvd                    1,700            1,700 

C Caltrans MR312.29 11120/TBD ITS: Pacific Coast Highway and  Parallel Arterials From I-105 to I-110                    9,000            7,000             2,000 

C Caltrans MR312.30 11121/TBD PID/PSR/PDS for I-405 from I-110 to I-105 and  I-105 from I-405 to Crenshaw Blvd                    1,000             1,000 

A Caltrans TBD TBD PAED Integrated Corridor Management System (ICMS) on I-110 from Artesia Blvd and I-405                    1,000         1,000 

Caltrans Total                  18,850             5,000             1,000            9,850 

Carson MR312.37 11138/N34 Sepulveda Blvd widening from Alameda Street to ICTF Driveway                    1,158             1,158 

Carson Total                    1,158             1,158 

El Segundo MR312.22 11147/N69 Maple Ave improvements  from Sepulveda Blvd to Parkview Ave                    2,500             2,500 

C El Segundo MR312.27 11113/F39 Sepulveda Blvd improvements from Imperial Highway to Crenshaw Blvd                        400                400 

C El Segundo MR312.39 11141/N46 Vista Del Mar realignment north of southern El Segundo City Limit                    1,500               150             1,350 

El Segundo Total                    4,400             2,500             1,750 

Gardena MR312.17 11140/N42 Rosecrans Ave improvements  from Vermont Ave to Crenshaw Blvd                    5,140                300                317            4,523 

Gardena MR312.19 11146/N53
Artesia Blvd at Western Ave intersection improvements

(WB left turn lanes)
                       675                  75               600 

Gardena MR312.21 11149/N67 Vermont Ave improvements from Rosecrans Ave to 182nd Street                    2,350                150                132            2,068 

A Gardena TBD TBD Construct one park and ride facility at SE corner of Rosecrans & Wadkins (Call Match)                        427             213             214 

Gardena Total                    8,592                525                449            7,191             213             214 

Hawthorne MR312.03 11118/F11 Rosecrans Ave widening from I-405 SB off ramp to Isis Ave                    2,100             2,100 

Hawthorne MR312.33 11127/N14
Aviation Blvd at Marine Ave intersection improvements

(WB right turn lane)
                   2,100                600            1,500 

C Hawthorne MR312.44 11152/N26 Hawthorne Blvd improvements from  El Segundo Blvd to Rosecrans Ave                    4,171             4,171 

A Hawthorne TBD TBD Signal improvements on Prairie Ave  from 118th St. to Marine Ave. (Call Match)
                   1,237             618             619 

Hawthorne Total                    9,608             2,100             4,771            1,500             618             619 

C Hermosa Beach MR312.05 11114/F45 Pacific Coast Highway improvements from Artesia Blvd to Anita Street                        368                368 

7,000 

1,453 1,453 2,906 

2,000 
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Measure R Highway Operational Improvements Project List

Proposed Project List and Ten-Year Allocation (Fiscal Years subject to MTA priority setting & budget processes)

(C)hange

(A)dd

Lead

Agency

Funding

Agreement No.

HwyID/

EA or ID
Project/Location

 Total

Allocation

(10 yr) 

 PRIOR

Years 

 2012

2013 

 2013

2014 

 2014

2015 

 2015

2016 

 2016

2017 

 2017

2018 

 2018

2019 

(Programmed Dollars in Thousands)

First 5 Year Allocation Second 5 Year Allocation

C Hermosa Beach MR312.38 11139/F44
Pacific Coast Highway at Aviation Blvd intersection improvements

(SB left turn lanes)
                       872               872 

A Hermosa Beach TBD TBD
Roadway, signalization on Aviation Blvd from Prospect Ave to PCH and on PCH (SR-1) from 

Artesia Blvd to Herond St
                       900             450             450 

Hermosa Beach Total                    2,140                368               872 

C Inglewood MR312.02 11142/F2 I-405 off ramp improvements at Manchester Blvd.                        186                186 

Inglewood MR312.12 11122/N6 ITS: City of Inglewood Citywide ITS Master Plan                    3,500                300             3,200 

A Inglewood TBD TBD La Cienega Blvd and Manchester Blvd geometric improvements (Call Match)                        770             385             385 

A Inglewood TBD TBD ITS: Phase V of Inglewood's ITS Upgrades (Call Match)                        586               85             501 

Inglewood Total                    5,042                486             3,200             470             886 

A LA City TBD TBD Improve Anaheim St. from Farragut Ave. to Dominguez Channel (Call Match)                    2,354         1,177         1,177 

LA City Total                    2,354         1,177         1,177 

LA County MR312.16 11123/N32 Del Amo  Blvd improvements from Normandie Blvd to Vermont Ave                  26,920             1,000            1,000          24,920 

A LA County TBD TBD ITS: Improvements on South Bay arterials (Call Match)                    1,138             153             985 

LA County Total                  28,058             1,000            1,000          24,920             153             985 

Lawndale MR312.15 11132/N22 Inglewood Ave widening from 156th Street to I-405 southbound on-ramp                        500                100                400 

Lawndale MR312.36 11135/N25 ITS: City of Lawndale Citywide improvements                    1,500                150             1,350 

A Lawndale TBD TBD Redondo Beach Blvd improvements  from Hawthorne Boulvard to Prairie Ave.                    2,041         1,020         1,021 

Lawndale Total                    4,041                100                550             1,350 

C Lomita MR312.43 11151/F53 Intersection Improvements at Western/Palos Verdes Dr and PCH/Walnut                        900                 90                810 

Lomita Total                        900                 90                810 

Manhattan Beach MR312.04 11119/F42
Sepulveda Blvd at Marine Ave intersection improvements

(WB left turn lanes)
                       235                235 

Manhattan Beach MR312.28 11117/F41
Seismic retrofit of widened Bridge 53-62 from Sepulveda Blvd from 33rd Street to south of 

Rosecrans Ave
                   9,100             4,550            4,550 

Manhattan Beach MR312.32 11126/N13
Aviation Blvd at Marine Ave intersection improvements

(SB left turn lanes)
                   1,500            1,500 

Manhattan Beach MR312.34 11129/N57
Aviation Blvd at Artesia Blvd intersection improvements

(SB right turn lane)
                   1,500            1,500 

Manhattan Beach MR312.35 11133/F43
Sepulveda Blvd at Manhattan Beach Blvd intersection improvements

(NB, WB, EB left turn lanes and SB right turn lane)
                       980               980 

Manhattan Beach Total                  13,315                235             4,550            7,030            1,500 

Redondo Beach MR312.06 11116/F46 Pacific Coast Highway improvements from Anita Street to Palos Verdes Blvd                    1,400             1,400 

Redondo Beach MR312.07 11136/F47
Pacific Coast Highway at Torrance Blvd intersection improvements

(NB right turn lane)
                       585                  59                527 

Redondo Beach MR312.08 11137/F48
Pacific Coast Highway at Palos Verdes Blvd intersection improvements

(WB right turn lane)
                       320                  32                288 

Redondo Beach MR312.13 11130/N17
Aviation Blvd at Artesia Blvd intersection improvements

(EB right turn lane)
                         22                  22 

Redondo Beach MR312.14 11153/N19
Inglewood Ave at Manhattan Beach Blvd intersection improvements

(EB right turn lane)
                         30                  30 

Redondo Beach MR312.20 11128/N58
Aviation Blvd at Artesia Blvd intersection improvements

(NB right turn lane)
                       847                847 

1,540 770 770 

700 350 350 
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Measure R Highway Operational Improvements Project List

Proposed Project List and Ten-Year Allocation (Fiscal Years subject to MTA priority setting & budget processes)

(C)hange
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Allocation

(10 yr) 

 PRIOR
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(Programmed Dollars in Thousands)

First 5 Year Allocation Second 5 Year Allocation

Redondo Beach MR312.42 11150/N18
Inglewood Ave at Manhattan Beach Blvd intersection improvements 

(SB right turn lane)
                   5,175               518             4,658 

Redondo Beach Total                    8,379             2,390                815               518             4,658 

Torrance MR312.09 11115/F49 Pacific Coast Highway improvements from Palos Verdes Blvd to Crenshaw Blvd                    1,840               184            1,656 

Torrance MR312.10 11134/F51 Pacific Coast Highway at Hawthorne Blvd intersection improvements                  19,600             1,300               300          18,000 

Torrance MR312.18 11145/N47
Maple Ave at Sepulveda Blvd intersection improvements

(SB right turn lane)
                       600                  60                540 

Torrance MR312.23 11143/P4 Torrance Transit Park and Ride Regional Terminal Project 465 Crenshaw Blvd                  18,100             1,000          10,500            6,600 

C Torrance MR312.26 11111/F58 I-405 at 182nd St. / Crenshaw Blvd operational improvements                        300               300 

Torrance MR312.40 11144/F50 Pacific Coast Highway at Vista Montana/Anza Ave intersection improvements                    2,900            2,900 

A
Torrance/

Los Angeles
TBD TBD Add turn lanes on Western Av. at Sepulveda Blvd.  (Call Match)

                   2,082         1,041         1,041 

A Torrance TBD TBD
Widen 182nd St.,  Lomita Blvd, Spencer St. and Emerald St. at Hawthorne Blvd. to allow right 

turn lanes (Call Match)
                   1,050             525             525 

Torrance Total                  46,472             2,360          11,040         10,284          18,000            1,656         1,566         1,566 

INTERSTATE 405, I-110, I-105, and SR-91 RAMP and INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS (SOUTH BAY) (57 projects - 11 New)                192,140          20,873          35,075         39,658          57,240         21,455           726         4,831         6,191 

737 368 369 

Page 6 of  6
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LEGEND Description                                            ATTACHMENT C

Percent Complete by Time Task completed by time 

Funding Agreement Date Funding Agreement Signed 

Planning and

Preliminary Design

PD

Project Planning phase develops the concept for the project including the project requirements, the preliminary design addresses the requirements. This phase 

also includes Project Approval/Environmental Documentation if required for the project to proceed. 

PS&E

D

Plans Specifications and Estimate - This comprises all work to develop construction contract plans, specifications, engineer's estimate, contract bid 

documents, allocation of funds, contract award, and contract approval

ROW

R
Right of Way - The Right of Way acquisitions are for the locally preferred concept/alternative are identified

Construction

C
Construction - All construction related activities. 

PC Projected Project Completion Date

DC Projected Design Completion Date

Color Code Parameters

G Within 6 months of schedule and on budget

Y Behind schedule by more than 6 months and/or concerns over expenditures 

R Change in Scope and/or Budget requires Funding Agreement Amendment

C Project Completed
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Update: March 28, 2013

Revision: 0

Metro

Project ID

FA Type

Start Finish
Projected Finish 

Date

Feb 13

PR

Submitted

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Inglewood

I-405 Ramp Improvement at Manchester Blvd

City of Manhattan Beach

F42 - Sepulveda Blvd at Marine Ave Intersection Improvements 

(WB Left Turn Lane)
3/1/13 5/1/13 10/1/13

City of Hermosa Beach 

F45 - PCH (SR-1/PCH) Improvements between Anita St and 

Artesia Blvd
4/2/12 10/1/14

City of Redondo Beach

F46 - PCH Arterial Improvements from Anita St to Palos Verdes 

Blvd
10/3/11 6/30/14 8/1/15

City of Redondo Beach

F47 - PCH at Torrance Blvd Intersection Improvements 9/21/11 5/31/13 5/1/14

  

City of Redondo Beach

F48 - PCH at Palos Verdes Blvd Intersection Improvements 10/12/11 12/21/12 8/1/14

City of Torrance

F51 - PCH at Hawthorne Blvd Intersection Improvements 2/1/12 11/1/14 11/1/14

Caltrans

ITS: I-405, I-110, I-105, SR-91 at freeways ramp/arterial 

signalized intersections

City of Inglewood

N6 - City of Inglewood Citywide Phase IV 6/6/12 11/1/14

City of Lawndale

N22 - Inglewood Ave From 156th st to I-405 SB On Ramp 

Improvements
12/1/11 6/1/13 6/1/13

City of Gardena

N42-Rosecrans Ave Arterial Improvements From Vermont Ave 

to Crenshaw Blvd
9/21/11 9/1/14 9/1/14

City of Torrance

N47 - Maple Ave at Sepulveda Blvd. Intersection 

Improvements
7/1/11 6/1/13 6/1/13

City of Gardena

N53 - Artesia Blvd at Western Ave Intersection Improvements 

(WB Left Turn Lanes)
9/21/11 2/1/14 2/1/14

City of Redondo Beach

N58 - Aviation Blvd at Artesia Blvd Intersection Improvements 11/1/11 6/7/13 1/1/15

City of Gardena

N67 - Vermont Arterial Improvement From Rosecrans Ave to 

182nd Street
10/1/11 5/1/14 5/1/14

City of El Segundo

N69 - Maple Ave Arterial Improvements from Sepulveda Blvd 

to Parkview Ave
10/3/11 9/1/13 9/1/13

City of Torrance

P4 - Torrance Park and Ride Regional Terminal 9/30/11 7/1/12Y

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

PC

PC

PC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

PC

MR312.06

D, R, C

MR312.12

PD, D, C

MR312.20

D, R, C

MR312.10

D, PD, R

MR312.18

D, C

Yes

MR312.11

MR312.02

PC

PC

DC

DC

DC

DC

PC

R

R

G

2014

Dec

MR312.23

D

R

SepJun Jul Sep

G

Y

Y

R

R

Y

MR312.17

PD, D, C

Oct NovOctSepAug Aug

2013

Jun Jul Aug

G

Mar

G
MR312.22

D, C

MR312.19

PD, D, C

MR312.05

PD, D, R, C

MR312.21

PD, D, C

MR312.04

C

MR312.07

D, C

G

Y
MR312.15

PD, D, C

MR312.08

D, C

Nov Dec

G

2011 2012
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PC

2015

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

First Funding FY 2011-2012

Jun Jul MarOct Apr JanOctFebAug Jan Feb Apr May

PC

PC

PC

Mar JulFebNov AprNov Dec Jan Sep Dec JunMayMay

PC
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Update: March 28, 2013

Revision: 0

Metro

Project ID

FA Type

Start Finish
Projected Finish 

Date

Feb 13

PR

Submitted

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2014

DecSepJun Jul SepOct NovOctSepAug Aug

2013

Jun Jul AugMarNov Dec

2011 2012

Attachment C                                                                                                                   Project Progress Report

2015

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

First Funding FY 2011-2012

Jun Jul MarOct Apr JanOctFebAug Jan Feb Apr May Mar JulFebNov AprNov Dec Jan Sep Dec JunMayMay

Los Angeles County

N32 - Del Amo Boulevard from Normandie Boulevard to 

Vermont Avenue

City of Manhattan Beach

Seismic retrofit of Sepulveda Blvd bridge 53-62

Caltrans

PID/PSR/PDS for I-405 from I-110 to I-105 and I-105 from 1-

405 to Crenshaw Blvd.

SBCCOG

South Bay Sub regional ITS Plan

City of Hawthorne

N14 - Construction of WB Right-Turn Lane at Aviation 

Boulevard And Marine Avenue Intersection Improvement
10/11/12 7/14/13 11/1/14

City of Lawndale

N25 - Traffic Signal Improvements Citywide

City of Carson

N34 - Sepulveda Boulevard widening from Alameda Street to 

ICTF Driveway
1/1/13 12/1/13

City of Hawthorne

Hawthorne Blvd Arterial Improvements From El Segundo Blvd. 

to Rosecrans Ave

City of Torrance

Pacific Coast Highway Improvements From Palos Verdes Blvd 

to Crenshaw Blvd

Caltrans

PAED I-110 Aux lane from SR-91 to Torrance Blvd Aux lane & I-

405/1-110 Connector

Caltrans

PAED I-405 at 182nd St./Crenshaw Boulevard

Torrance

I-405 at 182nd St. /Crenshaw Blvd. operational improvements

Caltrans

ITS: PCH and Parallel Arterials from I-105 to I-110 connector

City of Manhattan Beach

Aviation Blvd at Marine Ave Intersection Improvement in the 

City of Manhattan Beach

City of Manhattan Beach

Sepulveda Blvd at Manhattan Beach Blvd Intersection 

Improvement

City of El Segundo

N46 - Vista Del Mar Realignment North of Southern El 

Segundo City Limit

City of Torrance

Pacific Coast Highway at Vista Montana/Anza Ave Intersection 

Improvement

City of Redondo Beach

Construction of SB Right-Turn Lane at Inglewood Ave and 

Manhattan Beach Blvd Intersection

City of Lomita

Intersection Improvement at Western/Palos Verdes Dr. and 

PCH/Walnut

Y

G

R

R

Y

MR312.16

Y MR312.36

G

First Funding FY 2012-2013

First Funding FY 2013-2014

MR312.31

MR312.33

PD, D, R, C PC

No

MR312.28

MR312.30

MR312.37

C

Yes

G

MR312.09

G MR312.40

G MR312.29

MR312.26

Y MR312.44

G MR312.35

G MR312.32

G MR312.42

G

G MR312.43

G MR312.39

MR312.25

G

MR312.24

Y
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Update: March 28, 2013

Revision: 0

Metro

Project ID

FA Type

Start Finish
Projected Finish 

Date

Feb 13

PR

Submitted

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2014

DecSepJun Jul SepOct NovOctSepAug Aug

2013

Jun Jul AugMarNov Dec

2011 2012
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2015

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

First Funding FY 2011-2012

Jun Jul MarOct Apr JanOctFebAug Jan Feb Apr May Mar JulFebNov AprNov Dec Jan Sep Dec JunMayMay

City of El Segundo

Sepulveda Blvd arterial Improvements From Imperial Highway 

to Crenshaw Blvd

City of Manhattan Beach

Construction of SB Right-Turn Lane at Aviation Blvd and 

Artesia Blvd Intersection Improvement

City of Hermosa Beach

Pacific Coast highway at Aviation Blvd Intersection 

Improvement (SB Left turn lanes)

City of Hawthorne

F11 - Rosecrans Ave Arterial Improvements from I-405 SB Off-

Ramp to ISIS Ave
10/11/11 7/1/12

                 

City of Redondo Beach

N17 - Aviation Blvd at Artesia Blvd Intersection Improvements 10/12/11 7/16/12

City of Redondo Beach

N19 - Inglewood Ave at Manhattan Beach Blvd Intersection 

Improvements
10/3/11 4/17/12

 

Completed Projects

First Funding FY 2014-2015

G MR312.27

C
MR312.13

C

C
MR312.14

C

First Funding FY 2015-2016

G MR312.34

G MR312.38

C
MR312.03

C
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Attachment D 
South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

1 
 

(RED Old ID F46 / MTA ID MR312.06 

Sponsor: City of Redondo Beach     PM: John Mate 

Project Title: PCH Arterial Improvements from Anita St to Palos Verdes Blvd 

 

Issue 1) Jan 2013 - Pending distribution of RFP.   

Remediation Note: Iteris to confirm RFP distribution date 

Target Resolution Date:  April 8, 2013 

Issue 2) Feb 2013 - Potential ROW/Construction cost increase.  

Remediation Note: Iteris to confirm project cost following completion of design 

Target Resolution Date:  Feb 2014 

 Month(s) Delay: 22-months 

RED Old ID F47 / MTA ID MR312.07 

Sponsor: City of Redondo Beach     PM: John Mate 

Project Title: PCH at Torrance Blvd Intersection Improvements 

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - Concern over Ped access Design.  March 2013 - Agency confirmed 
need for design change to accommodate Ped access. 

Remediation Note: City to incorporate pedestrian access in design 

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Issues 2) Feb 2013 - Design cost concerns. Low EV on Project design budget (65% Spent 
vs. 35% completed). March 2013 - Change order for additional design 
anticipated.  

Remediation Note: City to identify funding impact 

Target Resolution Date: May 31, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: 22-months 
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Attachment D 
South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

2 
 

RED Old ID F48 / MTA ID MR312.08 

Sponsor: City of Redondo Beach     PM: John Mate 

Project Title: PCH at Palos Verdes Blvd Intersection Improvements  

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - Consultant selected to start design May '13 Design Fee $6K over 
budget - Concern over project budget and schedule.  March 2013 - Agency 
seeking an administrative FA amendment from Metro to cover $18K 
additional funding by reallocating funding from the project construction 
phase to design phase, with no change in total FA budget  

Remediation Note: City first to identify funding impact 

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: 16-months 

RED Old ID ITS / MTA ID MR312.11 

Sponsor: Caltrans       PM: Darek Chmielewski 

Project Title: I-405, I-110, I-105, SR-91 at freeways ramp/arterial signalized intersections  

 

Issues 1) March 2013 - No Funding Agreement  

Remediation Note: Metro Legal to complete Funding Agreement review.  

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 
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Attachment D 
South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

3 
 

RED Old ID F58 / MTA ID MR312.20 

Sponsor: City of Redondo Beach     PM: John Mate 

Project Title: Aviation Blvd at Artesia Blvd Intersection Improvements  

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - City waiting for executed design contract - Need design to 
confirm ROW and construction cost.  March 2013 - Continuing negotiations 
with landowner.  Design completion date delayed to August 2013.  

Remediation Note: City to complete design 

Target Resolution Date: August 2013 

Month(s) Delay: 13-months 

(RED Old ID N/A / MTA ID MR312.28 

Sponsor: City of Manhattan Beach     PM: Ed Kao 

Project Title: Seismic retrofit of Sepulveda Blvd bridge 53-62  

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - Seismic retrofit to be done with CFP bridge widening project.  

Remediation Note: City and Metro to conclude negotiations and execute FA with 
new scope. Steve Lantz to work with the city and Metro to resolve the issues. 

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Issues 2) March 2013 - Staff turnover; loss of contact person  

Remediation Note: Iteris to confirm new contact and agree next steps with City 

Target Resolution Date:  April 30, 2013  

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 
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Attachment D 
South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

4 
 

RED Old ID N/A / MTA ID MR312.30 

Sponsor: Caltrans       PM: Fulgene Asuncion 

Project Title: PID/PSR/PDS for I-405 from I-110 to I-105 and I-105 from 1-405 to Crenshaw Blvd. 

 

Issues 1) March 2013 - Caltrans to make a decision on developing the PSR in-house 

Remediation Note: Caltrans and Metro in discussion 

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 

 

YELLOW Old ID F42 / MTA ID MR312.04 

Sponsor: City of Manhattan Beach     PM: Ed Kao 

Project Title: Sepulveda Blvd at Marine Ave Intersection Improvements (WB Left Turn Lane) 

 

Issues 1) March 2013 - Pending completion of Caltrans design review process.  

Remediation Note: City to address comments and secure Caltrans approval 

Target Resolution Date:  May 31, 2013  

Issues 2) March 2013 - Staff turnover; loss of contact person 

Remediation Note: Iteris to confirm new contact 

Target Resolution Date:  May 31, 2013  

 Month(s) Delay: Projected 5-months 
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Attachment D 
South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

5 
 

YELLOW Old ID F45 / MTA ID MR312.05 

Sponsor: City of Hermosa Beach     PM: Frank Senteno 

Project Title: PCH (SR-1/PCH) Improvements between Anita St and Artesia Blvd  

 

Issues 1) Jan 2013 - Pending distribution of RFP 

Remediation Note: Iteris to confirm with City 

Target Resolution Date:  April 8, 2013 

Issues 2) Feb 2013 - No progress reporting 

Remediation Note: Iteris to draft memo to SBCCOG Executive Director to discuss 
with City Manager 

Target Resolution Date:  April 8, 2013 

 Month(s) Delay: 9-months 

YELLOW Old ID N22 / MTA ID MR312.15 

Sponsor: City of Lawndale      PM: Nasser Abbaszadeh 

Project Title: Inglewood Ave From 156th St to I-405 SB On Ramp Improvements 

 

Issues 1) March 2013 - ROW issues 

Remediation Note: Agency to resolve issues with property owner.  

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: 8-months 
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Attachment D 
South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

6 
 

YELLOW Old ID N42 / MTA ID MR312.17 

Sponsor: City of Gardena       PM:  John Felix 

Project Title: Rosecrans Ave Arterial Improvements From Vermont Ave to Crenshaw Blvd  

 

Issues 1) March 2013 - Consultant selected and design activities started 

Remediation Note: Agency to coordinate with consultant to develop an expedited 
schedule.  

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: 8-months 

Oversight Exception: Jacobs/InfraConsult 

YELLOW Old ID P4 / MTA ID MR312.23 

Sponsor: City of Torrance      PM: Ted Semaan 

Project Title: Torrance Park and Ride Regional Terminal 

 

Issues 1) March 2013 - Amended Funding Agreement is with the City for signature.  

Remediation Note: City Council to approve Funding Agreement 

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 
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Attachment D 
South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

7 
 

YELLOW Old ID N32 / MTA ID MR312.16 

Sponsor: Los Angeles County      PM: Waqas Rehman 

Project Title: Del Amo Boulevard from Normandie Boulevard to Vermont Avenue  

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - City of LA proceeding with City segment of project; awaiting 
confirmation of joint City and County project.  March 2013 - City and County in 
agreement to proceed.   

Remediation Note: County to develop SOW for feasibility study 

Target Resolution Date: May 31, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 

YELLOW Old ID N/A / MTA ID MR312.31 

Sponsor: SBCCOG       PM: Alan Clelland 

Project Title: South Bay Regional ITS Plan  

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - ITS work plan in development 

Remediation Note: Iteris to complete work plan 

Target Resolution Date: April 8, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 

YELLOW Old ID N25 / MTA ID MR312.36 

Sponsor: City of Lawndale       PM: Nasser Abbaszadeh 

Project Title: Traffic Signal Improvements Citywide  

 

Issues 1) March 2013 - Metro Received Funding Agreement 3/26 

Remediation Note: Metro to review Funding Agreement 

Target Resolution Date: April 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 
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South Bay Cities Measure R- March 2013 Project Risk Report 

 

8 
 

YELLOW Old ID N34 / MTA ID MR312.37 

Sponsor: City of Carson       PM: Massoud Ghiam 

Project Title: Sepulveda Boulevard widening from Alameda Street to ICTF Driveway  

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - City to review seismic calculations - potential construction cost 
increase due to seismic review results. March 2013 - PS&E to be completed 
June 2013 

Remediation Note: City to review seismic calculations and complete PS&E 

Target Resolution Date: June 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: 2-months 

YELLOW Old ID N/A / MTA ID MR312.44 

Sponsor: City of Hawthorne      PM: Akbar Farokhi 

Project Title: Hawthorne Blvd Arterial Improvements From El Segundo Blvd. to Rosecrans Ave 

 

Issues 1) Feb 2013 - Comments submitted to city on project scope and cost estimate.  
City preparing FA with Metro March 2013 – City submitted comments to City 
on Scope of work 

Remediation Note: City to revise FA to address Metro comments 

Target Resolution Date: June 30, 2013 

Month(s) Delay: N/A - No Funding Agreement 
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Attachment E          Updated 4/1/13 
  
 
South Bay Measure R Highway Program  
 
3-month Look-ahead on Committee Meetings and Decision Milestones  
 

April 2013 May 2013 June 2013 

8. Measure R Oversight Committee 

 Review Project Progress 

 Review Project Risks 

 Recommend Draft Final SBHP 
Implementation Plan Update  

 Project Progress Spotlight 
 

8. Steering Committee 

 Review Metro Measure R 
Project acceleration proposal 

 
17. IWG Meeting  

 Review Project Progress 

 Review Funding Allocation 
Change Requests, if any 

 Review Metro Measure R 
Project acceleration proposal 

 Review scope of work for 
current consultant bench 
contract amendments and  
Technical consultant bench 
contractor RFP scope of work, 
evaluation criteria 

 Review STE Cost Estimate 
25. Metro Board  
 
25. SBCCOG Board  

 Approve SBHP Implementation 
Plan Update  

 Review Metro Measure R 
Project acceleration proposal 
 

13. Measure R Oversight Committee 

 Review Project Progress  

 Review Project Risks 

 Review SBHP Implementation 
Plan Quarterly Status Update 

 Review SBHP Contract 
reallocation recommendations, 
if any 

 Approve scope of work for 
current consultant bench 
contract amendments and  
Technical consultant bench 
contractor RFP scope of work, 
evaluation criteria 

 Project Progress Spotlight 

 Review STE Cost Estimate 
 
13. Steering Committee 
15. IWG Meeting  

 Review Project Progress 

 Review Funding Allocation 
Change Requests, if any 

 Review SBHP Implementation 
Plan Quarterly Status Update 

 Review Measure R website 
scope of work 

 
23. Metro Board 
23. SBCCOG Board  

 Approve scope of work for 
current consultant bench 
contract amendments and  
Technical consultant bench 
contractor RFP scope of work, 
evaluation criteria 

10. Measure R Oversight Committee 

 Review Project Progress  

 Review Project Risks 

 Review Measure R website 
scope of work 

 Review SBHP Contract 
reallocation recommendations, 
if any 

 Project Progress Spotlight 
 
10. Steering Committee 
 
19. IWG Meeting  

 Review Project Progress 

 Review Funding Allocation 
Change Requests, if any 

 Review SBHP Implementation 
Plan Quarterly Status Update 

 Review Measure R website 
scope of work 

 
27. Metro Board 
 
27. SBCCOG Board 
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Attachment F              Updated 3/30/13 

2012-13 Measure R South Bay Highway Program Annual Update Calendar 

 The Measure R South Bay Highway Program includes annual updates of the Implementation Plan and the Metro budget request.    The 

2012-13 calendar includes a major revision to the Implementation Plan with a review of policies and review of potential new projects to 

the program. The process also includes an annual budget submittal for Metro Measure R funding from Fy 2014- Fy 2019.  

Phase Committee Start End 
Jul. 
‘12 

Aug. 
‘12 

Sep. 
‘12 Oct. ‘12 Nov. ‘12 

Dec. 
‘12 

Jan. 
‘13 Feb. ‘13 

Mar. 
‘13 Apr. ‘13 May ‘13 

Jun. 
‘13 

Program Status 
Report 

IWG Quarterly    Review   Review    Review   
 

Review    

Oversight Quarterly    Review   Review 
 

 Review  
 Review   

SBCCOG Annual         

 

            

Cost 
Adjustment 

IWG September October  
 

Review Recomm.  
       

Oversight October  November  
  

Review  Recomm. 

 
      

SBCCOG October  November  
   

Approval 
       

Programming 

IWG September October  
 

Review         
    

Oversight October  November  
  

Review  Recomm. 

 
       

SBCCOG October November  
  

Review Approval 

 
 

  
    

Metro January February 
 

  
    

  
  

Staff 
Approval   

Board 
Approval  

Budget 
Approval 

IWG October June    Review        Review 

Oversight November June     Recomm.       Review 

SBCCOG November June     Approval       Review 

Metro  May  May           Approve  

Implementation 
Plan 

Approval 

IWG January March       Review Review Review    

Oversight January April        Review Review Recomm.   

SBCCOG April April          Approve   

Funding 
Agreements 

Lead 
Agencies 

March June 
 

       Execute funding agreements  
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